Dear Maharajas, Prabhus and Matajis,
Please accept my humble obeisances. All glories to Srila Prabhupada.
Bhaktivignavinasa Nrsimhadeva Bhagavan kijaya!
For the benefit of the devotees I have digitized the Çäréra Sthäna, a canto of the
Caraka Saàhitä (a major classical text on Ayurveda) dealing with the formation of
the body -- Çäréra. Being in the Vedic tradition the worldview is spiritual. The
existence of the soul whose mission is to attain liberation from material existence
is axiomatic in contradistinction to modern medical knowledge (?).
One should use common sense when reading this or any other literature from the
Vedic tradition. Always remember that the works of Srila Prabhupada and the
Vaisnava Acaryas are the standard by which we measure everything. So if there is
an apparent contradiction or deviation from the parampara then we should stick
to the version of the parampara.
For example there is a section in this text (chapter 8) dealing with the methods of
procreating excellent progeny including elaborate Garbhadana Samskara using
Vedic mantras. These are no doubt authentic and bona fide methods but should
not be used as a substitute for the method given by our acaryas. Our acarya, Srila
Prabhupada has stated that we should chant 50 rounds of japa for Garbhadana
samskara, hence this is the standard that we should adhere to. It may be that in
addition to this regimen of chanting 50 rounds we may add other items
mentioned in this chapter as long as they do not contradict or conflict with the
instructions of Srila Prabhupada. The following exchange of emails illustrates this
point:
-----Original Message----From: Shyamasundara Dasa [mailto:shyama@shyamasundaradasa.com]
Sent: Monday, October 13, 2003 12:26 PM
To: mb@jiaogulan.net
Subject: Manu-samhita
Dear Madhusudana Prabhu,
PAMHO AGTSP
Recently there has been a bit of controversy regarding Srila Prabhupada, Vedic
culture and Manu-samhita. Considering that every time Srila Prabhupada
mentions the Manu-samhita he has done so in glowing terms the following text
seems contradictory. Could you please explain the context surrounding this text.
What did you ask SP and why did he answer like this?
Your humble servant
Shyamasundara Dasa

http://www.ShyamasundaraDasa.com
"krsnas tu bhagavan svayam"
"We do not want all these rituals. Chanting Hare Krishna is our only
business. According to Manu-Samhita you are all mlecchas and yavanas. You
cannot touch the Manu-samhita, what to speak of translating it. So if you
try to follow the Manu-samhita then you'll become a mleccha and yavana and
your career is finished."
Letter to Madhusudana dasa (written by Srila Prabhupada's secretary on his
behalf) May 19, 1977
-----Original Message----From: Michael Blumert
Sent: Monday, October 13, 2003 4:27 PM
To: Shyamasundara Dasa
Subject: RE: Manu-samhita
At the time, my wife and I were having trouble conceiving a child for many years.
Various Sanskritists were beginning to recommend following the many rituals for
auspicious conception etc. So I had asked Prabhupada if I should do those things
and that was his response. Of course, Prabhupada's instruction was to simply
chant 50 rounds before trying to conceive.
My understanding is that the 50 rounds of chanting should not be minimized as
being less effective that the Manu-samhita rituals. Also, it's clear that I and many
others were (I still am) mlecchas and yavanas (which became all to obvious when
we screwed up the movement as we did), so how could we know how and when to
apply the Manu-samhita. I think Prabhupada answered based on the time, place,
and recipient.
That probably clears it up for you.
ys
Madhusudana
<end quote>
It is also clear that the commentators are not Vaisnavas so there is bound to be
some advaitic tendencies. But if one is aware of this defect and has a mature
understanding of our philosophy one can still derive benefit from the text without
getting confused.

Another point to consider is that this is ultimately a medical book. I am only
providing this text as a point of interest and for general education. I would
strongly advise that you consult with a highly qualified Ayurvedic physician if you
have any medical problems rather than trying a self-cure. You should know that
there are many people claiming to be Ayurvedic physicians who are mere quacks.
Be certain of his credentials before submitting for treatment.
Also note that on page 354 we have included a short comment that sheds light on
the meaning of a doubtful point regarding the cause of male or female children
that has been the subject of a popular misconception.
And, on page 256 there in an explanation of the cause of birth of homosexuals, I
mention this because it is a controversial topic these days.

Çäréra Sthäna
A Canto of Agniveça’s

Caraka Saàhitä
With English translation and commentary based on

Cakrapäëi Datta’s Äyurveda Dipikä
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INTRODUCTION
We have great pleasure in presenting to our esteemed
readers, a separate volume containing the $rtrasthnna of the
Carakasahhit~with English translation and critical exposition
based on Cakrapapidatta's hyurvedadipiks. Our plans to
bring out the full text of the work have substantially materialised and the two volumes embodying the first five sections
(viz. gf2tra in Vol. I and Nidana, Vimana, ddrira and Indriya
in Vol. 11) have already seen the light of the day. The remaining three sections (viz. Cilcitsif, Kalpa and Siddhi) will also
be coming out shortly. The present volume solely devoted
to darira section will, we hope, facilitate the transmission of
some of the basic Ayurvedic principles to students and readers
in general, specially those who have no time to go through
the entire text.
The very name darira is suggestive of its contents vide
verse 19 of chapter VI quoted below :-

QTVntim a* wGq1

aq

dt

h q l
w ~ llq

U ~&32
d ?
"The physician who is always conversant with the various aspects of the entire body, he alone is proficient in Ayurvedic principles and practice which can bring about happiness to mankind."
The last Chapter of preceding Vz'mana Section entitled
RogabhkaGitva represents the determination of specific requirements for the treatment of diseases, and thus, anticipates
all the points discussed in the present section inasmuch as
there can be no treatment worth the name without comprehensive knowledge of the physical constitution. In other
words, this section dealing as it does with the constitution of
the body, is a sine qua non for providing necessary tools to the
physician for preventing or eradicating physical as well as
psychic ailments.
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SCOPE
Tire section of h r i r a ' consists of the followilig eight
Chapters :-( I ) Katidh~puru~pa
(Empirical Soul)
(11) Atulyagotrrya (Embryological development)
(111) Khuddika Garbhavakranti (Formation of Embryominor details)
(IV) Mohati Garbhaoakranti (Formation of Embryomajor details)
(V) Purugauicaya (Individual as the Epitome of the
. Universe)
(VI) $rrmoicnya (Constitution of the body)
(VII) dar~rasahkhya(Enumeration of bodily organs)
(VIII) Jatisntrga (Method of procreation).
Chapter I
The first chapter deals with Purura, the empirical soul,
who represents cor~sciousnessand also the combination of six
dhiltur (Prthv~,Jala, Tsjas, Vgvu,Aknfa and conscibusness)
Puru~aalso comprises twenty four ahatus, viz. mind, ten
sense and motor organs, five objects of sense organs (rnpa,
rasa, gandha, iabda €9 sparia) and eight fold prakfti (five mahabhntas, ahahkdra, mahat a ~ i datpakia).
I t is this empirical soul in combination (and not in isolation) who subjects himself to happiness or misery and who
constitutes the object of treatment. It is he who commits
intellectual blasphemy and suffers thereby. But for him,
there would be no wrong utilisation, excessive utilisation or
inadequate or proper utilisation of sense faculties, and the
resultant suffering or good health. Once it is realized that
the soul is something distinct from the body, then there would
be liberation and there would be no scope what so ever for
any therapeutics. If on the other hand, a permanent entity
i.e. empirical soul is not accepted then the person who had
been suffering would not remain the sam'e at the time of treatment. Thus the doctrine of momentariness (X~apikatoavdda)
is not tenable at least from a therapeutic angle.
This permanent reality i.e. empirical soul with his retinue including the mind and intellect is free to act as he
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pleases. So long as he can maintain a proper balance in his
thinking, outlook and action, he is happy and healthy both
physically and mentally. The moment the balance is lost,
he subjects himself along with his retinue to miseries. T h e
factors responsible for the growth of miseries are impairment
of intellect, patience and memory, advent of the preordained
period of fruition of results of past action, and ur~wholesome
contact with the objects of senses. Buddhinnja (impairment of
intellect) is the causative factor par excellence for all miseries.
By nature buddhi normally views things as they are (samarh
buddhir hi tabuti). But if something eternal is viewed as ephemeral and something harmful as useful and vice-versa, one can
conveniently infer the occurrence of buddhinaia,
If one could maintain a good power of menlory and
develop the habit of remembering the real nature of things
as they are, he could get rid of all miseries. But things are
forgotten immediately after they occur. Forgetfulness brings
about ingratefulness and thousands of other miseries. So,, the
best course is to maintain the power of memory with s balanced attitude towards the realities of life. The regimens prescribed for the maintenance of good memory are (i) due devotion to noble souls (ii) shunning of the company of the wicked
(iii) observance of sacred vows and fast (iv) observance of the
rules of good conduct (v) observance of social laws (vi) knowledge of scriptures (vii) solitude (viii) control of senses (ix)
liking for mokfa (x) mental control (xi) knowledge of causation
(xii) knowledge of form (xiii) knowledge of similarity (xiv)
knowledge of contrast (xiv) concentration of mind (xv) Repetition (xvi) metaphysical knowledge and (xvii) subsequent
partial communication of event,
These are some of the important points discussed in
chapter one relating to Puruja.
Chapter 11
T h e title of chapter two 'Atu$agotrpa' dealing with
embryological development proscribes by implication the Union of males and females of the same clan-cf, Cakrapiiqi on
verse 3.
The various points regarding the composition of semen,
factors responsible for the determination of sex, signs of con-
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ception, nornlal and abnormal conditions of foetus etc., are
discussed briefly here. The topics such as the process of transmigration of soul along with the four mahabhiitas as effected
through the union of males and females, and psychosomatic
situation of patents as a causative factor for determining the
form of the foetus within the frame work of the past action of
the soul under transmigration .as discussed in this chapter
make a very interesting reading. Besides, intellectual blasphemy, unwholesome contact with senses and seasonal imbalance as causative factors ibr diseases and the factors respor~sible for good health (e. g. wholesome food and other regimen)
are also discussed here in general terms.
Chapter III
Chapters I11 and 1V deal with the formation of embryo.
Chapter three represents the views of Lord Atreya to
the effect that Mother, Father, Soul, Wholesomeness (Satmya),
rasa and the mind all taken together constitute the causative
factors for the formation of embryo. Bharadvgja's views
contradicting the above statement are duly refuted and Lord
Punarvasu's view points are established with plausible explanations. Here again a brief discussion on the empirical soul
is appended but for whose consciousness and transmigratory
plans, there can be no formation of embryo.
Chapter three also deals with the specific items of the
embryo produced out of each of the above five causative factors, for example, the skin, blood, flesh, fat, umbilicus, heart,
etc., are the maternal productions and hair, teeth, bones etc,
paternal ones.
Chapter I V
Then chapter four entitled ma hat^ garbhauakrdntiy,
gives the details of the succesive growth of embryo right since
conception till the time of delivery. The process of evolution
of the embryo is stated to be identical with that of the creation of the universe after its dissolution. For example, after
the paternal sperms unite with the ovum in the uterus, the
empirical soul constituting consciousness (cetanddhdtu) with
mental equipment unites, first of all with akada and then with
vgu, tejas, jala and prthvi mahabhnta~successively.
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Apart from a detailed description of the monthly growth
of the embryo which gets stabilised in the fourth month, the
signs of bicardiac state (e. g. stoppage of menstruation vomiting, anorexia, etc); factors injurious to foetus (e. g too heavy,
warm, too hot food etc.) causes of deformity in the children,
dosas of the body and the mind are also given in greater
detail. The various sattvika, rajaso, and tamasa types of
mental faculty as reflected through children produced are
enumerated in the end. Of these types, Brahma type of Snttmental faculty (endowed with purity, power of discrimination, power of exposition, freedom from passion etc., and
favourable or compassionate disposition equally for all creatures) is considered to be the best.
Chapter V
As anticipated in chapter four (cf. 4-G d~idflqa:
gwa I
ma$$ & p;f$ q%a~rw? mef83~tqnq:a:~ 3mqw:
, g+ aretat
i53i$j..,.119~11) chapter five deals with the individual as the epitome of the universe. The reason for giving details of correspondence of the various items of an individual with those of
the universe (e. g. Daksa Prajgpati of the universe-mind of
the individual, Rudra=anger, the ASvins=complexion etc.) is
that one who can view the entire universe within himself and
vice-uerso is a t once blessed with the real knowledge which
stands him in good stead in the attainment of salvation.
Then comes chapter six dealing with the constitution of
the body which in fact constituted the central theme of the
present section. The body is stated to be the receptacle of
consciousness, representing the combination of factors derived
from the five mahabhntas in a state of equilibrium. The purpose of curative and preventive prescription is only to enable
the individual to maintain the equilibrium of dhatus. For
this, the regimen of the nature opposite to that of the locality,
season and physical constitutions are to he followed (e.g. physical exercise in the spring season, sleep in a desert, excessive
vigil for a fatty body). Similar is the situation of the d h a h ~
which grow with homogenous regimen and din~inish with
the heterogenous ones.
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Factors responsible for physical growth (e. g, age, time,
food etc.) , physical strength (e. g. wholesomeness, locality,
season etc) are also discussed. Similarly heat, nata, unctuousness, time of digestion and proper administration are considered to be the factors responsible for the transformation
(digestion, assimilation and metabolism) of food. The two
attributes of the body (pure and impure) are also discussed.
Again the various theories regarding the process of the formation of the embryo are explained and the accepted view quite
in agreement with SuSruta is presented to the effect that all
the organs like heart etc. are formed simultaneously. The
foetus is considered to be dependent on the mother for its
nourishment and it lies in the uterus with its face towards the
back of the mother, with its head upwards and limbs folded.
The child is liberated after delivery which is effected through
prasntimaruta. The chapter closes with a brief description
of timely and untimely death both of which are possible
according to the author.

Chapter VII
Chapter seven deals with the number of bodily organs.
Six layers of the skin and three hundred sixty bones including
teeth, sockets of teeth and nails are described here. Five
sense organs, five motor organs, ten resorts of life, fifteen
visceras, fifty six sub parts, nine major orifices are also discussed. Then follows a description of measurement (in terms
of a?jali) of the liquid substance in the body. The description of mnhnbhautika predominance in various constituents of
the body is also quite interesting.
The chapter concludes with a statement that the orgalls
of the body are in fact innumerable.
Chapter VIII
Chapter eight deals with the method of procreation.
Here, method of procreating progeny of excellent qualities,
physical, ritualistic, astrological and other details about cohabitations, regimen for a son of desired complexion and excellence, measures for the maintenance of progeny, factors injurious to the growth of embryo, miscarriage etc., treatment
of certain abnormal conditions, general regimen for preg-
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nent women, construction of maternity homes, details of drugs
to be stored in maternity homes, signs of imminent delivery,
management in case of delay in delivery, management after
the onset of labour pain, management in case of delayed delivery, duties of attendants, removal of placenta, separation of
umbilical cord, determination of long and short span of life of
a child, selection of a wetnurse, drug for fumigation of clothes,
talismans, management of children with love-these
and several other details are discussed in this chapter.

Conclusion
Thus, the section on ,$artra deals with several problems
concerning the constitution of the body including Kaumnrabh@a or paediatrics and midwifery. I n fact, there are at least
three chapters in this section (Chapters Three, Four and
Eight) which deal mainly with procreation including delivc~y
and child management. But the emphasis in all preventive
and curative measures prescribed is on medicine and regimen.
I t seems, what the author says about the surgical treatment
of gulma, holds good regarding the surgical aspects of abnormal delivery as well.

sa sne:nftmwaTqs~rr hznf~u4I
I

T

m$husbq%II
( Cikitsil 5-44 )

SuSruta ofcourse, prescribes surgical operation in case of
malpresentation of foetus and even for taking out the child by
cutting open the abdomen.
It is hoped that this present volume will provide enough
scope for a critical and comprehensive study of the gynaecological, physiological and anatomical aspects of the ancient Indian
Science of life i.e. Ayurveda. Chapters seven and eight will
be found specially interesting from this point of view. We
would also recommend to our readers, apart from Brhattray~
and Lagbutroyi, a 16th century work entitled Ayurneda saukhyam by Todaramalla a Revenue Minister of Mughal Emperor Akbar, for a detailed, critical, comparative and historical
study of these and allied problems of the Science of Medicine.
We feel that the Caraka Sathhitil was originally transmitted through oral tradition from the preceptor to disciples
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and so on & so forth. This accounts for lots of repetitive
passages in the text. The possibility of subsequent scribal
vagaris being reflected in the text here and there is also not
altogether ruled out. I t would be worthwhile undertaking
a critical edition of all Ayurvedic texts beginning with the
Caraka SahhitZ, so that the earliest text could be reconstituted
on the basis of all the mss. available in India and abroad in
accordance with the accepted principles of textual criticism.

Ram Karan Sharma
Bhagawan Dash,

SARIRASTHANA
( Section on the Constitutiorl of the Body )

EMPIRICAL SOUL

We shall now expound the chapter dealing with the
va~iousdivisions of'the "Empirical Soul" etc., colkducive to
the understanding of the constitution of the body.
Thus said Lord Atreyn [I-21
I n the fiiddna~thana ( section on the Diagnosis of Diseases ), diseases
are described. I n the VimZnasthzna ( section on the determination of the
specific characteristic of drugs and diets ) the classification of the tastes
and d o ~ a sis desclibed. The main object being the treatment which applies to the body, the various components of the body are being described
here. One cannot undertake any treatment unless he is conversarlt with
the entire physica'l constitution; so this section (is) on the constitution of
the body.
In fact it is the "Empirical Soal" who ~ 1 ; : a~ sdominant role in the
treatment conducive to the eradrcation of miseries and attainment of
salvation, so this chapter on "the Division of Empirical soul" is being
dealt with first.

Queries qf A y ~ i v ~ s P:a

9. If He is independent, how does he take birth among
the undesirable species ?
10. I f He is absolutely free, how is He overpo~veredwith
miserable ideas ?
11. Being omnipotelit, is He not aware of all miseries ?
12. If He is ubiquitous, how does He not vislialise things
interrupted by hills and walls ?
13. Which comes first-the body or the knower of the body
( Soul ) ?
14. In the absence of the knowable object in the form of
the body, emergence of the 'Empirical Soul' as the
body, does not appear to be appropriate. But then
if the body comes first, the knower of the body i. e.
the 'Empirical Soulywould loss its eternity.
15. What is it of which the 'Empirical Soul' is considered
to be a witness ?
16. There is none else who could create things ( one and
the same 'Empirical Soul' cannot be a creater as well
as a witness a t the same time).
Agiliveia requested Purlarvasu to explain the following :
1. What are the divisions of the 'Empirical Soul' accordir:g to the divisiorl of dhiltus ( elements ) ?

2, Why is the 'Empirical Soul' considered to be the
cause of the body ?
3 What is the origin of 'Empirical Soul' ?
4.. Is 'Empirical Soul' a sentient or insentient object ?
5. Is he eternal or ephemeral ?
6. What is the prinlordial source of crcation and what
are its modifications ?
7. What is the proorof the existrnce of the 'Empirical
Soul' ?
8. Those proficient in spiritual science describe the 'Empirical Soul' as devoid of action, independent, absolutely free, all pervasive, knower of the body and a
witness. When is the 'Empirical Soul' devoid of
action; how does action en~anatefrom him ?

If the 'Empirical Soul' is derived from any modification,
how does He subject Himself to specific situations arisir~gout
of miseries ( diseases ) ?
17-19. Out of the three types of miseries of a patient,
which one is treated by the physician-the past one,
the present one or the future one ? The future one is
in fact not in existence; the past one has already
ceased to exist and even the present one is, in a sense,
momentary and so in the absence of continuity, it is
not amenable to any treatment. So the above doubt
about treatment is justifiable.
20. What are the causative factors of rniseris ( diseases) ?
21. What are sites of their manifestation ?
22. Where do all these miseriess ub-merge after their
cure ?
23 What are the signs whicl.1 hclp in the recognition of the
'Empirical Soul' which is omnipresent, all-,renouncing,
devoid of all contacts, only one and tranquil ?[3-151

The term purusa implies the 'Empirical Selfy as distinct from th,
twenty-four elements. Purusa represents the element of consciousness, i. e
the 'Soul' different f ram the body. The causatve factors as well as thc
grounds for the occurance of miseries have already been described in thc
chapter on "The quest for Longevityy'. The same question has howeve]
been repeated here in as much as the present context dpmands it anc
also in view of the specific points involved in the query.

According to the Sikkhya system of philosophy, Purufa constitutes
the 25th element. Here Purufa is included under Prakrti (Azyakta) because
the quality of unmanifestedne. is common to both Puruja and Praklti.
The group of eight dhitus consists of five mahdbhiitas in their subtle form,
ahariikZra (ego), intellect and Avyakt a ( primordial element )-cf.
,$firIra 1 : 63
I

proof of Existence of Mind and is attributes :
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Dzxerent concepts about Purusa :

P u r u ~ acomprises six dhatus (elements), viz. five mahnbhatas
( in their subtle form ) and consciousness. Even the element
of consciousness alone constitutes Puru;a. [ 161
The definition of Puru~aas given in the above verse is in keeping
with the tradition of ihe Vaifqika system of philosophy. Sus'ruta also defines P u r u ~ ain the same way - c.f. SuSruta: ~ i i t r a1:22. Here consciousness
stands for the Soul, the receptacle of consciousness endowed with the mind. The above definition of Puruja is in fact a legacy of the ancient preceptors, as the of the term 'sm~ta'aptly suggests.
The five elements also include the respective five sense organs. Even
the element of consciousness is known as P u r u ~ aas corroborated from the
traditional etimology, viz. "One who sleeps in the bodym(@ ~3$3~ k ) .
According to this definition, Purufa is something altogether detached from
the body. This is how Purufa has also been defined in other scriptures.
But as a matter of fact it is the Puru~a comprising the six dhitus who
comes under the purview of the science of medicine and not the P u r u ~ a
who is detached from the body.
The term Purufa can equally apply to cows etc., which also are made
of the six dhaus. But the term specially refers to human beings who dominate all.

Another concept qf P u r u ~ ocomprising twaa&-four factors :

According to another classification, Puruga comprises
twenty four dhafus, i. e. mind, ten indriyos (sensory and motor
organs ), five objects of sense organs and P r a k ~ t i( consisting
dhllus, viz. five mahilbi~iifos( in their subtle form ).
of- eight
ahaLkrb ( ego ), mahan ( intellect ) and a v n k i n ( primordialI
element 1 r 171
I
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Sometimes, one understands a thing and sometimes one
does not. This proves the existence of the mind as a separate
sense organ. That is why, when there is no contact of the
mind with the sense organs and their objects, no understanding of things can occur. I t is only when the required mental
contact is there, that one can understand things. Atomicity
and oneness are considered to be the two characteristic features
of the mind. [18-191
Mind comes first in the list of twenty four elements dascribed in
the preceding verse. So first of all the characteristic features of the mind
is being described in this verse.
One can find from his practical experience that even if the sense
organs are connected with their objects it does not necessarily follow that
the required understanding will always be there. Sometimes there is understanding and some other times it is not. This clearly shows that there
is a sixth sense organ which determines the understanding of the object
and but for which, there is no understanding at all despite the contacts
of the sense organs with their respective objects.
Unlike the Soul who is omnipresent and ubiquitous, the mind is
atomic and only one in nature. If it were not so, all kinds of perceptions
would have occurred at a time.

Objects of Mind :
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Things requiring thought, consideration, hypothesis,
attention, determination or whatever can be known by means
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of the mind, are regarded as its objects. Control of sense organs, self restraint, hypothesis and consideration represent the
action of the mind. Beyond that flourishes tile donlain
of intellect, [20-21
Apart from things requiring thought, consideration, hypothesis,
attention and determination, there are some other subtilities like happtness, miseries etc., which eonstitute the objects of the mind. Happiness
etc., are the objects which are perceivable by the mind alone without
any aid f i om other sense faculties. Other objects are essentially included
under the objects of sense f'iculties. Thus, there is no addition to the five
objects included in the twenty four elements described above. As regards
happiness, miseries etc., they constitute parts of intellect which is also an
element in the above list.
Control or direction of sense faculties and self-restraint constitute
the action of the mind. Even the restraint of the mind is possible only
with the help of the mind. As it has been said, "the mind, if combined with other qualities does dissociate itself with the objects of its
indulgence". I t has further been stated that the mind being always
directed towards its objects, cannot be taken away from the undesirable
objects without patience. Patiencc alone is capable of controlling the
mind. Here, patience is the instrument by means of which the mind
controls itself.
Hypothesis (8ha) is nothing but knowledge indistinct. Consideration
( uica'ra ) is knowledge distinct enough to direct the mind to accept or
reject a thing. According to the S&+kAyasystem, there are four causative
factors for distinct knowledge, viz. ( I ) external (comprising sense organs
and ( 2-4 ) internal ( comprising mind, ego and intellect ). As regards
the external factors, viz. sense organs, they can only have indeterminate
or indistinct perception. It is the mind which guides as to what is
acceptable or rejectable; the 'ego' brings about attachment in the form
of this is mine, I am authorised to do this; and intellect directs action
in the form of "I will shun that man due to his defects; I will welcome
this man due to his good qualities". As regards hypothesis, it is in fact
an action of the external sense organs, But here again mind lies at the
very root of such actions. So this is considered to be a n action of
the mind.-cf. Sdmkhyakdrikb 35.
Ego and intellect always go together. Their domain starts beyond
that of hypothesis (iiha) and consideratio.1 (vico'ra). The action of ego is
in fact included in that of intellect.-cf. Sd%khyakdrikd 36.
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Objects are perceived with the help of sense organs
together with mind. This perception is purely mental in the
beginning; the practical advantages or disadvantages are
ascertained thereafter. The intellect which determines ( the
specific properties of the object impels a ( sane ) individual to
speak or act intelligently.

composition of Sense-organs
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The five sense faculties, made of all the five majabhatas
with one rnahahhata as a predominant faction in each, are
inferred from their five respective action which serve as agents
for the manifestation of the intellect. [24]
V;II~&&I

As explained earlier, each of the five sense faculties shares the features of all the five mahrfbhbt~s,of course with one of the latter predominating. E. G. the visual sense faculty comprises all the five mahdbhiitas with
trjar dominating.
According to Sdfikhya system the sense faculties are evolved out of
ahahkdro (ego) cf. SirilkhyakCriki 25. But there is a difference of opinion
about the source of these sense faculties and the view taken according to
the above verse is that the sense faculties are evolved out of the five
mahtibhiitas. An alternative explanation given is that the properties
ascribed to the objects are but secondarily ascribed to the respective
sense faculties as well, E.G. if the visual sen& faculties helps in visual
perception where tcjas is predominant, the property of tejar is also secondarily ascribed to this sense faculty,

-

Motor-organs and their functions :

Motor organs are of five categories, viz. hands, feet,
anus, phallus and the organ of speech (tongue). Feet are useful in locomotion, anus and phallus for voiding and hands for
collection and holding. The tongue represets the organ of
speech which is of two kinds, viz. true and false. The former

can be compared to light which illuminates the wordly life
and the life after death, arid the latter to darkness which creates
corlfusion. [25-261

T h e five mahtibhiitas are iikar'a, uzyu, agni, jala and prthvi.
Their attributes are sound, touch, vision: taste and smell
respectively. [27]
The attributes mentioned above are natural to there spective
mahdbhatas in isolation. The major and the subsidiary attributes stated
to be present in each of the mahdbhiilas are due to the presence of the
elements of four of the other mahdbhatas in each of the mahdbhtitas. For
example, the natural attribute of Prthvi is smell only, but in view of the
presence of the other four mah8bhiitas, viz. jala, tejas, viiylyu and dkdia in it,
Prthvi is stated to have the attributes of all the five mah8bhPtas.

Mahabhiitas @ their attributes :
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Of the five mahtiblziitas mentioned above, the first one
(i.e. akiis'a) has only one attribute. T h e number of attributes in
the succeeding mahiibhnts goes on increasing successively. T h e
attributes of the preceding ones are added to those of the
succeeding ones respectively. [28]
A-kd:a, the first mahdbhiita has only one attribute i.e. iabda or sound.
Vdyu being next in order has one attribute of its own, viz. sparia or touch
and atso another attribute i.e. iabda or sound which is natural to the
preceding one. Similarly tejas which comes next will have three attributes, viz. rcfia ( vision ), sbaria ( touch ) and Sabda ( sound ); jala four,
viz. rasa ( taste ), vision, touch and sound; and pfhv- five, viz. gandha
( smell ), taste, vision, touch and sound.
The use of masculine gender for all the five mahdbhiitas in the above
verse is indicative of the fact that the author has dhdtus in view while
describing mahdbhiitas-cf. Adrira, 1 : 16. .

Ctiaracteristics of Mahabhiitas :

Prthvi, jala, tejas and v@n are characterized by kharatva
( roughness ), drauatva ( liquidity ), qqatva ( heat ), calatva
( mobility ) and apratighatatva ( unobstructiblity ) respectively.
All these attributes are perceptible by the tactile sense organ.
Touch together with its absence is perceived by the tactile
sense organ. [29-301
Any substance having the quality of touch obstructs the movement. Akdia being devoid of tactile perception cannot obstruct any
movement. Now the question arises whether the tactual sense organ
can perceive the absence of touch in the dkZh ? The reply is that the
tactile sense organ does not only perceive touch but also the absence of
it. Liquidity and movement according to the Si~ikhyasystem of philosophy are perceivable by the tactile sense organ. Whatever is perceived
by the tactile sense organ is due to the v@u mahdbhtita.
The five mohilbhiitas mentioned here in fact relate to the elemehts
in their subtle forms, viz. tanmdtrds-c.f. : Sdmkhyakdrikd 38.
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Thus the attributes and characteristics of the five physical elements are described. 131-11
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The objects of sense organs are s'abda etc., which constitute the attributes of gross mahabhntas. [31]
The objects are as a matter of fact the modifications of the respective
mahdbh~tas. For example, Sabda is nothing but the modification of dkdja;
touch is that of vciyu. That is to say whatever is perceptible by meana
of auditory sense organ is nothing but cTkdSa and its attribute sound.
Similarly, things perceivable by tactile sense organ are modifications of
v5yu and nothing else.
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Perceptive faculty of living beings shapes itself depending
upon the contact it has with the various sense faculties. Mental perception like anxiety, sorrow is also based on the contact
of perceptual faculty with the mental faculty.
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Perceptual faculties are of several t y p e depending upon
the variations in action and objects of sense organs.
As one and the same sound differs according as it is
produced out of friction in the finger and the thumb, and the
guitar and nail, so does the perceptual faculty differ according
to its production from out of the mutual contacts with the
Soul, sense organs and objects of sense organs. 132-341
The perceptual faculty in its rubtle form, known as mahd takes
different shapes according as it enters into the channels of the different
sense faculties. For example, the subtle perceptual faculty entering the
channels of visual sense organs takes the shape of visual perceptual
faculty. So is the case with the auditory and other specific perceptual
faculties. Similarly the same perceptual faculty entering the channel of
mental faculty manifest itself in the form of mental perceptical faculty
( e.g. anxiety, sorrow etc. ).
It is not that the perceptual faculty is confined to the six sense
faculties only. As a matter of fact, it has innumerable variations depending on the permutation and combination of action and objects of senses.
I n the present context, action means the different types of happiness and
miseries.
Besides, the perceptual faculty v a ies
~ according to the variation8
of the mutual contacks of the Soul, senses, mind and objects of senses.
Such variations of the perceptual faculty can be cornparod to the variations in the sound produced by the friction of the thumb with the middle
finger or that of guitar with the naila. As no round can be produced in
the absence of any of the accessories, so perceptual faculty cannot maniferrt itself in the absence of any one of the elements described above.

P u r u ~ aas co-ordinator :
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The a y a k t a is the coordinator par-excellence of perceptual faculty, sense organs, mind and the objects of senses.
The combination of the above mentioned (verses 17-35)
twenty four elements is known as Puruta. [351
Even though ahahkira is not separately mentioned in the above
verse, it is implied under cognition resulting from perceptual faculties in
the form of '#Isee", "I hear" a thing etc. Thus after having enumerated
twenty three elements, the 24th one is being decribed in this verse. The
avyakta constitutes this 24th element. This sustains the combination of
perceptual faculty, sense organs etc. I n fact, it is the anyakta which creater things for the e~~joyment
of Purusa. Purura again is nothing but the
of 24 elements described above.

.

The first line of the above verse could also be interpreted in a different
way. The gross elements like sense organs and five mahdbhltas are dcacribed in the preceding verses. In the present verse szyakta and seven subtle
elements known as prakrt&vikyti, viz. mahat, ahakkdra and five subtle
Mahdbhiitas are being described as co-ordinators of the rest of the elements.
Conlnct cf

Purusa because of Gu?zns :
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The contact of Purusa w i h~ 2-4 elements corltinues so long
as He is influenced by rajac. a n d lamas. The moment He gets
Iid of rajas and tamus, He is freed from cc ntacts by virtue of
the dominance of sattvn. [ 36 1
As soon as sattva increases, it gives rise to pure knowledge and so
it overcomes fajar and tamas which are responsible for creation resulting
i n the realization of Puru~a as something distinct from Prakfti. This
realisation leads to salvation.
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this c.ombinntion 01 24 elements which is known
as Purusa, action, fruit of action, knowledge, ignorance, happiness, misery, life, death and ownership are established. One
who duely knows this, knows the life, death, continuity of the
body, treatment ( physical and spiritual ) and all other knowable objects. [ 37-38 3
I t is

iii

Puru~aas a causative factor :
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If the Pttru~awere not there, knowledge, ignorance, truth
or falsehood, the vedas, good or bad action, the agent of action
and the agent of knowledge could not exist. There would be
no support, happiness, misery, movement, immobility, speech,
knowledge, scriptures, birth, death, bondage or salvation. So
PuruSa is recognised as a cause ( of creation ) by those well
versed in the theory of causality. If P u r u ~ ais not recognised
as a cause, the above would be left without a cause. There
would be no consciousness, non there would be any utility of
of theirs. [ 39-42 ]

All the sources of knowledge including scriptural which
serve as instrument for knowledge of various kinds establish
the causality of Puruga. [ 45 1.

Why is Puruca regarded as a cause of creation ? The explanation
is that if Purusa were not there nothing would happen. Occurance of
intelligence, ignorance, support, movement, immobility etc. can be
explained only when the existence of Puru~ais admitted. Unless a conscious element namely Purufa is admitted, it would not be possible to
explain intelligence, or ignorance which are the products of virtuous and
sinful acts respectively. Where else could the virtuous and sinful acts
find their support ? Similarly, truth or falsehood, good or bad actions,
agents of actions etc., cannot be explained unless a conscious element
as a support of these factors is recognised. Besides, all the above factors
seem to have some utilitariati value. What would be their utility or in
other words, what else they are meant for, if there is no conscious element
to enjoy them ?

There are no permanent entities as such. They appear
to be so because they are similar. As a matter of fact, they
are produced afresh each time, consequitively. I t is merely
the combination of these ephemeral elements devoid of any
permanent controlling agent us such that are known as living
beings. I t is they and not the soul as such are doers and
enjoyers of action. This view is held by some schools of
thought ( Buddhists etc. ). [ 46-47 ]
The above paragraph refers to the theory of momentary existence
as propounded by Buddhists. According to them, different living beings
are nothing but the combination of the various momentary phases of
consciousness etc., bound with the chains ( of momentary causality ).
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Can a pitcher be collstructed inspite of presence of the
earth, rod, wheel etc., if there is no potter ? Can a house be
constructed inspite of the earth, straw, beams etc., if there is
no massion ? If not, how can the body be created just by
virtue of the con~binationof different sense organs ( without a
conscious agent ) ? It is only an ignorant person dewid of
rational outlook and scriptural knowledge who can make such
statements. [ 43-44 1
Causality of Purqa :
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According to them ( i. e. the propounders of the above
theory, viz. Buddhists who do not believe in the existence of
a permanent entity as Soul ) the results of action performed
by one would be enjoyed by some other simiiar ( momentary
entities ). [ 48'1
Living beings are prompted to perform action in the hope of
enjoying the fruits there of. I n case the above view is accepted, one who
performs an act would not be in a position to enjoy the fruits of his
action; some others would enjoy them. Thus the only incentive for ones
iudulgence in action would be at stake and it would be difficult to
explain the relationship between a docr and his action if a permanent
entity as soul is not accepted. Even when a cook cooks b o d for his
master, the former has something personal ( i.e, salary and other amenities \ benifits in due.
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The bodily organs of a living being might be different
but the Soul i.e. the agent of action is one and the same. The
agent of action like a sculptor is an efficientcause of all actions
( viz. sculpture etc. ) by virtue of his possession of the various
instruments like uadii ( ? ) and tongues. [ 49 ]
Additional proofs for causalip ~ P t l r v ~: a
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Physical elements get destroyed a t a rate faster than the
twinkling of an eye; those destroyed do riot come back to their
original form again and the results of the deeds ( like y ~ % )a
of one individual are not enjoyed by another individual. The
learned ones are therefore of the view that there is a permanent entity known as Pzlrufa who is the causative factor for
the action as well as for the enjoymerlt of its fruits. [ 50-51 7
This paragraph represents a concrete proof for the existence of a
permanent entity known as P ~ r u ~apart
a
from the ephemeral physical
manifestations. Being cooked by the respective agnis, dhdtus ( tissue
elements ) in the bodies of living beings constantly undergo the proccsr
of destruction at a rate even faster than the twinkling of an eye. Regeneration of this ever decaying phenomena is impossible. Thus evidently
there phenomena cannot ever enjoy the fruits of action. It might be
argued that if the action of one body can be enjoyed by another body
then this will equally hold good for the fruits of the good action 01 one
individual, say Devadatta to be enjoyed by another individual ray Yajfiadatta which is not a reality. Thus it can safely be concluded that apart
from the body which is in the process of constant decay, there it a factor
vir. Purqa ( Soul ) which is eternal and which in responaible for the
manifestatign,of actions, and it is He who enjoys the fruits of ruch ac~ions.

proof
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engagement in action, transmigration and memory of the
individual. [ 52 ]
It will no8 be possible to explain the existence of ego etc., unless
the existence of a permanent entity known as Purusa separate from the
body is admitted.

Parantatman arid Rdki Purlqa :
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I n living beings, a factor other than the body ( i.e. the
soul ) is responoible for ego, enjoyment of the fruits of action,

I1%21
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The above paragraph represents the answer to the query raised
regarding the origin of Puru~ain verse no. 3.

Proc8.s~of Perception :
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The Empirical Soul is endowed with the power of perception. I t perceives things when it is associated with the
mind, intellect and sense faculties. If these instruments of
perception are either absent ( not in association with the
Empirical Soul ) or impeded, then there will be no perception.
One cannot get the real reflected picture of an image from a
mirror which is covered with dirt or from water which is
muddy. Similar is the case when the mind etc. get afflicted* [ 54-55 ]
This paragraph furnishes answer to the query, "Is the Empirical
Soul a sentient or an insentient object ?"
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As the Supreme Soul is beginning less, no birth as such
can be ascribed to Him. Of course the Empirical Soul ( P u r q a )
who represents the combination of 24 elements is born out of
action prompted by likes and dislikes originated from ignorance. [ 53 3
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T h e instruments of knowledge are mind, intellect an&
cognitive and conative organs. Their association with the.
Doer ( Empirical Soul ) results in action, sensation and understanding. T h e Empirical Soul alone ( in the absence of instruments ofknowledge ) does neither initiate action nor enjoy
the fruit of action. Combination of all these factors is responsible for the manifestation of every thing and without that
nothing exists. [ 56-57 J

Empirical Sozd and manifeestations :

T h e Empirical Soul not alone but accompanied with
instruments of knowledge is responsible for the manifestxtion
of things. T h e proccss of decay on the other hand being too
quick in succession does not need any cause as such. [ 53 1
-

Nothing can be caused by the Empirical Soul alone. It is on!y
when the Empirical Soul is accompanied with instruments of knowledge
that it is responsible for all kinds of manifestations. This principle holds
good in respect of matters relating to creative evolution. As regards the
process of destruction, this does not need any, cause as such. I t is allto-- matic. The reason is that the process of destruction is too quick to
allow any other causative factor to leave any impact thereon-cf,
Szitra 16 : 28

Absolute Soul and Emfiirical Soul :
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The Absolute Soul catifiot be perceived by a n ~ t h i l i g ,
for eterni4yis not caused by anytlling. So the Absolute Soul
is unmanifested and imperceptible. T h e manifested creation
is of course otllerwise,
The r2hsohnte Soul is unmanifested, knower of creation,
u:liversal and irrdestructihle. T h e manifested creatiO3 ( Elili\iricnl Soul ) is of course otlierwisr. Ar'otlrer
of diyti~i~uishing
manifested thiiigs from the unmanifested
one is that the former can be perceived by ser~se faculties.
The latter is tl.:~:scetlei~talill ~iatllre; nd is perceptiblc; it can
only be inferred ( riither than perceived ). [ EC-62 ]
Truenty+ur Eltn7eizts :
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The fivc subtlr clemcnts ( viz. iabdatanoii2~m, spa ria la^^nzatya, a
a
a ;asdtu:~nail a and gand/:atunr??8tra,buddhi
( iijtc!lcct ). ni:ynkia( Piakrti or nnture ) and abalhkira ( cgo )
are the eight solircci of creation. Trarisformation ( ~ i k r ~)i a
are sixlee11 in nulnber, vjz fivc sense faculties, five motor
faculties, mind a n d five nzahdbhiitnr [ 63- 4 ]

T h e Absolute Soul is beginningless and as such is eternal. T h e Empirical Soil1 (i e. the combination of 24 elements)
being caused by something is not so i.e. it has a beginning
and is ephemeral,
All that exists without cause is eternal. Anything produced from a cause is ephemeral. [ 59 ]

These verses ptovide answer to the query raiscd i.1 the verse NO 4,
regarding Prakrti and Its manifested fo:ms ( uikhra ). As a matter of f~ict,
it is only Prnkyti in its urirnarlifested form whit I;, c o n s t i i ~es~ ~the S O J Lcc of
creation. Buddhi ( intellect ) etc., in fact represent the various stages of
evaluation of I'raklti. Even so, they are listed as the source of creation
inasmuch as they constitute the source of the subsequent source of evolution =c. f. S 6 i khyakdrika'
~
3.

The term csot' implies something whose positive existence is established for all times-past,
present and future. Prrigobhavo i.e. priorrelative-relation is not considered to be eternal because even though it
might relate to all times it does not constitute a positive existence.
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Ali this t,lk:n t o ~ e t h t s except the uumttnifested one
( a ~ p n k t a) is krlowll as k s e t ~ ai.e, corpus. The uilmunifcs~:.tl
one is ~ I : O W I I as Kstzt~ajfin( ksower of the cnr1111c) . r 6 5 1
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The rerm cauyokta7)arjitom~ilnplirs the exclusion of Prakrti and
Purula from the corpus, that is k!etra. Rlth Prakrti and Pururn on the
other hand arc regarded as the knower of thc cf>rp,is. E v L : ~thqugh,

Praklti is ilrvoid of conscioils~~ess,
it does derive conseiousnea from P u t u p
and so it can v-ry well be regarded as knower of the corpus.
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T h e intellect ( b.rddhi ) originates from a y a k t s , ego
( n!iainkayn ) f r ~ l nintcllcct ( huddhi ) and five mahabhntor, viz.
-kaio etc. f[o;n ego. T h e Empirical Soul thuq m~nifeated i n
i t ? e ltirety i . rrgardccl as horn. [ 66-67 ]
Actor cling to the Sd,ikhyakdrikd : 25 the n h , i / k ~ m( ego ), ~ r r i l o m i nate,-l by sattva quality gives rise to eleven sensory and rnotol o ~ g a u s
~nclu;li:r~
rniod. T!le ahal,tkdra predominated by tamas quality gives rise
to five fanrn'ilr8s. T h u s the stage oT the five mahdbhtltas comes after the
evolution of five tanmdtrds. A f ~ e the
r stage of five mahnbhiitus, the conscious
elernmt i.e. the Absolute Soul combirles himself with five mahdbhiitns,
senroiy and motor oiganr etc., thus maniksting himself in the f o ~ mo l
an Ernpi: ical Soul. This is how the earlier creation stal ted.

During the time of destruction of the age, the Puruga
( Soti1 ) nga,in dissociates 1iimselF from ail tlie manifestations
rgelnt for his enjoyment, viz. buddhi etc. T h e utiiverse accompar~ie.1with r u j n i and tamax m o v e arouild from the unrnanifested stage to the manifested o!lr, and then again From the
manifested stage
- to the unnianifested oue.
Those who are attactled to rajas and tamas and those
wlio are egoistic undergo tl:e proces; of birth and drath;
others d o not, [ 67-69 ]
The secor-d Tart of the vei rc 67 is i n t r r p ~e cd z( mcv h; t c'iffclcn~i
Ly some scholars. According to them this describes the bii th a r d deatl

individual-dissociation of bhavas ( intellect etc, ) representing
death. This is not correct hecatise intellect etc; continue to exist during
both the States, viz. birth and death.
Some scholars are of the view that the Purura ( Ernpii ical Soul ) is
deprived of the manifesred elements in the course of his death and is
joined with them again during birth. But this interpretation is not corl.ect.
The manifested elements are always present in P u r u ~ a both during birlll
and death-c.f
Sirira 2 : 37 and Sdvikh~akbrik~
40. The difference lies
in the fact that these elements manifest themselves in a gross form after
birth, and in subtle form after death. I t is only at the time of the destruction of the age that all these manifested elements art: absorbed in
prakyti and in the beginning of creation, they evolve themselves from it.
T ~ Cprocess of evolution from Prakrti starts with mahat ending with the
five mah8bhiilas. The process of absorption starts fiom the five mahdbhiitas
ending with the unmanifested Prakrti as fvllows :
of the

Five mahnbhiitas are absorbed in the five subtle elements (lanmrilrzs),
the five subtle elements and the eleven sensory and motor organs including mind in aha?kkdra, ahaliikcra in buddhi and buddhi in Prnkyti. The
process of absorption continues even during salvation but then inspite of
this process there is no creation in respect of the person who is liberated.

ProoJ~for the existence of Absolute Soul :

-

The following is the roof of the existence of the Absolute Soul :
(1) inspiration and expiration;
( 2 ) twiriklirlg of t h e eye;
(3) life;
(4) mental perception ( e. g. a, 1 b i n g a t n far d i s l a i ~ t
place like Pafaliputr a irr imagination );
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( 5 ) shift fiom one object of sense organ to another (e. g.
shift from visual perception to tactual perception );
(6) mobility and stability of mind;
( 7 ) journey to another country in dreams;
(8) anticipation of death;
(9) kr~owledgeof solnethirig v i ~ u ~ ~ l i in
s e dthe right eye
by the left eye;
(1 0) desire, hatred, happiness, rriisei y, effort, consciousness, stabilily, intellect, memory and ego.
All these a r e signs of the living person, These signs are
not available in respyi-t of a dear! body, So they a r e considered
to be the proof for thc existei~ceof the Absolute Soul, When
that soul tleparts, the body bccornes vacar2t and is deprived
of co:~scious:;es~;
oilly the five iliuhiibhatas r c m a i ~ . So a dead
body is stated to h,tvc attairic I thr >!ate of fivr ~nallabicatas
( paiicatvn ). [ 70-74 ]
The state of five maha'bhiitas is not to be found in a living being
but in a dead body. This proves that the absence of the state of paAcatua
( five mahdbhiitas ) in a living being is a defirtite proof for the existence of
the Absolute Soul. Signs like inspiration and expiration are not available
in biicks, dead bodirs etc.; so they are considercd to be definite pioof for
the existence of the Absolute Soul in livings. One cannot again argue
that the mind itself which is outside thc scope of the five mahdbhCtas may
be considered as Absolute Soul because in that case mind being simply
an instrument of perception another agent will have to be accepted but
for whose initiation, the mind would not work. Similarly sense organs
cannot be accepted as Absolute Soul. If it is accepted that scnse organs
constitute Absolute Soul then the objcct perceived by one sense olgan
would not bc percceivable by another sense organ e.g. there will be n o
such perception as I am touching a piece of fragrant sandal wood. So
the existence of an Absolute Soul over and above the mind, sense organs
and five mahdbhiitas is established.

Mind a d Soul :
3
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Mind is active but cievoi,l oi' t:o~~sciousriess. Thus the
a l l perv csivc Saul ~ ~ j ~i?l
i -l; )cI ) t)i~:atio~-iwit]) illr nli!~<laypecrs
to have actior~s

As the Soul has co;lsrizusness, i t is said to be the agent
of action. The mind being devoitl of consciousness is said to
be devoid of action even tllougil it i j possessed of actiot1,[75-7d]
The above verses represent an answer. to the quety regalding the
action of the inactive one. As a matter of fact the Soul does have consciousness but is absolutely devoid of any actioll. What then is the justification for ascribing action t o the Soul. The mind, though unconscious,
is possessed of action but the mind cannot act until1 it is joined with the
Soul. So the action of the mind, inspired by the conscious~lessof the
Soul is in fact super imposed on the Soul itself. That is to say, the mind
cannot act on its own, It acts only when it is inspired by the consciousness of the self. So the action of the mind callnot m tnifest itself independently. Thus the Soul appears as if i t is the agent of action and the
mind though active appears to be devoid of any action.

Responsibility for tr-arun-igrntiorr.:

All living beings joiil theinselves 011 their own with life
( elan vitae ) in differerlt species in accortlance with the results
of action performed, None else is responsible for the transmigration of living bcillgs horn one spccies to another. [ 77 ]
When the soul is supreme and sub-ordinate to none, how does it
transmigrate from one spccies to another. A9 a matter of fact it is independent even i n respcct of its transmigration. All living beings transmigrate to various species in accoldanee with the fruits of a c ~ i o nor1 their
own. None else is responsible for transmigration of the Soul into the
desired species or otherwise.
Even if the existence of God apa1 t from the Soul is accepted, God
cannot work arbitrarily without reference to the fruits of action of living
beings.

Freedom of action o f t h e ,Soul :

wf? q -3 d w,z,rrr v i m % A I
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T h e Soul is absoluiely free to act as he pleases. H e is
however obliged to enjoy the fruits of his own action. H e is
also free to control his miud and to get rid of the results of
good or bad acts of his own. [ 78 ]
The above vexse reprensents an answer to the query regarding the
susceptibility of the Soul to undesirable results of ac~ion. The Soul is
free to act as he pleases and is obliged to rnjoy the fiuits of good or bad

actions performeJ by him. This shows that he i s absolutely free in
respect of his action but he is not free i n so far as the enjoyment of. thc
fruit of action is concerned. Again He is flee to control his mind. Hc
is also free to get rid of the results of good or bad acts so paving the waj
for salvation.
Both the terms csvatuntra' arid 'vaSin' are apparently synonymou!
connoting freedom of action. While the term 'svatantra' implies an agent
which acts on His OW:^ subject through the irlspiration of God, the term
' v t ~{in' on the oiher hand implies action of the agent accor ding to His
owri free will.

The abov velses represent the answer to the query regarcling the
incapability of the Soul to p:rceive every thing iiispite of his all pervassiveness, It is t ~ u ethat the Soul is omriipresrnt having tht. sap*e:nacy in
siz-. That's why with the rnind co11trnllrtl, the Soul call pel ceive thi~lgs
even inspite of spatial, tempo: a1 and mnterial obstructions. Brit then
again, His field of ac~ivityis limitted to his contact with his mind which
is located in the body. So he can genelally pcxceive things lelated t o
his own body alone.
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Even tlicugh, Soul is all pervasive, H e has sellsatiorl in
respect of His own body depending upon tht contacts of the
sense organs witti their respective objects. ( Being limitetl by
contacts of the bodily sense organs with their objects ), the
Soul cannot have all sensations ( i.e. in respect of other bodies
or in respect of His own body where there is no such contact ), [ 79 ]
The above verse provides answer to the query regardlng rhe
incapability of the Soul to have all sensations even though Hc i a
omnipresent.
There are certain parts of the body e.g. hair, nail etc. which are
absolutely devoid of contactual senses.

Omnipresence of Soul :

T h e Soul is omnipresent hecause H e pervades the entire
universe and is great with His mind controlled. H e r a n perceive even tllirigs inrpite of ( spatial, temporal or material )
obstructions, Even though H e is located in one body being
Perrnane~ltlyassociated with the mind followirig the physical
actions, H e iq still present in all other bodies. Conversely,
inspite of His being present in all bodies, His field of action is
limited to one body alolie because of Iiis cor~tactcvitli the
"lind. [ 80-81 ]
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T h e Soul is beginninglcss and so is the pluccss of cvulution of the varic us eletnents, Tilu; it is [lot possible to determine as to which one precedes the other, [ 82 ]
What ccn~cs-filst the soul or the process of evolution ? This
queiy is answeted in the abovz verse. ?he soul as well as the process of
evolution, both are considered to be beginningless. So it is difficult to
determine as to whith one precedes the other.
As a matter of fact the process of evolution is beginningless only
in a secondary sense. If it were begir~nlngless, it would not even be
dissolved and attainment of salvation as presented in t h e scliptures would
therefore be impossible.

Soul as witness :

I t is only he who knows things cdn stand as a witness,
So all attributes, actions etc,, of blzalas are witnessed by the
Soul ( who alone is knower of things ), Things cannot be witnessed by unconcious objects like stone, [ 83 ]
The above verse provides an answer to the query yegarding the
objects of which the Soul stands as a witness,

Scnsatio?~~
snd ,Soul :
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T h e Absolute Soul is one and only one, H e is inaccessible by any signs or symptoms. Being illaccessible lle has

no sellsation, I t is only the co~itactualor the Empirical Soul
who has sensations, For, these sensations do not co~lstitute
the attributes of the Soul as such, They in f ~ c tarise out o f
the corltacts ( of thc sense organs tvith their objects ). [84-853
In the above verse, the query regarding the transformation of the
unch~ngeableSoul is answered. As far as the Absolute Soul is concerned,
H e is one and only one. He is inacc-ssible because he has n o signs or
symptoms. Being inaccessible He does not have any sensatson. I t is
oniy the Empi~ical Soul who is susceptible to all such sensations becau3e
of His contacts with the bodily sense orgalls. As a matter of fact even
the Empirical Soul, on his owti does not have sensations. Sensations
arise out of the contact of the sense organs with thei; objects. Thus,
unlike the attribute of heaviness asc~ibzdto each grnin of tnZyn, prese~ved
in stock, the attribute of sensation cannot be ascribed to the Soul.

Treatment o f diseases oJpast, present slidfutuve :
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?7le principle on which the treatment of diseases pertaining to the past, present and future is based, is as follows :
Recurrence of lleadache, fever, cougll and vomiting
establishes the fact that diseases of the past do selapse, Tliat:

is to say, the time of occurence of the various diseases in the
past repeats itself. T h e therapeutic devices meant for alleviating such recurring diseases verily take the past history ( of
such diseases ) into coilsideration.
I n order that flood waters rnay not damage crops as
they did in the past, a dam is constructed as a
measure, So are some therapeutic devices prescribed to prevent certain disenses which are likely to attack living beings
in fi~ture. This treatment relates t o prevention of future
diseases,
T h e successive continuity of ailments is cllecked by treatmellts corlducive to the continuity of l~appiness.
The state of equilibrium of dhzitus is not disturbed nor
the imbalanced stale is brought to normalcy without some
causative factors. I t is the causative factors which determine
the equilibrium or imbalance of the dhiitus,
So a physici~tntreats the diseases pertaining to the past,
present and future, [ 86-94 ]
There are certain recurring type of diseases whose synlptoms are
indicative of recurrence of such diseases in future. Treatment of such
diseases is covered under the t~eatment relating to the past. I t is only
the symptoms indicative of the occurence of certain diseases in filture
which are required to be treated with preventive therapy-c.f. JYida'na 1 : 33.
Continuity of ailments is checked by the treatment which is conducive to the continuity of happiness. As and when a treatment is administered, the ailments do not recur for want or the adverse causative
factors. Even if such ailments occur, being ephemeral in nature, they
automatically fade away and a good treatment brings about happiness
and good health. So proper theraputic devices prevent the occurence of
diseases i n future by preventing the adverse causa~.ive factors there of
and continuity of happiness is thus maintained-c.f. SCtra 16 ; 27.
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Desires &3 miseries :
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Absolute eradication of nliseries is obtaiced by the eli.
rni~iatiol?of desires. Desire is the root cause of all miseries.
Elimination of desires leads to the eradication of all niisesies.
A silk-warm provides for itself suicidal threads. So does an
ignorant person. t:ound with wordly miseries, provides for
himself desires arising out of the various objects. A wise
person, who abstai~ls from the objects of senses, corisidering
them as dangerous as burning fire, does not subject himself to
any wishful acts and contacts with their objects with the
result that miseries riever overcome him. [ 94-97 ]
Absolute eradication of miseries is nothing but salvation. This
stage can be attained only by virtue of the elin~ination of desires. It is
only when a person impelled by desires indulges in various activities, he
subjects himself to good and bad effects of his action leading to miseries.
Once such desires nre shunned, one dces not have attachment or hatred
i ~ resp:ct
i
of his actions and so the possibility of any giound being created
for further miseries is checked.

Cazls~sof miseries :
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Impairement of intellect, patience and memory advent
of the maturity ( of the results ) of time a n d action and
unwholesome contact with the objects of senses are considered
to be the causative factols for miseries. [ 98 ]

If something eternal is viewcd as rphemeral and somet hi!ig harmful, as u s e f ~ and
~ l vice ugrsa, this is indicative of the
views
impairement of intellect. For, the Intellect nc~r~rna1ly
things as they are. [ 99 ]

Irnpairrme~ltof patit me :
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A mind indnlgi:~g in wordly e~rjoyrnents cannot be
restrained from harmful oL3jects due t o t h e impairmerlt of
patience, i t is patience which can restrain the mind ( from
its Ii<~rrnfi~l
objects ). [ 100 ]
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If l~izmoryis impaired due to a persol1 being overcome by rajas and tamas, this is known as the impairement
of memory. Normally memory contains evergthi:lg memorable. [ 101 ]
?T?W~T$

Intellectual hlnshphemy :

What is the cause of miseries ? The above vel se prcvides an answer
to this question. This question is, no doubt, a!ready answered in SC6ra
1 : 54 and Sctra 11 : 37. But here it is being considered again for the
sake of contextual convenience. The ternporaly and cauyative factors of
m;series include not only such factors caused by the natural variation in
seasons but a l s ~those which though caused by other factors manifest
themselves a t some given time ( c.f. attacks of quotidian fever which
occur every third day ).
Ailments arising out of the maturity of results of past action are in
fact include 1 under intellectual blashphemy. It is separately enumerated
hele by way of the elaboration of what has been stated before ior the sake
of conver ieace of the disciplcs. c.f. Nidntta 7 : 21 and Vimdna 3 : 20.
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A persorl whose intellect, patience and memory are
imuaired. subiects hirnself to intellectual l~lnshpherny by

virtue of his bad action. This intellectoal blashphen~yaggl-avates all the dosas.
Forcible stimulation of natural urges and suppression of
the manifested ones, exhibition of undue strength, over indulgence in sexual act, rieglige~lceof the time of treatment, initiation of action in improper tirne ( i.e. non-utiliaition excessiveutilization and impaired-utiliratio~~of therapies ), loss of
modesty and good conduct, disrespect for respectable onrs,
enjoyment of harmful objects, resorting to the factors which
are responsible for the causation of madness, rnovements
without any regard for tenlporal or locll propriety, friendship with persons of bad actioiis, avoidance of tlre healthy
activities described in Siitra 10 : 19-28, malice, vanity, fear,
anger, greed, ignorance, intoxic~tion and bewilderment or
bad actions arising out of any of them or other physical evil
acts arising out of rajas anJ tamus constitute intellectual blashphenry leadilig to the causation of various ailnlerrts. [102-1081

Intellectual blashpherny @ n/ind :

Intellectual psudo-conception and improper conduct
represent intellectual blasl~pl~emy.( I'his is known as intellectual blashphenry as ) all this frlls under the purview of the
mind. [ 109 ]
Intellectual psudo-conception diiectly constitutes irlrellectual blash~ h m y . Improper condut arising as it does out of intellectual biashphemy
is also included in it. All this a g a i : ~comes under the purvicw of the
mind as the inteliect is a direct product of mind and the conduct originates from the former.

Temporal diseases :

I

Ailments due to the advcnt OF the maturity of the result
of time a r e already described in Slitra l i : 114. It has been
explained there, how pitta and other d o ~ a sget accumulated,
aggravated and alleviated ,(dependillg on seasonal variation).
This category includes causative fiictors of diseases
by wrong manifestatiorl, over maiiifestation and under
niarlifestat ion of their s y m p t o m during seasons ending with
the rain.; during various stages of cligestion, viz. time of final
digestion. time of intake of food and time of initial digestion;
during different times of the day, viz. fore-noon, mid-day
and af er-noon; and during cliffereiit hours in the night, viz.
pre-nrid-night, mid-night and post-mid-night. Diseases which
as a rule manifest themselves durilig these times are also
kno\\ r i a s kiilaja diseases. [ 1 10-1 12 ]
Diseases caused by uata doja are as a rule manifested durirlg the
final stage of digestion of food, afternon and postmid-night; those caused
by kapha d o ~ aare as a rule manifested during the time of intake of food,
fore-noon and pre-mid-night; and those caused by pitta d o ~ aare as a rule
manifested during the initial stage of digestion, noon anrl mid-night.
Indigestion d m to untimely intake of food is responsible for the manifestation of diseases due to all the three dosas.
The second linc of the ve, se no. 11 1 is also lead slightly in a diffesra". According to this reading 'fi~hfima
rent way as "it;m: s i ~ f ~ q f m
9T implies the vitiatior~of thlee d o ~ a sduring thc three different stages of
life, viz. kajha is vitiated during young age, pitta during middle age and
udta during old age.

Examplts

of Temporal diseases :

Diseases like anyt.&ufka ( uotidiarl fever which occurs
at a fixed time every day ), dvyahagrahi ( reverse quotidian
fever ) , tltpaka ( tertian fever wlrich occurs a t an interval of
orle day ) and caturthnka ( quartarl fever which occurs a t a n
interval of two days ) manifest themselves a t fixed hours
inasmuch as they get strength o ~ i l yat such hours. [ 113 ]
Apart from the conditions mentioned in the preceding verses various types of uisamivara ( intermittant fevers ) are also to be listed among
the kdlaja ( diseases caused by the a:iv:nt of the mntulity of the effect of
tirne ) diseasrs. Anyedyurka or quo:icliail fever manifests itself in a fixed
hour every day. Duyahagrdh; ( reversed quotidian ) occurs on two day8
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continuously with remission on first and foul th days- c.f. Cikitsd 3 : 73.
Trtiyaka type of fever rn;lnifests itself in the third ( alternate days ).
Caturthaka ( quartan j occurs on the fourth day a t a n inte~valof two days.
These diseases get aggravate.1 a t the appointed hours as they gain
strength only on such hours.

There is no major action ( performed in the previous
life ) r;l~ichdors not lead to the corresponding results. Diseases arisi1.g out of such action? a l e not smenalile to any therapeutic measures They are crlrcd oiily afier the results of
past action a r c exhausted i. r. fi1ll>7 e~rjoyed [ 1 17 ]

Time of treatment of Temporal diseases :

A physician acquainted with the strength of time of
occurance of diseases should treat this arid other sirni1'1r dis.
eases prior tc their actual ma~iifestation.[ 114 ]

It is only the major actinns of [llr previous life which leave their
to be erljoyed in the current life. Minor acts which can be counteracted by acts like atonement do not have that continuity of effects.

The other diseases that could come under the category of kdlaja
type of diseases are kustha ( obstinate skin diseases including leprosy ) etc;
which also occur a t appointed hours.

, ~ ~ ~ w h o l ~ s contacts
o ' ? ! e with S z ~ s e s:

,Iratural diseases :

'i'he diseases arising out of temporal factors that bring

about old age and death are to be corlsidered as natural ones,
and natural manifestations are irrcmediat~lc. [ 115 ]
Natural diseases n e to be included under kdlaja category as they
get manifested at app tinte 1 hou. s. The natural diseases mentionrd abovmay be caused either by old age or as premonitory conditior s of death,
depending upon the normal spar1 of life in a givenyuga ( age ). Another
intei p~etationof the t e n~
~ jardmytyunin~ittajais that the diseases are c'lused
by the factors responsible for old age and death, viz. normal aging factors
and results of past actions.
N a t u ~ a l manifesrations are irremediable in the sense that they
cannot be treated by any other therapeutic devices except rasGyana-c.f.
Cikitsd 1 : 1 : 72. As a matter of fact even the rasdyana devices do not
cure these diseases in absolute terms in as much as the diseases relapse
after the administration of rasdyona therapy.

Actions of past life and diseases :
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T h e action perfcrmed in the previous life n h i c h is
known as daiua ( fate ) also constitutes in due course causative
factors for the rnanift station of diseases, [ 116 ]

i

T h e auditory sense faculty is impaired by the hearing
of c ~ c e s s i v e loud
l ~ or low sound ( even by not hearing excessively loud sourrd ) or by the absolute 1 on-utilization of this
sense faculty. Auditory contact with sounds indicating rough-
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ness, terror, insuspiciousness, distaste and misery constitute
the wrong-utilization of the auditory sense organ.
T h e tactual sense is impaired, briefly speaking, by the
non-utilization, excessive-utilization and inadequate-utilization
of the touchable ( including massage, unction etc. ).
Untimely contact with poisonons germs ( ? ) , poisonous
wind; unctuous, cold and hot substances constitutes wrongutilization of tactual sensation.
Vision is impaired by the excessive contact with dazzling objects or by contact with extremely subtle elements or
by absolute non-utilization of visual faculty.
Visual contact with undesirable, ter~ific, despisable
objects and objects placed at a distarice or in close proximity
constitutes the wrong-utilizatian of visual faculty. Vision is
also im,)aired by the contact of the visual faculty with fhint
objects.
Excessive intake, absence of intake, intake in utter c!isgard to the wholesomeness of addiction and inadequate intake
of rasas ( tastes ) vitiate the gaustatory faculty.
Olfactory faculty is impaired by the enjoyment oi'smelis
too mild a n d too sharp or by absolute non-utilization of this
faculty.
Inhalation of the smell of pltrified objects, germs and
poisonous as ~7ellas unseasona! smells constitutes cvrong-utilization of olfactory faculty.
These are the three tvpes of uriwholesome contact of
senses with their respective objects which aggravate the
dosas. [ 118-127 3
U~timely-contacts of tactual sense faculty may be illustrated
as follows :
I. Use of massage before digestion and while kapha is aggravated
constitutes untimely contact with unctuous substance.
2. Similarly contacts of cold and hot substances during winter
and summer respectively constitute untimely contact with cold
and heat.
Here contradistinction with wholesomeness by addiction includrs
the seven factors including rdCi ( quantity ).

5I

A thing which is not conducive to the body is regarded
as asiitmya or unwholesome. [ 1271
Aindriyaka diseases :
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When a disease is caused by wrong-utilization, excessive
utilization and inadequate-utilization (non-utilization) of sense
faculties, viz. auditory etc., it is known as "Aindriyaka" i.e. a
disease caused by the impairement of senses. [ 128 ]
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These are the factors responsible for miseries. Equitable
utilization ( of time, intellect and objects of sense faculties )
brings about happiness. This equitable utilization is difficult
to attain. [ 129 ]
Equitable utilization of time, intellect and objects of sense facultiea
isdifficult to attain Howsoever careful one may be, he is bound to
fall victim of non-utilization of one of the above mentioned factors. Thus
as a matter of fact people are always suffering from one disease or the
other. Of course mild diseases do not count much. Even if one is suffering from such diseases he is considered to be healthy if he is fit otherwise.

Four-fold combination :
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Neither the sense organs nor their objects alone can
bring about happiness or miseries. The latter are in fact
caused by the fourfold combination mentioned above ( viz.
proper-utilization, wrong-u tilization, excessive-utilization and
non-utilization ). Even if there are sense organs and their
. objects present, there would be no disease, nor any happiness
unless the fourfold combination is involved. So this combination itself constitutes a causative factor for happiness and
miseries. [ 130-13 1 ]
In the four-fold combination mentioned above only the sense
organs and their objects are clearly stated, However, intellect and time
are also included in this context.
23 S
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Factors responsiblefor happiness €5' mistries :
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As a matter of fact no happiness or misery can be cause
without the Soul, the sense organs, mind, intellect, objects
of sense organs and' results of past action. But in the context
of the science of medicine, it is only the four-fold combinatio
which is relevant as a causative factor of happiness an
miseries ( that is to say the wholesorne combination is requ
red to be adhered to and the unwholesome one to be give
up for the maintenance of good health ). [ 132 ]
The four-fold combination is not to be regarded as a causati
factor of happiness or miseries in absolute terms. As a matter of
no happiness or miseries can ever be caused by the Soul, the sense org
mind, intellect, objects of sense organs and results or past action.
example, there cannot be any happiness or miseries in a clod of earth
which is devoid of Soul. Similarly the indispensability of sense organa
and their objects, good and bad results of past action etc. as causative
factorr of happiness and miseries can also be explained. Why is then so
much emphasis laid upon the four-fold combination ? This is because in
the context of the science of medicine, nothing but the four-fold combina-.
tion is relevant as a causative factor of happiness and miseries. The
unwholesome combination is required to be given up and the wholesome
one to be adopted for the maintenance of good health.

Two types of contacts :
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Tactual contact and mental contact are the two types
of contacts which bring about happirless and miseries. [ 133 1
In all contacts where sense organs are involved, it is the tactual
contact which plays an important role. Unless there be a tactual contact
there can be no contact whatsoever. That is to say, visual, auditory,
gustatory or olfactory contact can be effective only when there is tactual
contact. I t is for this reason that the sense faculties do not perceive things
placed beyound their tactual range.
I t is only the mental contact which does not need any tactual contact. Whatever is thought of is automatically presented to and perceived
by the mind.

Happiness €5' miseries caused by lust :
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Happiness and miseries bring about lust in the form of
likes and dislikes respectively. Then again this lust is responsible for happiness and miseries. I t is lust which gathers
factors, which serve as substrata for happiness and misery.
Unless such factors a r e gathered, there will be no contact
whatsoever and there can be no happiness or miseries without
such contacts. [ 134-135 ]

Sites

of sensations :
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T h e mind and the body together with the sense organs
exclusive of kes'a ( hair ), loman ( small hair ), tip of the nail,
ingested food, excreta, excretory fluids and objects of senses
are the sites of manifestation of happiness and miseries. [136]
The body together with the sense organs automatically excludes
hair etc. For the sake of clarity however the parts of the body which
do not have any consciousness are separately enumerated. The sense
organs, of course, are most important sites for the manifestation of happiness and miserjes. The fact that hair etc. are excluded from the purview of consciousness can be ascertained from direct experience. The
feeling of pain in respect of urine, excreta etc; in diseases like sprue
and dysuria is in fact caused in the body at the sites of these excreta.

Yoga €3 m o k ~ a:
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Recurrence of all sensation is checked through yoga and
moksa. T h e absolute eradication of sensation is attained
through rnoksa. Theyoga is a means to attain mokja. [ 137 ]
The above passage represents an answer to the query regarding
thc eradication of all sensations. Here the term yoga implies lack of
contact between Soul, sense organs, mind and objects of senses during
the state of mental concentration as detailed in verse no. 138-139.
M o k ~ aimplies absolute detachment of the Soul from all mental as well as
physical contacts. The absence of sensation in the state of yoga is but
too temporary. I t recurs immediately after the state of yoga is disturbed.
The yoga of course serves as a means to the attainment of m o k p which
lead to absolute eradication of such sensations. Another reading of the
,

.2
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last pada of the above passage is "af~b?
h6rf;t".
Even if this reading
is accepted, there is no repetition inasmuch as this only emphasises the
agency of theyoga and mok~aas means to the eradication of sensation.
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Means for attainment of rnoksa :

What isyoga ?
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Happiness and miseries are felt due the contact of the
Soul, the sense organs, mind and the objects of senses. Both
these types of sensations disappear when the mind is concentrated and contained in the Soul and the super-natural powers
in the mind and body are attained. This state is known as
yoga according to sages well versed in this science. [ 138-139 ]

Eight super-nctural powers of yogin :

gqmqmaq
* v d
I1 PUP I1
( 1 ) Entering others' body, ( 2 ) thought reading, ( 3 )
doing things at will, ( 4 ) super-natural vision ( 5 ) supernatural audition ( 6 ) miraculous memory, ( 7 ) uncommon
brilliance and ( 8 ) invisibility when so desird-these are the
cigllt supernatural powers attained by those practisingyoga.
All this is achieved through the purity of the mind ( free from
rajas and tamas ), [ 140-141 1

-

The firstpiida of the verse 140 is also construed as %K: B$~SI:and
the power of entering others mind and the kn~wledge of
events of the past, present and future,

srd denoting
Salvation :
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hfokp or salvation is nothing but an absolute detachmcrjt
of all contacts by virtue of the absence of rajas and tamas i l l
the mind and anihilation of effects ofpotent past actions.
This is a state after which there is no more physical or mental
contacts. [ 142 ]
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The following serve as means to the attainment of
I

mok!a.
1. Due devotion to noble Souls;
2. shunning of the company of the wicked;
3. observing sacred vows and fast;
4. pursuit of the rules of good conduct;
5. compliance with scriptural prescriptions;
6. scriptural knowledge;
7. liking for lonely living;
8. detachment from the objects of senses;
9. striving for mokfa ( salvation );
10. absolute mental control;
11. abstinence from the performance of acts leading to
good and sinful effects;
12. anihilation of the effects of past-actions;
13. desire to get away from the worldly trap;
14. absence of egoistic disposition;
15. being afraid of contacts of the Soul, the mind and
the body;
16. concentration of the mind and intellect in the Soul;
and
17, review of spiritual facts.
All this can be attained by virtue of the constant remembering of the fact that the Soul is different from the body
and the latter has nothing to do with the former. [ 143-146 ]

Thereafter, one identifies himself with Brahman and
the Empirical Soul ceases to exist. He is easily distinguishable from all other manifestations. He does not even leave
any indication ( inspiration, expiration etc. ) of his existence.
This is what those well versed in the knowledge of Brahman
say. I t is impossible for an ignorant person to know this.[155]
7T

CHAPTER 11

I

EMBRYOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

+hi:--

I n this chapter on "the various Division of the Empirical Soul etc., as conducive to the understanding of the body",
23 important questions regarding the Empirical Soul have
been answered by the enlightened Seer. [ 156 ]

We shall now expound the chapter on the development
of embryo caused by the union of males and Ternales of
mutually differnnt clan.
Thus said Lord Atreya. [ 1-2 ]
The origin of the body has been described in the previous chapter.
The procedure of pregnancy etc; through which the body along with the
Soul is manifested is being described in this chapter.

Query about semen :
Thus ends tht first chapter on "the Divisions of the Empirical
Soul etc., as conducive to the understanding of the bodyw of the &ZYSU
seetion of Agniveia's work as redacted by Caraka. [ 1 ]
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When a woman after her menstruation cohabits with a
man of a different clan in a lonely place, the man enjaculates
something composed of four mahabhiitar and having six tastes,
which results in conception in a woman. What is it ? [ 3 ]
For procreation of a healthy child, it is necessary that the male and
female should bc mutually of a differcnt clan. Coitus among the members
of the same clan is a sinful act which does not have the sanction of scriptures. Similarly, cohabitation is prohibited during the first three days of
the period of fertilization when there is flow of menstrual blood. Privacy
is a sine qua non for undisturbed ejaculation. For proper conception, it is
necessary that both the sexual partners are in an appropriate position.
Coitus in reversed position is prohibited.
The above paragraph represents the query of a disciple to his preceptor regarding the real nature of semen. It is not that the disciple is
unaware of the gross form of the semen.

Composition of semen :

This factor which is implanted for the formation of
embryo is known as iukra or sperm. This is composed of U&YU,

agni,jala and p~thviin the state of their excellence-all these
factors individually share one fourth of the attributes of each
of the mahabhntas. This also sl~nresall the six tastes. [ 4 ]
The four elements, viz. viiju, agni, jala and prthvi only when they ar
in the state of their excellence can produce pure sperm. All the abo
mentioned elements in equal quantity take part in the formation of sper
H k i i a is also no doubt present in sperms in view of its all pervase)ve n
but as it does not move together with the other four mah6bhzitas prese
sperm in the course of ejaculation, it is not considered to be a distl
factor responsible for the composition of sperms. Akdia does not fig
even in the process of tansmigration of a Soul from one body to
other-c. f. ~ l o k a31.
Sperms are pure only when they are produced out of the materi
having all the six tastes. Substances having sweet taste no doubt produ
sperms and those having sour taste destroy them. But this happens on
if such substances are used excessively.

Queries about embvo :
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What are the factors responsible for the development of
the body of the emblyo in its entirety ? How does the delivery of the child take place in proper time ? H o w does the
delivery take place with ease ? Why is cooception delayed
even in a fertile woman ? Why does the foetus get destroyed
after its formation ? [ 5 ]
Factors responsible for easy deliue? of a healthy foetus etc., :
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the uterus and the timings ( of sexual union and delivery )
are in excellent condition and the woman during the period
of pregnancy takes wholesome diet.
Even in a fertile woman, there is delay in conception
because of the defects in the uterus, mental afflictions, defects
in sperms, ovum, diet and regimens, union in inappropriate
time and want of strength.
The flow of menstrual blood in a woman a t times get
obstructed by the wind and this grows slowly due to the
',toppage of subsequent menstrual flow leading to the manifestation of some of the symptoms of pregnancy. T h e ignorant
consider it as real pregnancy. Due to exposure to fire and the
sun, exhaustion, grief, afflication with disease and intake of
hot diet and drinks, the menstrual flow starts again. Because
parts of the foetus are not fourid there, some people say that
the foetus has been taken out by the evil spirit. Actually the
body of the foetus does not serve as food for evil spirits who
move in nights and live on ojas. Further, if the evil spirit
can take away the foetus, having obtained entrance into the
mother's body, it could have easily eaten ojas in her body
leading to her death also. [ 6-10 1
Sperm, ovum and uterus in their excellent state, the association of
auspiciousness with the Soul present in the union of sperms and ovum,
and suitable timing ( for conception and delivery ) are responsible for the
easy delivery of a well grown foetus in time. The proper time of delivery
is ninth or tenth month of pregnancy-c. f. Aa'rira 4 : 25.
S The time of~ fertilization as it is stated in the HHrita is sixteen days
after the day of onset ef menstruation. According to the SuSruta however, it is only twelve days. If the woman cohabits with a man after the
~ ~
Period of fertility, there will be no conception.
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Ojas is of two types:-one type is of eight drops in quantity and the
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m the other :is half aijali ( 48 mi. ). Evil spirits eat away the former type
of ojas. There is no question of these spirits eating away the entire body
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of thc foetus. Further, having entered into the body of the mother, these
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spirits would have eaten away the ojas of the mother as well which would
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have caused her death. Thus the statement that the foetus is eaten away
by evil spirits is not correct.
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T h e foetus gets delivered easily in time in its well developed form and without any pain, if the sperms, the ovum,

Query

about the sex and nzcrnber offoetus :

What is the reason for a woman to give birth to :
( 1 ) a female child;
( 2 ) a male child;
( 3 ) twins of male and female children;
( 4 ) twins of female children;
( 5 ) twins of male children; and
( 6 ) many children at a time ?
Why is the delivery of a foetus delayed ? Why do
only one out of a twin grow well ? [ I1 ]
Factors responsible for sex determination twins etc., :
7
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When the foetus does not get nutrition and when the
foetus is emaciated or there is exudation ( due to threatening
,bortion ), then the woman delivers after a long time and it
may even take several years for the proper development and
,I delivery of the foetus.
Depending upon the action in the past life of an individual the sperm and ovum may undergo uneven divisions
during conception leading to the formation of twins and this
may result in the better growth of one foetus than the other
in the uterus leading to their inequality. [ 12-16 ]

1

Both the sperm and ovum have subtle forms. These subtle parts
undergo unequal divisions due to the individuals acticn in the past life and

1 this results in unequal development of foetus.
, Query about sex abnormality :
I
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What are the reasons for dviretas ( hermaphrodism ),

II
pauanendriyatua ( aspesmia ), sa%skarauiihr ( anaphrodisia ),
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k sterility, female sterility, uakri ( hypospadia ), ir~yabhirati
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( rnixoscopia ) and vatika~aqaaka ( eviration ) of the procreation? [ 17 ]
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Dominance of ovum during the co~iception results i
the procreation of a female child, and dominalice of sperm
of a male child.B)uring the process of union, the sperm an
ovum undergo ulvisions and if one division of sperm do
nates over one of the divisions of the ovum and anoth
division of ovum dominates over the other division of sper
then there is formation of twins-one male chid and a fe
child. When both the divisions of the sperm dominate ove
both the divisions of the ovum, then there is a twin of ma1
children. When both the divisions of ovum dominate ove
both the divisions of the sperm, then there is a twin of femaI
children.
When the excessively aggravated vata brings about many
divisions of the sperm and ovum, many children are born;
their number depends upon the number of divisions. This
is not under the control of the individual himself; this happens
due to one's action during previous life.

,

Factors responsible for sex abnormatity :

When that portion of the sperm and ovum of parents
which is responsible for the creation of the genital cells of the
foetus is vitiated and these sperm and ovum undergo equal
division, then the offspring becomes a hermophrodite. Such
an offspring will have the characteristic features ~f both
the sexes.

If the testicles ( reservoirs of sperms ) of the foetus
afflicted with vata, then the offspring becomes aspermic.
Obstruction of the seminal passage by oata makes
offspring samskilravaha ( anapbrodisiac ).
The congenital lack of strength a.1~ passion result
the impairment and insufficiency of sperm and ovum wl
in turn five rise to male and female sterility respectively.
Weakness in sperms of the male partner and irreg~
posture of the female partner during coitus make the offspi
hypospadiac.
Reduced passion along with jealousy of the par1
cohabitation produces mixoscopia in the offspring.

)

Query about sigrzs of c o n c ~ p t i o etc.,
:~ :

Being affected with vgyu and agni ( pitta ), if the testi
of the foetus get destroyed, then there is eviration in
offspring.
These are the eight types of sexual abnormalities. T
are caused by the effects of the misdeeds in the previous
of the individual. [ 18-21 ]
Different parts of the human body are represented i n the sperm
ovum. If that fraction of the sperm and ovum which is rcsponsib
for the creation of the germinal cells in the foetus is afflicted and if t
sperm and ovum are equally divided durirrg the process of conception,
the offspring wiil be hetmophsodite. This type of off-pring may I
such physical characteristics as are common to both the sexes, e. g. I
eye etc. Male and female sexual organs, breasts and hair in the face
be absent in them because these organs are normally manifested dl
the dominance of the respective germinal cells. Such an offspring
also have both the male and female sexal organs in the same body buc
secondary sexual organs like breasts, hair in the face may be absent.
I n the ~auantndriyatva( aspermia ) the testicles of the individual
without any sperm. During the time of coitus, only air is ejaculate
the plase of semen.
I n the case of sa~iskdravdha( anaphro,disia ), the channels for the
culation of semen are obstructed by vzta. This obstruction can be re
ved by basti ( enema including urethral enema ) and administratio
aphrodisiac drugs. SuSruta has describer1 dsekya, saugandhika arld kumt
among others, as sexual abnormalities. Asekya is caused by the weak
of the sperm of the father; his offspring gets erection of the genital 01
by taking the semen of others. A child born of polluted ~f.niral trac
mother is known as saugandhika. He gets strength for cohabitation by
smell of the femaie and male genital tract. Similarly, a kumbhika

strength for cohabitation after he is used by another man for anal sodomy.
All these three typcs of sexual abnormalities viz. rirakya, saugandhika and
kumbhfka, described i n the Suirutn ( c . f. Sdruto : Sdriro 2 : 38-40 ) come
under the category of sat,2skdravnha ( anaphrodisia ) described here.
I n f e d y a ( sterility ) men and women have sperms and ova respe&ely but these sperms and ova are vitiated. According to the Suiruta,
there is complete absence of sperm in !an&
( sterility )-c. f. Suiruta :
Sdrira 2 :44 ).
If the mother is without passion or if she maintains an irregular
posture during coitus, then the offspring suffers from hypospodia and his
sperms d o get into the uterus properly.
An individual suffering from mixoscopia ( irgdbhirati ) gels sexual
passion only when he sees sexual act of others-c. f. S d r u t a : Sirira 2 :4 1.
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What are the signs of co~lccption which has just taken
place ! What are the signs to indicate ifthe foetus in the
womb is a boy, girl or an eunuch ? What a r e the reasons for
a child to resemble some body ? [ 22 ]
Signs of Conception etc.,

:
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Signs of conception which has just taken place are
salivation, heaviness, prostration, drowsiness, horripilation,
cardiac distress, satisfactioil, and noil-elimination of the ejaculated semen from the uterus.
If the pregnar~twoman resorts to her activities predominantly in left limbs, if there is desire for the society of males,
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if her dreams, drinks, taking food and other activities resemble that of a woman, if the conception has taken place in the
left side of the womb, if the shape of the gravid uterus is not
round ( it is rather elongated ), if the left breast in endowed
with the excelIence of lactation, then such a pregnant woman
delivers a female child. If the above mentioned signs and
symptoms are of opposite nature, then she delivers a male
child. If there is combinztion of both these types of signs
and symptoms then she delivers an eunuch.
T h e child resembles those things which the mother
thinks in her mind during conception.
All the foetus are composed or four mahtibhiitas. Each
of these mahitbhatas is again of four types, viz. ( I ) those
from the mother$ ovum, ( 2 ) those from the father5 sperm,
( 3 ) those from the diet of the pregnant mother and ( 4 )
those accompanying the soul which enters into the foetus.
Because of the past actions of the parents and the soul, those
of the above mentioned factors which ultimately dominate
the composition of the foetus determine its resemblance to one
or the other thing. [ 23-27 ]
Thoughts which occupy the mind of the woman during conception,
because of their specific action, determine the resemblance of the offspring
to one or the other thing. These thoughts of the woman create that
condition in the sperm and ovum in her womb by which they can produce a foetus resembling those thoughts. Psychic factors are well known
to initiate identical reactions in the body of living beings. Determination
stimulates ejaculation of semen. During the period of dohada, the pregnant woman desires for many things and if her desires are not satisfied
then those thoughts create abnormalities in the foetus and there is diminution of ojas and semen b y jealousy and fear. Thus in kdrira 8 : 14 it is
stated that the woman desirous of a particular type of child should think
in her mind about countries where such people are born.
Besides these psychic factors, physical factors, viz. four mahzbhiitas
derived from four different sources also determine the resemblance of the
child to one or t he other thing.
If the past actions associated with the Soul are auspicious, then the
child bears features as those of his parents; otherwise, his features are
dissimilar to his parents. Subtle bhntas which accompany the Soul during
the process of transmigration are common for all individuals; hence they
do not act as determining f a c t ~ r sfor the child to resemble one thing or
the other,

In verse-27 only three factors ( e x c l u ~ i n gthe diet of the pregnant
woman ) are mentioned which if red om in ant determine the manifestation of similar or dissimilar features in the child. I n this case the food
is included under the actions of the past life because one gets food according to the manner she had acted in the previous life. Further, mention
of food as determinant factor is not necessary here because dominance of
mother's ovum makes the offspring resemble his mother; this does not
hold good in the case of food, because one cannot resemble food articles.
Psychic disposition of the individuals in the previous life determines
the characteristics of the mind in this life as well. If the Soul had godly
disposition in previous life, then the individual is endowed with godly
faculties in this life. Association of different types of actions and species
to which the individual belonged in the past life alss determines psychosomatic disposition during the existing life.

Query about abnormality

in foetur etc.,

:

Why does a woman give birth to an abnormal offspri~~g
with deficient or excess of limbs or impaired sensory and motor
organs ? How does the Soul transmigrate from one body to
another ? With whom is it always attached ? 1:28]
Factors responsible for abnormality infoetus :
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Because of the defects in seeds ( sperms, ovum), actions
associated with the Soul, uterus, time and food as well as regimen of the mother, d o p s get variously vitiated and this results in the impairement of the shape, colour and sensory as
well as motor organs of the offspring. As a tree standing i n
the current of a river gets afflicted by the forceful downward
movement of wood, stone pieces and water during the rainy
season, so the foetus in the uterus of the mother gets aCFlicted
with the vitiated dosas. [29-301
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Being guided by the associated past actions, the Soul
who travels with the help of t!le mind, transmigrates from
one body to another along with the four subtle bhtitas. This
Soul cannot be perceived by any other sense except the divine
vision. H e is omnipresent; H e can enter into any pliysique;
H e can perform any action and can take any shape; H e is
the conscious element; H e is beyond any ser~sory perception;
and it is due to His association with the intellect etc. that he
gets involed in attachment etc.
In the body of living beings, there are sixteen types of
bhntas. They are derived from rasa ( digestive product of
mother's food), Soul ( tliose accompanying Him ), mother
and father. Four of these bhiitas accumpany the Soul and the
Soul Hirnself depends upor] four of them for His existence.
Bhatas from the motller and fattier a r e dcrived through tlieir
ovum and sperm. It iq the rasa ( digestive product of food )
which provides nourisliment in the form of bhiitas to the sperm
a n d ovum.
T h e four bhrtas which get fused ( constantly associated )
with the Soul to enter into the foetus are rhe products of the
past actions, Continuity of the migration of bhiitas is maintained as the Soul who is like a seed ( and who is responsible for
several incarnations) transmigrates from one body to another.
It is a fact that in individuals having the association of
past action, the physique and the mind a r e respectively clerived from the physique and mind of his past life. T h e dissimilarity in the shape and intellectual hcultics is caused by the
rajar, tamas and the raature of the past actions. [ 31-36 ]

Verses 31 to 36, represent a reply to the second question envisaged
According to verse-31, only four bhiitas
in the earlier verse no.-28.
transmigrate from one body to another; the fifth bhiita that is iik8.1'abeing
devoid of any action does not transmigrate.
Atman is omnipresent. Hence there is no question of His transmigrating from one body to another. Rut when He comes in conglomeration with the mind, H e forms an individual entity which transmigrates
from one body which dies, to another body which takes birth. Depe~iding
upon His virtuous or sinful past ncts, the Soul ( Atman ) takes birth in
~ T - ~ ~
&nothersuitable body for the sake of enjoyment of fruits of such actions.
This s i i k f m a i ~ r ~ r(asubtle body ) composed of the Soul, the mind including
intellect and the bhiitas cannot be seen through ordinaly eyes. I t is visible
only to a yogin through his divine vision.
Depending upon the past actions, the Soul may enter into the body
of any species, viz. human beings, animals etc.
I t is stated in the scriptures ( specially in the Sd;ikhya ) that this
gross body is the product of the subtle body ( szik~maiarira) The sperm
and ovum, after their combination, can manifest a gross body in the form
offoetus, only when the subtle body ( ssik~mas'arira) is associated with
them. This association or combination of the subtle body with the sperm
and ovum is conditioned by the actions in the past life. The cause and
effect always bear resemblance with each other. The colour of the cloth
is dependant upon the colour of the threads composirlg the cloth. Similarly the characteristic features of the gross body resemble those of the
subtle body. Not only the physique but also the mental faculties of the
individual resemble those of the subtle body. Actions, viz, charity, study,
meditation etc., in the past life give the individual a shttvika type of mind.
The subtle bhzitas which transmigrate through the Soul are, no
doubt, identical in all individuals. But the psychic faculties are not the
same. At times they are dominated by rnjas and tamas. The actions in
the past life of individuals are dissimilar to each other. Dominance of
rajas and tamas, and the actions in the past life are responsible for the
variations in the characteristic features of individuals.

Factors responsible j b r kecping the Soul attachcd :
c
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The Soul cat) I ever dissociate Himself from the transsei]sory and excessively subtle bhiitas or from t h efrects
~
of the
Past actions or from the mirid 2:nd the inlellect or from ego
and other morbid factors.

T h e mind is constantly associated with rajas and tamas
I n the absence of knowledge, rajas and tamas cause all mor
dity. T h e morbid mind and strong action ( with strong
determined results ) are responsible for transtnigration of th
Soul from one body to another and for the individuals inclina
tion to do virtuous or vicious work. [ 37-38 ]

seats of diseases. When there is a break in the continuity of
the body and mind, then diseases cease to recur. [ 41 ]
A break in the continuity of the body and the mind which are the
seats of diseases can be attained only by salvation.

Censation of continuity

The third question raised in verse-28 is replied here. Mind i
always associated with rajas and tamas. If it is not enlightened with th
knowledge of 'truth' then there is morbidity which results in the form
transmigration and inclination to do virtuous and vicious acts.
short, the association of impure mind makes the Soul enter into t
wordly bondage.
The information furnished in the second part of verse-35 is n
directly relevant to the queries raised in verse-28.
Even then this
described here just for contextual propriety.

Query about di.ceases :

of body and mind :
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According to scriptures, these is no beginnl~~gof the
mind and the body, The continuity of the mind and the body
is broken only when the individual is in possession of thc
excellence of power of meditation, memory and intellect, [42]
The factors responsible for the salvation of the Soul and the factors
that bring about an end to the continuity of the body and the mind are
enumerated in the first chapter of this section.

Factors responsible for non-aflication 6y diseases :
he\
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What are the causative factors of diseases ? What a r
their curatives ? What is the cause of happiness ? What I
the chuse of sorrow ? How can the recurrence of psychos
matic diseases be prevented after their manifestation ? [ 39 ]

Factors for causation and alleuiation o f diseases :

smn+ h r r r k w r d &mi: s b m : I
mfmmi hiSsr a mFmt;1~4m:
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Causative factors of diseases are :
1. Intellectual blasphemy;
2. Unwholesome contact with senses; a n d
3. Seasonal vagaries.
All diseases can be cured in three ways, viz. corre
knowledge, wholesome contact with senses and season
normality. [ 40 ]

Caures of happiness and m i s e v and their cessation :

wdt: "m;w& A h ~ r g m ~ & ~ ;n9hma d WFTI
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Righteous acts are responsible for happiness and
righteous acts Ibr misery, Tbc body and the mind are t
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One does not get afflicted with diseases even during the
existence of the body and the mind which are the seats of
diseases, if before the manifestation of diseases, he takes
recourse to preventive therapeutic measures and abstains from
intellectual blasphemy and unwholesome contact with senses,
provided the manifestation of the diseases a t that time is not
pre-determined, [ 43 1
Therapies for the prevention of diseases are composed of such
measures as would counteract the ill effects of seasons which are unavoidable. In spite of the adoption of all measures to prevent a disease, it
does occur if its manifestation at that time is predetermined due to effects
of the actions during the previous life.

Daiva andpuru~akara:
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T h e effect of what is done during the previous life is
known as daiua. T h e effect of what is done during the present life is known as p~ru~akitra.T h e unrighteous deeds of the
previous life induces one to diseases; if however, they are
righteous, then the individual remains free from diseases. [44]
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Even though the Karman is neuter gender, still it reflects the idea
of prrrusakdra ( actions during the present life ) and because of this,
the term 'sav a pronoun of niasculine gender is used here in place 01

Karman.
Some scholars interprete the latter part of the verse in a slightly
different way. According to them unrighteous deeds of the previous life
keep the individual in the worldly bondage whereas the righteous acts
result in salvation.

Methods for preuen tion

of

sea.ronal disease$ :

Dosns accunlulated during Hemanta (December-February)
be eliminated in the rrlorith of Cnitra ( March-April ). Thost
acc!lrnulated during summer ( AprilJvne ) in the montl
of Srnuaqa (July-Augu~t)and those accumulated during rain)
season (August-October) should be eliminated in the montf
of Margas'irja ( Novernber-December ). [ 45 ]
The exact months for the elimination of do~asaggrava*zd durinl
different seasons are described in Siitra 7 : 46.

Factors responsible for keeping a pel-son free f r o m diseases :

One who resorts to wholesome diet and regimens, whc
enters into action after proper observation, who is unattached
to the pleasure drawn from the satisfaction of sensory objects
who is given to charity, impartiality, truthfulness and forgive.
ness and who is a t service of learned people, seldom get!
afflicted with diseases.
Diseases do not afflict an individual who is endowed
with excellerlce of thoughts, speech and acts which are ultimately blissful, independent thinking, clear understanding,
knowledge, observance of spiritual prescriptions and love for
meditation. [ 46-47 ]

T o sum up :
With a view to enlightenment, Lord Atreya has properly replied thirty six important queries of AgniveSa in this
chapter on "the develvpment of embryo caused by the union
of males and females of mutually diff'erent clan. [ 48 ]

Thus ends the second chapter on the development of embryo caused
by the union of males and females and females of mutually different clan,
of the fidrira section of Agnivela's work as redacted by Caraka. [ 2 ]

CHAPTER III
FORMATION O F EMBRYO

q~?drswm:

Kow we shall expound the minor chapter on "the formation of embryo as conducive to the understanding of the
body".
Thus said Lord Atreya. [I-21
The subject matter of the previous chapter is the union of the
sperm and the ovum resulting in the formation of embryo. Several
other fiictors which ara responsible for the formation of embryo are going
to be discussed in this chapter.

Factors responible for proc~eatz'on:
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\%h'e11 a Inan with urlimpaired sperm and a woman with
unaffiicted genital tract, ovum and uterine bed cohabit during
the period offer tilization, the jiva ( Soul) along with the mind
descends into the zygote ( combined form of the sperm and
ovutn ) lodged inside the uterus. This results in the formation
of the embryo. I t grows, unafflicted, being nourished by the
wholesome rasa ( final product of digestion of mother's food )
and being managed with proper regimen. Thereafter the
foetus is formed with all the sensory and motor organs,
possessed of all the limbs o f t h e body and endowed with
the excellence of strength, complexion, mental faculties
and compactness for delivery in time ( ninth or tenth month
of gestation ). This occurs due to the combination of the
fxctors derived from the followir~gsources:-

( I ) Mother, (2) Father, (3) Soul, (4) Wholesomeness and
(5) Rasa ( digestive product of the mother's food ).
Mind is also responsible foa the transmigration of the
Soul. Thus said Lord Atreya. [3]
Man after crossing his juvenile stage and the woman in her youth
are considered to be suitable partners for procreation. The period OF
fertilization starts from the day the woman menstruates. But during the
first three days of the menstruation, cohabitation is prohibited because it
is inauspicious-c.f. SGtra 25 : 40. As a seed sown in proper season ( rtu )
grows, so also the sperm when ejaculated into the woman's genital tract
during her period of fertilization ( rtu ) results in conception. Because of
this identity in the purpose of season and the period of fertilization, the
same term ccrtu" is used in both the cases.
The sperm which was otherwise unimpaired earlier may get afflicted
during the time of coitus because of jealousy etc. For conception, it is
necessary that the sperm and ovum as also the genital tract and the
uterine bed remain unafflicted even during the time of cohabitation.
Conception takes place only when the Soul along with the mind
enters into the zygote of the sp::m and ovum, when they are inside the
uterus. If such union takes place outside the uterus, then there is no
possibility of conception.

Atman or Soul which represents the element of consciousness is
omnipresent. There is no question of His migrating from one place to
another. But when the mind gets lodged in a place in accordance with
result of past actions, consciousness is manifested there and because of
this conscious manifestation, it is said that the Soul transmigrates along
with the mind. The embryo can grow properly after its formation if the
food and regimen resorted to by the mother are conducive thereto.
Wholesomeness is considered to be one of the factors responsible for
the proper development of the foetus. This does not include the wholesomeness of rasa ( digestive product of mother's food ) which is described
separately. Wholesomeness here indicates the wholesomeness of other
factors, viz. vision etc., and regimen.
Right from the time of conception till delivery it is the mother who
carries and nourishes the foetus; the foetus derives all its metits and
defects from the mother during this period. Hence, the mother is described first among the factors responsible for the proper growth of the
foetus. The male partner has an important role to play. Apart from
his active role during cohabitation, it is from the sperm that all the tissue
elements like bone etc., which give firmness and stability to the body of
the foetus, are folmed. Hence, in the beginning the sperm of man is
given priority over the ovum of the woman.
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Bharaduiija's objection :
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h To ' , said Bhdradviija, because neither mother nor father,
nor wholesomeness, iior the utilization of dl it1kables, eatables,
chewables or lickables can produce a foetus. It is also 13ot
correct to say that the mind transmigrates from another world
to take part in the formation of the foetus. [4-I]
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ii parents are responsible for the formation of the foetus,
many men and women who are keenly desirous of sons can
produce them by resorting to cohabitation. Similarly those
who desire daughter can get them. None of men and women
without a child should be grieved for want of a child. [4-111
In brief, it is said tha: parents are not directly responsible for the
production of the child, hence, they need not be included among the
factors which help the formation and growth of the foetus.

womb endowed with lordship, unrestrained movenient,
capacity to have forms as IIe pleases, luste, streilgth, speed,
complexiou, mei~talfaculties, compactness an$. having freedom
l
Himself to be
from aging, disease and death ? T h e S ~ u \vants
like this or even better. [4-IIll
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VVi~olesomeness is not responsible !hr the formation of
l y who rcsort to wholthe foetus. Had it beell so, o ~ ~those
esomeness sllould get children and the remaining ones who
resort to unwholesoxne~less should never get a child but both
the types of people are found to be equally succesful or unsuccessful i11 getting children. [4-fV]
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The foetus is not fbrmed of'msa ( digestive product of
( food ). Had it been so, none of nien and women should re? a~mmr;i
md?rI Q rnms~mi3li(it&
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Wduals having the excellence of rasa should have children, then
only those who take meat soup of goat, sheep, deer, and
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rice for nourishment should get children and the others who
Al?m:: ; Suul ) is 110; produced by another Atman. If it
take fiamtika, varaka, uddalaka, koradfi2a (type of corn, rhizomes
is stated that Atman produces Atman the question may arise as
and roots should always be deprived of a progeny. But both
to whether the Soul, born produces another Soul or a n unborn
the types of people are equally successful or unsuccessful in
one ? Both these propositions are untenable. As the Soul
getting children. [4-V]
already born is in existence there is no question of His
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producing Himself. As the Soul unborn is non-existent H e
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cannot produce Himself.
Therefore the proposition is
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untenble both ways. Let us consider the problem from
,
another angle. If the Soul is capable of reproducing
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The mind does not come from the world beyorld to enter
into the foetus. If it does so, nothing of its past life should
remain unknown, unheard and unseen by him. But actually
it does not remember any such thing.
Therefore, 1 say, the foetus is not formed out of the mother,
father, Soul, wholesomeness or ra ra (digestive product of food).
I t is also not coorect to say that the mind transniigrate from
another world to take birth in the formation of tLe foetus.
Thus said Bharadviija. [4]
If the rnind, which had the experience of the past life continues to
exist in tht present life, then the individual should lemember everythirlg
known, heard and seen during the past llfe as the same ir~dividualit1 his
old age iemernbeis everything he has known, heard an.1 seen during
the youth.

Ldtreyaysdecision :

Lord Atreya said, ''No, the foetus is formed from out of
the combination of all these factors." [ 5 ]
It is the combination of all the six factors which help in the formation of a child. O f c o u ~ s enone of these fact0.s in isolation would be
able to produce a child. At the same time there is no reason why any
of these factors should not be recognised as a causative factor for the
formation of embryo. Threads alone cannot produce clothes. But this
does not mean that thieads do not constitute causative factors for the
production of clothes. Threads will not cease to be causative factors of
the clcthes because without the help of other factors, threads alone cannot
produce the cloth.

Factors derived from mother :

derived from the maternal source ( from ovum ) and which
are formed because of the existence of the mother. They are
fht, umblicus, heart, kloman ( right lung ? )
skin, blood, flesh,
1
liver, spleen, aidneya, bladder, rcctom, stomach, pakuainya
( colon ), upper and lower parts of the anus, small intestine,
large intestine, mesentery and omenturn. ( These are the
organs derived from maternal source.) [6]
Those creatures which are delivered being covered with the amniotic memSrane are known asjarcyija or viviparous. Mosqriitoes which
are sat+svedaja ( born out of hot moisture ) and frog etc., which are
udbhija ( born out OF earth ) can take birth even without a mother. No
doubt, mother is the cause of birth of egg-born animals but they are not
taken into account in the above paragraph because the discussionh ere
relates to human beings alone which are viviparous. There can be
another explanation for the omission of the egg-born creatures from the
above description. I n the case cf a viviparous creature, mother carries
the foetus till the time of delivery. I n egg-born creatures, the foetus in
the form of eggs remain inside the mother's womb till the laying of eggs.
h some creatures of this group, viz. to. toise etc., the mothers responsibility entirely ceases after the laying of eggs-the
mother has no role to
play i n the birth of baby tortoise.
In the para 7 it will be described that viviparous animals cannot
take birth in the absence of the father i.e. father is directly responsible for
the birth of such type of animals. On the other hand, egg-bor creatures
like fish etc., take birth during the proper season even without a father
to play bis role.
Mother as the source for the derivation of the organs like skin,
described in para 6 is known from religious scriptures.

Factors durirrrd,frotn f n f h e r
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The foetus is produced out ofthe rriother. Without mother
there is fio possibility of conception and birth of viviparous
creatures. W e shall hereafter describe those organs which are

:
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T h e foetus is produced from out of the father ( from
sperm ). Without father thew is no possibility of conception
and birth of viviparous creatures. We shall hereafter describe
those organs which are derived from paternal source ( from
sperm ) and which are formed because ofthe existence of the
father.
They are hair of the head, hair of the face, nail, small
hairs of the body, teeth, bones, veins, ligaments, arteries
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and semen. ( These are the organs derived from paternal
source ). [ 7 ]
h z a n as a Source :
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The foetus is produced out of the Soul. T h e Antarntman
( Soul inside the animal body ) is the same as Garbhatman
( Soul in the foetus ). This is knoivn asjiua or animated Soul.
According to religious scriptures, this Soul is eternal. H e does
not get afflicted by diseases. H e does not undergo the process
of aging. H e does not succumb to death. H e does not undergo
diminution. H e cannot be penetrated. H e cannot be cut.
He cannat be made to get irritated. He is omnipresent and
omnipotent. H e is invisible. H e is without the beginning
and end, and H e is unchangeable. R y entering into the uterus,
it gets combined with the sperm and the ovuni thereby reproducing Himself in the form of a foetus. Thus the foetus takes
the designation of Soul.
Again, the question of birth of the Soul does not arise as
it is beginningless. Therefore i t is not correct to say that H e
produces the unborn foetus either Hirnself being born or
being unborn
T h e same foetus during the course of time, attains the
state of childhood, youth and old age. According to the state

attained by Him, H e is stated to be born in those states of life
but with reference to the state of life ahead, H e is considered
to be unborn or in the process of taking birth. Therefore, H e
is both born and unborn simultaneously. I n such situations
where the Soul is considered to be both born or being born,
H e produces that state of life after Himself having take:l birth.
In other situ?tions, whcre that state of thc body ( Soul ), is
yet to come, the Soul is considered to produce himself without
being born. I n those particular ages i.e. types of growth as
well as in these particular states ( situations ) of living beings,
the change of the state of the associated body is considered
to be the birth of ,/ltman. For example, the state of mere
existence of sperm and ovum prior to be combination of the
Soul cannot be called as foetus. They are only entitled to be
known as foetus only when the Soul gets combined with them.
The existant m a n cannot be called as a fdther prior to the
birth of his offspring. H e is considered to be the father only
after the birth of his offspring. Similarly, the existant foetus
( Soul ) can be considered t o be born or unborn depending
upon the state attained or to be attained by him. [ 8 ]
The term cAntardtman' is used here in order to distinguish the
Empirical Soul as a causative factor of the embryo as distinct from the
physical self composed of six dhdtus. It is this Empirical Soul which is
described as eternal in the scriptures and who produces the physical self
in the form of embryo composed of six dhdtus. The Empirical Soul being
eternal is never born. Even though He is never born, He produces
embryo not born earlier. The same Soul subsequently transforms Himself into the embryo and in that stage He can be said to have been born
as well. Thus it is by process of transformation into the various stages
of embryo that the Soul in a way is born, So the controversy raised in
para-3 above is settled. T o sum up : the Soul being eternal is never
born; but as it is in the various stages of human life, juvenile, youth, old
age etc. there is a sort of transformation which the Soul undergoes and
so we can ascribe birth to the Soul also even though it cannot be ascribed
to him in the real sense of the term. I t seems the author has SLfilrhya
theory of evolution in view.
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Mother's father and Soul independently cannot satisfy
all the requirements for the formation of a foetus. They themselves do certain things and some other things they do because
of the force of the actions of the previous life, They possess
the ability to do certain things themselves. For some other
things, they do not have that ability. It is only when these
factors are added with the excellence of other factors, viz.
mind, sense organs, sperm, ovum etc., depending upon the
actions in the previous life, they have the capacity to manifest things by themselves. Because of defects in these factors,
the Soul ( devoid of such instruments in their normal state )
cannot help in the formation OF a foetus if He is not properly
equipped with other factors in excellent condition. I t is well
known that individuals who have realized Soul of their ow11
can enter into the desired womb and attain salvation. There
is none else who is respol~siblefor the happiness and sorrow
of the individuat. The foetus is not formed by ariythi~igelse
being born. Nothing can be germinated from anything but
seeds. [ 9 ]
If the Soul is capable of producing Himself, then why does H e not
choose a womb endowed with all good qualities, viz. lordship etc. ?
This query was raised by Bharadv5ja in para-4 of this chapter. The
above para provides an answer to this query.
I n the present context only the role of the Soul in the fo~mationof
foetus is being discussed. Mother and father are also mentioned in the
palagraph only to show that like Soul, these factors alone ( not depending
upon other instruments ) cannot produce child, en.
T h e mother, father and Soul have no doubt their roles to play
individually and independently. For example, cohabitation, intake of
wholesorne food etc., can be done by parents themselves without any
external aid, but the entrance of the Soul into' sperm a n d ovum joined
togethtr is controlled by other factors viz. the actions of the previous
life. Simila. ly, the Soul is directly and independently responsible for
the consciousness of the foetus. But in the matter of choosing the desirable or undersirable wombs, He is subordinate to the righteous and un.
righteous acts of the past lire.
When i~~struments,
viz : mother etc., are powerful and the actiolis
in the past life are favourable then the Soul can choose the desired womb.

If a couple with a view to procreating a son cohabitate and the man has
pure semen in sufficient quantity, the woman has pure genital tract etc.,
and the action of the previous life is strong for the production of a male
child then a son is born to that couple. The Soul along with the mind
endowed, among others, with szttvika qualities and auspic,ious past
\ actions enter into the desirable womb at that time. I n the absence of
all these favourable factors, the Solxl is incapable of entering into the
desired womb.
If due to defects in the instruments, viz. mother ( ovum ) etc., the
Uoulis unable to procreate, this does not in any way dispute His role as
a causative factor. For example, if the potter is unable to manufacture
a pot for want of clay, this does not prevent the potter from being called
as one of the causative factors of the pot. Elis ability to manufacture
the pot no doubt manifests itself only when other instruments are properly
provided. Similar is the case with the Soul who can also play His role
only when other accessories are available.
The choice of the womb and other virtues depends upon the Soulc.f. Sdrira 1 : 140. The Soul Himsclf is responsible for the happiness and
sorrow of the individual, because happiness and sorrow are felt in the
body and the Soul is responsible for the formation of the body.
i

a

A particclar effect is always produced from a similar cause. A
sprout of rhqa ( Crotalaria juncia Linn. ) does not come out of the coconut
seed. So the consciousness of the foetus does not come out from the bhzitar
( elements ), which by themselves are without consciousness but from the
Soul who is conscious.

Factors derived from Atrnnn :
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We shall hereaftor describe those aspects of the individual which are derived from the Soul and which are formed
because of the existence of Soul. They are taking birth in
such and such wombs, life span, self realisation, mind, senses,
to take things into and to excrete things out of the body,
stimulation and substenance of sense organs, characteristic
shape, voicc and complexion of the individual, desire for
happiness and sorrow, liking and disliking, consciousness,
courage, intellect, memory, egoism and effort's. All these
aspects of the individual are derived from the Soul. [ 10 ]
25 S
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Righteous and unrighteous acts are responsible for birth in the
wombs of different species like the gods and animals. Soul is at the root
of these righteous and unrighteous acts; hence Soul is considered to be
ultimately responsible for taking birth in different wombs. Self-realiza.
tion etc; are essentially the functions of the mind but the Soul is ultimately
related with such activities.

of the foetus. For the manifestation of the voiee and complextioll of the
individual both the wholesomeness and Soul are responsible. Hence they
are described both in para nos. 10 & 11.

Factors derived from c~atm)ia
:
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The foetus is produced from out of the wholesomeness.
There cannot be sterility of the man, woman or defects in the
foetus without resorting to unwholesome things. Human beings are capable of procreating offsprings as long asthe sperm,
ovum and uterus of men and women are not afflicted by the
circtilation of the three d o ~ a svitiated by the intake of unwholesome things. Even during the period of fertilization,
union ( sexual ) of the men and women who are given to
wholesome things and whose sperms, ovums and uterus are
unimpaired, do not produce the offspring if the Soul does not
enter into it. Therefore, wholesomeness alone is not responsible for the formation of the foetus. It is the combination
of all the factors which is responsible for the production of
the foetus. We shall here-after describe these aspects of the
individual derived from wholesomeness and which are rnanifested because of the existence of such wholesomeness. They
are the state of freedom from diseases, laziness and greed,
clarity of senses, excellence of voice and seeds and excessive,
sex-vigor. ( These aspects of the individual are derived from
wholesomeness ). [ 1 1 ]
Intake of wholesome things is not conducive to the formation of
foetus. Only when wholesome things are taken, it helps in the formation

not formed simply by the employment of proper nourishment.
Here also the combination of all the factors is responsible for
the production of the foetus. We shall hereafter describe
those aspects of the individual which are derived from rasa
(digestive product of mother's food ) and which are manifested ( formed ) because of the existence of rasa. They are
manifestation and growth ( in height ) c f t h e body, continuity
of the strength, satisfaction, plumpnesq and enthusiasm. (These
aspects of the individual are derived from rasa ). [ 12 ]
Rasa ( digestive product of food ) comes in the way of the foetus
formation only when because of this the three do~as circulating all over
the body get vitiated and in their turn they vitiate the sperm, the ovum
and the uterus of the couple. This is on the same line as it happens in
the case of taking unwholesome things.
The use of the term ''it? at the end of the para 12 as also a t the
end of some of the other paragraphs indicates that the organs/aspects
described prior to this term are some of the important ones. I n addition,
there are many more organs/aspects produced by these factors, viz. meternal source, paternal source, Soul, wholesomeness and rasa, which are not
numerated here. Only important ones are decribed here and less impoitant ones are left out.

Factors derivedfrom satton :
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Mind is also the conncctir~g link which connects the
Soul with the physical body. So, on the eve of death when the
mind starts living the body, there occurs a change in the normal behaviour and inclinations, the sense organs are disturbed,
strength diminishes and living beiiags are attacked with diseases. Living beings devoid of mind, breath their last because the sense organs derive their inspiration from nothing
but mind.
T h e objects of benses are of three types, viz. sattuika,
rajasa and tiimasa. T h e mind dominated by any of the above
mentioned attributes in 0r.e life follo\~sin the subsequent life
as well. When the irldividual is endowed wit11 the siittvika
type of mind from his previous life the12 h~ can recall things
even beyond that life ( that is he can recall the events of his
past life ). Because of the col!tinuity of the same mind, he can
remember things of the ~ a s tincarnation. Because of this
power to recall things of the past iacarnation, the individual
is called as 'fjatisrnara",
We shall hereafier describe those aspeets of the individual
which are derived from mind and which are manifested because of the existence of mind. They nre likings, con('uct,
purity, enemity, memnry, attachment, detachment, rn~tsarya
( strong desire not to part with ), valour, fear, anger, drowsiness, enthusiasm, sharpness, softness, seriousness, unstability
and such other marlifestations of the mind which will be described later while discussing the various types of mind. All
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of them occur in t h e same man but all of them are not
manifested a t the same time. An individual is said to
belong to that particular type of mirid by which he is
dominated. [ 13 ]
The mind is responsible for uniting the jivhtman ( Animated Soul )
with the subtle (dtivhhika ) brsdy. This subtle body is composed of four
bhltas in their subtle forro--c.F. S ~ r i r a2 : 31. This mind also helps in
the union of the j b d t m a n with thc: physical botly. Atman (Soul) is omnipresent. If he has to come ill contact with the body directly then there
will be universality of the feelings of the individual. Because of the union
of the Atman and the bcdy through the mind, which later is limitted to
the individuals' body alone, there is limitations to the feelings of happiness, sorrow etc. of the individual.
The term ~ ~ k r k(' mearling having tactile scnsatioa ) has been used
as an epithet of the body with a view to indicate that Atnaan does not
come in contact with such of the parts of the body, viz. urine, nails, hair
etc; which are not accessible to the mind.
I f an individual is in possession of sdttvika, rr7jasa or tdmasa type of
mind, then i n the next incarnation he is most likely to get thattype
of mind.
Because of the pressure inflicted upon the foetus by the genital tract
during the process of delivery, he gznerally forgets the events of his previous incarnation. But, he, whose mind is dominated by szttvika qualities
( instead of tdmlzsika ones ) can recollect events of his past life. The
attributes of mind have already been described in the eighth chapter of
Sntra section. Tn view of the contextual propriety, they are again described here. In addition to the role played by the mind i n the formation
of the foetus, it has another specific property to migrate from one incarnation to another and because of this specific feature, the role of mind
has been worded slightly (and) differently in the above paragraph.
The same man may have different types of mind at different times.
When engaged in the righteous work, he will have sdttoika type of mind,
when afflicted with passion, the same man will have rdjasika type of mind
and when attached to something he will have tdmasika type ofmind.
One cannot have all these types of mind at the same time. They may
occur consequitively. Even though the same individual is likely to have
all the types of mind, still he is considered as sdttvika, rdjasika or tdmasika,
depending upon the predominence of one or the other of the attributes
of the mind.-c.f. Siitra 8 : 6.

Embfyo-conglomeration of seueral factors :

Bharadvgja said, *'If the foetus is formed out of the
of these various procreative factors then how
do
they
get
united
? Their cor~~lomeratioil
apart, how is that
As a kiitiigiira ( round shaped cottage used for ad ministerthe union of these factors results in the production of a creature
ing hot fome~ltatiolltherapy) is constructed from out of various
in
the form of a human being? The man is k ~ ~ o wton be born
types of construction material and as a cart is constructed from
out of various parts, similarly the embryo is formed from I from another man. If it is argucd that the individual
out of various types of procredtive factors. Therefore we ' takes the form of a human being because he is born from
out of a man as the cow is born from out of a cow and
assert that the foetus is formed from out of various factors, viz.
tbe
horse from a horse, then the statement made before
mother ( ovum ), father ( sperm ), Soul, wholesomeness and
that the foetus is formed from out of the conglomeration
rasa ( digestive product of mother's food ) . The mind serves
of all these factors s t a ~ ~ d inappropriate.
s
If the marl is
as the connecting link. Thus said Lord Atreya. [ 14 1
produced
from
axlother
man
then
why
the
child born to
Six procreative factors enumerated above can be classified into two
parents who are dull, blind, hunch-backed, mute, dwarf, licategories-the first category comprising mother ( ovum ), father (sperms),
sping, suffering from freckles, insanity, k u ~ f h n( obstinate skin
mind and Soul and the second category comprising wholesomeness and
diseases including leprosy ) and kiliisa ( leucoderlna ) does not
rasa ( digestive product of mother ?s food ) The four factors belonging
to the first category are responsible for initial formation of the embryo
carry the defects of his parents ? If it is argued that the Soul
and the remaining two factors belonging to the second category only help
sees things by His own eyes, hears by His own ears, smells by
subsequer~tlyfor the growth of the foetus. The factors belonging to the
His
own nose, tastes by His own tongue, touches by His own
second category, viz. wholesomeness and rasa can manifest their actions
skin, understands by His own intellect and because of this inonly in the presence of the remaining factors and it is with this end in
dividuals born of dumbs etc; d o not carry the defects of their
view that the term F [ ~ z ~ ~
W ~T qhas
f ?been used in the paragraphs
parents
( because it is not the sense organs of parents but those
describing these two factors-vide : paras 11-12.
of the Soul which takes part in procreation ), this will also be
Obseruations OJ Bhnradz~~ja
:
in contrary to the proposition because if it is considered to be
correct then the Soul will be endowed with consciousness only
WXTTsen-mdqi m;rrFwwi rrdm~wimani s3qfifi Y P ?
in the presence of sense organs:, otherwise not. Thus the Soul
qTqr*rrmaa sd: wwt wq?+, d+~b wq?Gi w q WJWwill be both corlscious and unconscious. This follows that the
ma: sq mii asc?riQzitw~ r d ,
ngasaw =&; m
Soul undergoes changes. If the Soul understands things by
+@~'monrr;a~v?apmns~qm?aU~WEVT~UT
tor*,
mvision etc., in the absence of these sense organs, H e won't be
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able to know things, Because of the absence of the power t~
aqmq I qk a
q w w a : , mm=~;v~w~am;rfafa;r- know things, H e cannot serve as a causative factor and if He
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is not a causativ factor, then he ca>not be called Atman
(Soul). Thus, this proposition will be ridiculed as a story.
$$*
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( Thus said Bharadv5ja ). [ 15 ]
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The problem discussed in the above ~ a r a g r a 2 h relates to the one
unified form the foetus takes out of the various mutually divergent elements. How is it that a human foztus takes a human form ? If it is
argued that as a human foetus repiese~ltsthe va~iousfactors inherent in
the human parents; so it takes a h u m a n form; this argument is n o t wholly
correct. If it were so, the clisabiiities of' paients would have also uniformly reflected themselves in the foetus. Tnat is to say the progeny of

blind parents would always be blind and, so on ant1 so forth; but it is
so. As a natter of fact, it is the Soul of the living being in the wo
who provides consciousness as well as sense organs so the foetus. So
sense organs of parents have nothing to do with the sense organs of th
progeny.
Here again the question arises as to whether Atman derives
consciousness from His sense organs ? If Atman gains consciousness
when He is endowed with sense organs and not otherwise, then the v
definition of Atman ( Atmn jiiah-the
Soul represents consciousne
would be wrong. Moreover, the association of Atman with the se
organs as a plecondition of His consciousness would also amount
ascribing morbidity to Him which again goes against the description
Atman as a being devoid of morbidity.
I n other words, the Atman would have no consciousness at all if
is devoid of sense organs and an Atman devoid of consciousness would
constitute a causative factor for foetus. And, if He is not the causat
factor, He would cease to be an Atman. Thus, the above statement reg
ding the association of .&man with the sense organs appears to be a stat
merit confined to words only-far
from reality.

of these four species is of inr~umerabletypes. This is because
of the inr~unlerabilityof distinctive features, they possess. T h e
species of the first two categories take their specific forms depending on the contact of the causative factors of the foetus
with the wombs of the specific species as gold, silver, copper,
tin and lead poured into various designs of bee-wax take respective forms. So when they come in contact with human
foetus, they are produced in the human form. That is
why the foetus coming out of the conglomeration of various
factors is produced in the human form and a human being is
considered to be the product of a human being because he belongs to the same species. [ 16 ]
The query raised in the preceding paragraph regarding the union
of sperms and ovum is answered in this paragraph. The term Yoni' is
taken here in the sense of species. Even if this term is taken to mean
the causative factor in general, the beings belonging to the various
species are named after the species in which they are born. Thus the
term 'yoni' is used also for a group of living beings belonging to a particular species by transference of its meaning from the cause to the effect.
Living beings belonging to a particular species are no doubt similar
in their forms. Even so they have their own distinctive features as human
beings, elephants, horses etc.,
The causative factors like sperms and ovum take different shapes
depending upon the species which they come in contact with. This is
like the transformation of bee's wax into different shapes depending upon
the pictures engraved on the moulds. So the combination of sperms
etc; apart from parents also constitute the causative factors for giving
definite shapes to the embryo of different species.

Factors f o r hereditarjv defects :

Lord Atreya ~aicl, ' 2 1 has already been concluded
the mind is responsible for the union of the Soul with the
sical body. A human being is considered to be a causa
factor for the production of another human being sim
because a foetus is composed of the conglomeration ofvario
factors which produce a human form.
Thus, there are four species of living beings, viz. vi
parous, oviparous, svedajn ( living-beings born of hot misture
and vdbhijja ( living-beings born b y piercing earth ). Eat
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A qufstiurl ~ L c ul.,o
L ~ ~ u l b e c lthat if the human being is a
product of another human being, why a progeny of a dull human being is not always dull ? T h e reply is that if the part of
the seed (sperm or ovum) which is responsible for thc forma=
tion of a particular organ is vitiated, this will result in the vitiation of the respective organ. If it is not vitiated, there would

be no vitiatioll of the respective orgar~seither. So both the
possibilities are there ( i. e. the respective organs of the urogeny may or may not be vitiated depending upon the vitiation
or otherwise of the part of the seed responsible for the forma
tion of such organs ). As a matter of fact, the sense organs of
all living beings are born out of the Soul and their existence
or otherwise is determined by the fate i. e. the result of the
past action. So the offsprings of the dull parents do not invariably resemble thir parents. [ 17 ]
The progeny of a leper will not always be a leper. Such a progeny
will be a leper only when the parental seed ( sperm and ovum ) is also
affected by do~ascausing leprosy-c.f.
SuSruta : .hfid5na 5 : 28. Otherwise, the leprosy of parents cannot be inherited by the progeny. As
regards the presence or absence of sense organs, this is determined by
the effect of the past action. So the progeny of a blind person will also
not necessarily suffer frm blindness. Sometimes it happens that the
progeny of a blind person is also a blind; but this is a mere coincidence
caused by the past action of the Soul and nothing else.

Knowledge of Soul through sensc organs :
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I t is not that the Soul is endowed with consciousness
only when H e is possessed of sense organs and is devoid of
consciousness otherwise. The soul can never be separated
from the mind, and so, He is always endowed with consciousness. [ 18 ]
By virtue of His constant association with mind, the Soul is always
endowed with consciousness. Even if He be devoid of external sense
organs, He does not lose His consciousness owing to His inseparability
from the mind.
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Thus it is said :
The Soul is never devoid of consciousness. Of course,
H e cannot respond to the various actions in the absence of
the sense organs. So it is not possible to perform any act
without the presence of sense organs as it is not possible for

a potter to work if he does not have the required quantity of
mud irrespective of his knowledge regarding the production
of a pitcher. [ 19-20 ]
The purpose of the above passage is to clarify the limitations of the
Soul with regard to His action. He may have inner consciousness alright
but as regards His external action, it will be always determined by the
sense organs He possesses.

Concentration

of mind for

proper examination :

Listen to this spiritual wisdom which is of immence
help for the attainment of the knowledge of Soul. One should
control his sense organs as well as fickle mind and keep himself established in his ownself after knowing the real nature
of the Soul and attaining the height of spiritual wisdom.
Thus, with his knowledge undisturbed in all situations, he
will be able to examine all aspects ( of the science of
medicine ). [ 20-2 1 ]
Even if some of the sense faculties are not working properly a wise
person will be able to understand things by virtue of his spiritual wisdom.
This only shows that it is only the Soul who is responsible for all types
of consciousness.
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Try to understa~~dthis poir~t also, 0 ! BharadvStja,
Even if somebody has lost some of his sense organs-vocal and
motor faculties, in a dream he does experience the various
objects of sense happiness, miseries etc., He cannot, therefore, be treated as a creature devoid of consciousness. There
cannot be any knowledge without any knowledge of the Soul.
Nothing can move alone unless prompted by an efficient
cause to do so. [ 22-24 ]
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I n the above passage, a popular example is cited in older to prove
the action of the Soul in spite of other disabilities. Even if somebody is
devoid of certain sense f'aculties, he has the experiences of all types in his
dream states. This would not have occured, had the
the Soul been not there. The omniscience of the Soul is described by
Vyzsa-Cf. Sdnikhyapravacana bhd~yaon Togasltra 1 : 2 . Nothing that is
produced can move alone. I t is not only produced by a cause. But it
requires a causative factor for its further movement as well. A pitcher
is the product of clay but a t the same time it alse requires the help from
a conscious being like a potter. This is the case with the sense organs.
They are not only caused by the Soul but are also prompted by the Soul
to enjoy the respective objects.

So get rid of all doubts.
0 ! Bharadvgja, I have explained to you everything
about the Soul. T h e Soul is omniscient, primary cause, seer
and efficient cause. [ 25 ]

#I
CHAPTER I V
FORMATION OF EMBRYO

dl

We shall now expound the major chapter on the formation of the Embryo as conducive to the understanding of the
body.
Thus said Lord Atreya. [ 1-2 ]

Important topics discussed in !his chapter :
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T o sum up :I n the minor chapter on the formation of embryo as
conducive to the understanding of the body, the following
topics are discussed :
1. Factors responsible for the formation, growth and
delivery of the embryo;
2. the views of Punarvasu and Bharadvgja on this topic;
3. the attack on the conclusions ( by Bharadv5ja ) and
4. a detailed exposition of the nature ofthe Soul. [ 26-27 1

w h f ia+ a~ii;afa&h rnThus ends the third minor chapter of h r i r a Section the "Formation
of Embryo as Conductive to the Understanding of the Body" of Agnive4a's
work as redacted by Caraka. [ 3 ]

II

We shall now discuss the origin ofthe embryo, its definition, its composition, its successive development in the womb,
the cause of its growth, the cause of the non-manifestation of
of the embryo, the cause of destruction of the embryo in the
womb and the cause of its morbidity without complete destruction. [ 3 ]

Factors composing the foetus :
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T h e embryo is formed out of the combinatiorl of parents,
the soul, wholesomeness, rasa ( digestive product of mother's
food) and mind. T h e sources of the respective organslphenomena like ovum etc., have already been described in greater
detail. [ 4

1

The sources of different organslphenomena that constitute the
embryo have already been described in greater details in the previous
chapter. So it is rlot necessary to repeat them in this chapter,
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the term "garbha" :
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process o f conception :

Definition
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The union of sperm, ovum arid the Soul in the womb
is designated as emb~yo,[ 5 ]
I n the previo~ls chapter, the formation of the embryo has no
doubt been described, but no definition of the embryo as such has
been given. The above passage represents precise definition of the term
i'
for the pelvis as a whole. But here it
embryo. The term ~ X u k ~ stands
stands for only that part of this pelvis which is known as womb, the site
of the formation of embryo.

Six elements comfiosing the foetus :
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The embryo is formed by the five mahnbhntas, viz. iikafa,
v n p , agni, jula and pfthui and it serves as the receptacle of
consciousness. Applying this principle, it represerits the
combination of five mahiibhiitas and is also a receptacle of
consciousness. In fact, the Soul ( i. e. conscious element )
constitutes the sixth dhijtu ( element ) responsible for the formation of embryo. [ 6 ]
As explained in the previous chapter, cikizia being ubiquitous does
not play a direct role in the formation of the embryo. But in view of the
fact that dk6~'ais the first and foremost of the fivc mahdbhiitas and forms an
integral part in the evolution of the embryo it is mentioned first in the list
of the five mahibfitas.
Embryo is considered to be the receptacle of consciousness inasmuch as it is the sine qua non for the enjoyment of happiness and miseries
by the Soul who represents the pure consciousness.
The term 6bhCta' in the clause 'cefanddhi;thanabhzitay may also convey
the sense of similarity. That is to say, the embryo only appears to be the
receptacle of the Soul even though it is not so in the real sense of the
term. I n other wolds, the Soul being omnipresent and omniscient, does
not have any contact anywhere. H e only appears to be having contacts
with the embryo for the purpose of enjoyment of happiness and miseries.
According to the principle enunciated in the first chapter of this
section, the embryo is composed of 24 elements. Applying the principle
discussed in the above paragraph, it is composed of six elements. There
is no contradiction whatsoever in the two types of description because
even if the 24 elements are accepted, the predominance of five mahbbhjas
in the embryo remains unquestioned-e. f. Sarira 2:33.

Now we shall explain in the order in which the embryo
develops in the womb. A woman not sufTering frorn sterility
attains the state of fertility after the period of menstruation
is over and the formatiorl of fresh blood ( inside the uterus )
begins,
~ t ; provided she has had purificatory bath and her genital
track, ovum and uterus are in excellent condition. Trf a man
with his sperms unimpaired, cohabits with such a woman, his
semen which constitutes the essence of the tissue elements of
his body, comes out from each and every organ. The semen
consisting of sperms impelled by the orgasm is ejaculated
from the body of the man and enters the uterus through the
genital track finally uniting with the ovum. [ 7 1
During menstruation, the matter accumulated in the uterus after
the previous period of fertility is eliminated and there is the accumulation
of fresh matter in the uterus. This is the proper time for conception. A
woman during the period of menstruation is considered to be impure
unless she has had her purificatory bath. Cohabitation is not allowed
unless she has had her purificatory bath. Semen constitutes the essence of
d h d t u ( tissue elements ), or in other words it is the final product of the
dhcitus.
I t is not that semen is produced out of all organs in the body.
Semen is, in fact, already present everywherc in the body. I t only manifests itself in a state of sexual excitement-c. f. Cikitsd 2 : 4 :46.
The maniftstation of semen does not take place, or even if it does,
it is without the required force if there is no excitement. It is only in a
state of excitement that semen manifests itself with full force so as to reach
the uterus.

Union of Atrnan :
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the various manifestation beginning with Mahat start. The first mahlb k t a to be created in the process of evolution is d k d h ; thereafter come
u d p etc., which, comparatively speaking, have grosser forms. Similarly,
the Soul, desirous of creating an embryo, first of all, unites with IIkd.i'a.
His union with other grosser maha'bhEtas follows. The union of the Soul
with all the five mahdbhiitas is, of course, completed in a very short time.

First of all the concious element j. e. the Soul endowed
with mental equipment unites with the mahabhatas. H e is known
as Hetu (Concomitan t Cause), kiira?za (Non-constituent cause),
Nimitta ( Efficient cause ), Akfara ( the Indestructible one ),
Kart! (the Agent), Mantr (the Thinker), Veditii (the Knower),
Boddha ( the Intelligent one ), Drajtr ( the Seer ), Dhatr ( the
Supporter ), Brahmii ( the creater ), Vijvakarman ( the Builder
of the universe ), Vijvarapa ( the Prototype of the universe ),
P u r u ~ a(the supreme person), Prabhiiva (the source of origin),
Aryaya ( the Immutable ), J \ r i ~ a ( the Eternal ), Gugin ( the
Receptacle of mahii6hatas ), Grahana ( One having capacity to
unite with mahabhatas ), Pradhana ( the Nature ), Auyakta (the
Unmanifested one ), Jiva ( the Animated one ), Jfia ( the conscious one ), Pudgala ( the Ego ), Cetanavat ( one having the
power of sensa tion ), Vibhu (Omnipresent), B h n t d h a n (Empirical Soul ), Indriyatman ( Organic Soul ) and Antaratman
( Inner Soul ).
T h e Soul, first of all, unites wiht a k d a before uniting
with the other bhatas. This is like the creation of akaEa by
God after the period of deluge. As God, the indestructible
one, equipped with the mind creates iikiiSa first, and then the
other bhatas whose attributes are more and more manifested
successively, so does the Soul, desirous of creating another
body, first of' all, unites with the iikiija, and then with other
four bhatas whose attributes are more and more manifested
successively. All this action ( association of the Soul with
the five mahilbhJtas ) takes place in a very short time. [ 8 ]
As a matter of fact, the Soul is not active, but being equipped with
the mind, He is stated to have been performing all functions being actually performed by the mind-c.f. khrira 1 : 76.
According to the Sririlkhya system, the Nature ( Prakyti ) and the
Soul ( P u r u ~ a) are the only two entities that survive in the deluge when
all the manifestations of Creation revert to their latent states. After the
period of deluge is over and the equilibrium of the Nature is disturbed,

I
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When accompanied with all the attributes, the Soul
takes the form of an embryo. During the first rnoritl~of gestation, it takes the form of jelly hec;!use of thc intimate mixture
of the five nzahabhata~( which get developed in the subsequent
months as the tissue elements, viz ra,ca etc., of thy body ).
During this month, the embryo bears no particular form and
the organs of the embryo are both manifested and latent. [9]
During the firnt month of gestation the organs of the embryo are
both manifested and latent. I t is from this state of the embryo that
various organs of the foetus develop; thus they are manifested. But these
organs are not well manifested for differentiation and recognition; hence
they are simultaneously described as latent as well as manifested.

Characteristics during second month :
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During the second month of gestation, the embryo takes
a compact form in the shape of a knot, elongated muscle or
tumour ( round and elevated ). T h e knot shaped embryo
leads to the production of a male foetus, the muscle shaped
to a famale foetus and the tumour shaped to a n eunuch
one. [ 10 ]
Manifestations during third month :
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During the third month, all the senses and limbs along
with their organs mrnifest themselves simultaneously. [ 11 ]
I n h i r a 6 : 21, as the first part of the argument, various organs
like head and heart are described to get manifested in the beginning.
Such views are contradicted here in advance and all organs are stated
to manifest simultaneously.
. ,
26 $
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Factors deriv~d
from various sources :

IV

I
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respective mafibhtitas. The organ/phenomena derived from a mahabhiitas
gets increased by the administration of the drugs having that particular
ma/uibhatas in composition. By the administration of drugs having oppo.
site qualities, that particular organlphenomena gets reduced.
I n Szitra 1 : 59, lightness is avcribed to the udta dosa. Here lightness
is ascribed to dkaia rnahdbhzita becaufe dknSa being exces~ively subtle is
lighter than vayu.

Some of the limbs and organs of the foetus are already
described before under various heads such as those derived
from mother etc., ( vide Sl~rira3 : 6-13 ). Different aspects
of some of these limbs and organs, and some more willnow
be described here in a different way of classification according as they are manifested by the modifications of various.
mahabhntas. I n fact, organs derived from mother ete., are
nothing but the moclifications of the mahi2bhnta8y.
Sound, the sense or audition, lightness, subtility and
distinction are derived from ~ k a i a . Touch, the sense of touch,
roughness, impulsion, formation and transportation of the
d h ~ t u s and
,
actions of the body are derived from viyu. Sight,
the sense of vision, brightness, digestion and heat production
are derived from agni. Taste, the sense of gustation, coldness,
softness, unctuousness and stickiriess are derived from jala.
Smell, the sense of smell, heaviness, steadiness arid hardness
are derived from Prthvi. [ 12 ]
I n Qarira 3 : 6-13, organs of the foetus are described under various
heads, viz. those derived from the mother ( ovum ) etc. These organs
as such are not described in the above paragraph; only some aspect, of
these organs are described. For example, in Sarira 3 :6, the skin and
blood are described as derived from the maternal source ( ovum ).
These organs are not directly mentioned here; only the form, unctuousness, softness etc;, of the skin are described here as derived from the
various mhcibh~tas. Thus by describing various attributes of skin etc;
these organs themselves are considered as enumerated here.
The description of ?kin etc; as derived from mother etc; ( c.f. Qarira
3 : 6-13 ) is given here with a view to indicating that theie organr are
dependant upon 'mother etc. Their description here again as derived
from various mahEbhiitas is to impart knowledge regarding the treatment
ofdiseases cauzed in these organs by the excess or diminution of the

Thus the individual is an epitorn of the universe. All
the material and spiritual phenomena of the universe are present in the individual. Similarly all those present in the individual are also contained in the universs. This is how the
wise desire to perceive. [ 13 ]
Visualiaation of the identity of the individual with the universe
paves the way for salvation; hence thia is described here. In paragraph
no. 12, the body is described as the modified form of mahlrbhatas hence the
description of the identity of the individual and the universe in para 13
relates to mahdbhautic composition only. The spiritual aspect of this
identity is however, described in ,$cirira 5 : 3. There is an indication to
this spiritual identity in this paragraph also. I n the fifth chapter of
this section, the author himself will say that the viiualisation o f the identity of the individual with the universe is meant for salvation.
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Thus the senses and organs of the foetus are simultaneously manifested except those that are manifested only after
birth. For example, teeth, secondary sexual char acterisfics
like beard and breasts, signs of puberty like the
of
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semen and ovum and such other traits are developed later.
This is the normalcy and anything other than this is abnormal.
I n this foetus, there are some characteristics which are
permanent and some others are temporary, These permanent characteristics determine the masculine, feminine or
neutral character of the foetus. The characteristic features
which determine its male or female sex are either of spiritual
or material ( bhautika derived from sperm and ovum ) nature.
Sex defference is caused by the dominence of one or the other
of these factors. For example, (1) weakness (2) timidity,
(3) lack of wisdom, (4) ignorance, (5) unsteadiness, ( 6 ) haviness of lower limbs, (7) intolerance, (8) slackness, (9) softness,
(10) presence of the uterus and ovary and other characteristic
features determine the female sex; opposite traits determine
the male sex and in a eunuch both these traits are equally
present. [ 14 ]
I n the normal course, teeth, beard, breasts, semen, ovum etc., get,
manifested after the birth of the child, other organs including the senses
are manifested right in the third month of gestation. Any deviation from
this like the appearance of teeth while the foetus is in the womb is the
morbid manifestation.
Organs like hands, legs are the permanent manifestation? in the
foetus and they remain with the individual till the end. But there are
other characters like teech which are not permanently associated with the
individual.
Both the permanent and temporary characters determine the sex
of the child. The male genital organ and beard characterize a male,
the female genital organ and breasts characterize a female and an eunuch
is characterized by a aimplc hole in the place of the genital organ and it
may have the secondary sexual characters of both the sexes.
Even though the seeds for secondary sexual characters like breasts
and beard are already present in the foetus, still, due to the specifia
nature of these zeeds, the organs are manife-ted only later on. This is
on the anology of the seed of Corns thrown on the ground which sprout
only when a congenial atmosphere in the form of proper seaqon etc; i3
available. Natural manifestations are not conditioned by any factor,
The first five characteristic features of the female enumerated in
the text originate from the Soul and the remaining are of material origin.
Those belonging to the latter category a r e cawed by the dominence of
the maternal factor ( ovum ) i n the conception-C.f. i b r i r a 2 : 12. The
use ofneutcr gender in the clause ';r%qmlfqfi~ meant to signify the
latcnt form of the qttributes c o m t ~ o nboth to male and female.

Bicardiac state
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As soon as senses are manifested in the embryo, its
mind gets associated with feelings and from that time onwards, there is pulsation in the embryo and the desire for
whatever was experienced in the previous life of the individual, This condition according to the wise is known as
dauhfda or bicardiac state.
The heart of the foetus which is derived from the
maternal source is connected with the mother's heart through
the channels carrying nutrient material. These channels,
connecting the foetus and the mother, carry the desires of the
one to the other. I t is with this end in in view that people
do not want to ignore the desires of the foetus as reflected
through the wishes of the pregnant mother. If such desires
are ignored, the foetus may either be destroyed or get deformed. The proper maintenance and protection of the pregnant mother is as good as the maintenance or protectiofi
ofthe foetus itself. So the wise attends upon a pragnant
mother with special care to fulfil her favourite and useful
needs. f 15 ]

/

The consciousness is created in the foetus as soon as the latter is
endowed with the sense organs. Then the foetus starts moving so as to
enjoy happiness and get rid of miseries. It is a t that stage, it starts
longing for thing? of pleasure enjoyed in the previous life. The heart of
a pregnant mother together with such desires of the foetus is designated
as dvihydayya i.e. the combination of two hearts, viz. the heart of the foetus
as well as the heart of the pregnant mother. AS a matter of fact the foetal
heart itself is a material product. SOit gets easily connected with the
heart of the pregnant mother through the channels carrying nutrition
from the mother to the foetus. The foetal desires are reflected in the
heart of the pregnant mother and so also the mother longs for the objects
desired by the foetus.

I n any case, the de~ireiof a pregnant mother must not be ignored.
If ignored, the foetus may either get destroyed or deformed. I n case it
is the foetal deaire that has been ignored this results in the destruction of
the foetus through the agg~avateclvdta in the foetal body. If it is the
desire of the pregnant mother not connected with the foetal desire, the
neglect thereof may ~ e j n l tin the deformity of the foetus through the
aggravation of vdta in the mother herself,
For the rea>ons 1,tated above, the maintenance and protection of
the pregnant mother is a , good as the maintenance and protection of the
foetus, But it is not always EO. For example, the hunger of a pregnant
mother does not neceisarily affecl the foetus and vice versa.

A pregnant mother requires special attention and cares. Even
otherwi!e, a woman during the period of fertilization requires special
attention-c.f. Jdrira 8 : 9

Sign,s of bicardiac slate :

'

11. appearance of excessive darkness in the lips and the
areola of breasts;
12. slight oedema of feet;
13. appearance af small hairs; and
14. dilation of vagina. [ 16 1

I

There are specific regimens prescribed for preg?ant woman, specially
during the bi-cardiac state-c. f. kdrira 8 : 32 and Silrira 4 : 17-19. The
signs and symptoms described above relate to the state of pregnancy and
such they are ale0 applicable to the bicardiac state which occurs during
the third month of gestation.

Sadisfaction

of her desires :
4
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The mother should be given whatever she wants during
this period except perhaps those that are harmful for the
foetus. [ 17 ]
Factors injurious to foetus :
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Now we shall explain in brief the signs and symptoms
that are indicative of pregnancy as well as the bi-cardiac condition. The knowledge of signs and symptoms facilitate the
management of these conditions. Therefore, it is necessary
to explain their signs and symptoms. They are as follows :
1. Stoppage of menstruation;
2. excessive salivation;
3. loss of appetite;
4. vomiting;
5. anorexia;
6. liking for taking sour things;
7. liking for all types of food-both
wholesome and
unwholesome;
8. heaviness of the body;
9. feeling of heaviness in the eyes;
lo. appearance of milk in breasts;
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The following are the factors inflicting injury to the
foetus :
1. all things that are very heavy, hot and sharp; and
2. violent actions like sexual intercourse;
Wise men also prescribe the foIlowing precautionary
measures with a view to avoid any injury to the foetus :
1. With a view to be saved of the gods, riikjasas (devils)
and their followers, she should not use red apparel;
2. She should not take intoxicant wines;
3. She should not take meat;
4. She should be far away from things as are unwholesome to the senses; and
5. She should avoid all such things as are advised by
( experienced ) ladies. 3 18 ]
Experienced ladies advise many prohibitions for pregnant ladies.
For example, she should not look inside a well; she should not cross a river

etc. Such observations are based on scriptures. They are described here
but too briefly as an elaborate discussion would be too lengthy to be acco.
mmodated in a text like this.

Embryonic defects ly ignoring her desires :
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If the longing is very strong, then even things which are
harmful can be given by neutralizing their injurious effects
through processing or adding wholesomethings. This is necessary with a view to satisfying the desires. By the suppression
of the longings, the vata gets vitiated, moves inside the
body, and destroys or deforms the foetus in the formative
stage. [ 19 ]
Any denial of the bicardiac desires leads to the aggravation of vtita.
Such a denial can be compared with the other disturbing factors like fear
etc. eve^ by the slightest denial of bicardiac longings, the desires of a
pregnanb woman is disturbed partly or fully which ia to be avoided at
all costs.

Develofiments during fourth month :
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During the fourth mo~:th of gestation, the foetus gets
stabilised. Therefore, at that time, pregnant woman specifically gets excessive heaviness in her body. [ 20 ]

mother is utilised for the growth of the child during this month; hence the
mother grows thinner.

Developnents during sixth month r
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In comparison with other mootlls, there is excessive
increase in the strength and complexion of the foetus during
the sixth month of gestation. Therefore, at that time the
pregnant woman loses her strength and complexion considerably. [ 22 [

Developments during seventh month :
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There is a n all rourld developnlent of the foetus during
the seventh month of gestation. Therefore, a pregnant woman
becomes exceedingly deficient in all aspects of her health.[23]
During the period prior to the seventh month of gestation, there is,
no doubt, some reduction in the physical state of the mother. But in tho
seventh month all the factors viz, flesh, blood etc., get reduced simultaneously.

Manifestations during eighth month :

During this month, the foetus becomes compact and this adds to the
weight of the foetus. Because of the increase in the weight of the foetuq
the mother feels heaviness in her body.

Manifestations duringjfth month :

In comparison to other n;onths, there is an excessive
increase of flesh and blood of the foetus duriug the fifth month
of gestation. Therefore at that time the pregnant woman
grows excessively thinner. [ 21 ]
I t is in the fifth month of pregnancy that the mother grows exceedingly thin in comparison with her health for the first fourth months. After
the fifth month also she gains flesh etc; slowly. The nutrition of the

During the eighth month of gestation, the ojas formed
in its body moves to the body of the mother and vice versa
through the channels carrying nourishment from the mother
to the foetus because of the immaturity of foetus. Therefore,
at that time, the pregnant woman often has a wavering feeling of jov arld sorrow. Similar is the condition of the foetus.
I t is because of this unsteadiness of the ojas that the delivery
of the foetus during this s o n t h is shrouded with danger. In
view of this, experts advise that even the reckoning of the
eighth month of pregnancy should be avoided. [ 24 ]

The mother's heart is connected with the foetus through the channels carrying nourishment from the body of the former to that of the
latter. The ojas move\ from the body of the mother to the foetus and
vice versa through these channel:. The immaturity of the receptacle i.e.
the body of the foetus is responsible for the un~teadinessof the ojas.
I n the text it is mentioned that ojar of the foetus moves to the body

place during this period. Retention of the foetus in the pelvis
thereafter is abnormal. [ 25 ]

t

,

of the mother and that of the mother's body moves to the foetus. The

latter part of this statement implies that the ojas which has moved to the
mother's body from the foetus comes back again to the latter. This does
not mean that the ojas which originally belongs to the mother's body
moves to the foetus. This type of interpretation is not in confirmity with
the spirit of the discussion, because the body of the mother, unlike that of
the foetus, is mature and there is no question of the movement of ojas
originally contained in a mature body. The author himself has described
the immaturity of the foetal body as a factor responsible for the unstabilit7 of Gas. Further, if the ojas originally contained in the mother's body
moves to the body of the child, then birth of the child at that particular
moment should cause the death of the mother. But that is not the fact.
I n both the cases, whether the ojas is in the body of the mother or in the
foetus, delivery causes death to the foetus only and not to the mother.
Jztiikar~ahas also supported this view that even if the mother's ojas moves
into the foetus, delivery during this particular moment docs not cause
the death of the mother because of unforeseen causes. Some of the cornmentators of the Suiruta describe this in a different way. According to
them even though there is an unsteadiness of +s, delivery during this
time does not cause the death of the mother, but only of the child because
during this period the child lies in the nairrta ( South West ) direction.
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T1,is is the description uf the succcssive manifestations
of the foetus in the pelvis. [ 26 ]

Factors for growth offoettu :
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'i'he foilowing fircio:~irelp i ~ ithe growth of the foetus
in the pelvis of the mother :
1. excellence of the factors responsible for the production
of the foetus, viz. mother ( ovum ), father ( sperm ),
satmya (wholesomeness), rasa (digestive product of the
mother's food ) and sattva ( mind );
2. adoption of proper regimen by the mother during
pregnancy;
3. availability of nourishment and heat through upasneha
(transudation) and upasueda (conduction) respectively;
4. *proper
- time; and
5. instinctitive or natural tendencies. [ 27 ]

Expert physicians advise against reckoning the eighth month of
gestation because if the pregnant woman comes to know of the danger
involved in this month, then her fear will aggravate o i j u in her body
in its turn will result in dangerous cnnsequences.

:

I

The above passage provides an answer to the question regarding the
kctors responsible forthe growth of the foetus. Among other* heat is
also responsible for the gmwth of the foetus. This is observed in oviparous animals also whose eggs grow by the heat of the mother. ~~r
factors apart, there is also a natural tendency in the embryo to P O W
through successive stages.

~ a ~ t o rerponsible
rs
for absence of birth :
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Even the first day after this eighth month i.e. from the
first day of the ninth month till the end of the tenth month is
known as the period of parturition. Normally delivery takes

ad ~m i
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When the ajar of the foetus moves to the body of the mother, then
the latter feels joyful; when it goes back to the body of the foetus then the
mother feels distressed. The foetus also experiences similar happiness
and sorrow by the movement of ojor to and from his body respectively.

Time of delivery :

The time from the first day of the ninth month till the last day of
the tenth month of gestation is considered as the most conducive period for
normal delivery. But irccording to Subruta, this period may extend to
even the eleventh or twelfth months; but that period is likely to be involved with minor difficulties which can also be ignored.

Because of the defects in the factors responsible for the
~
r
o
d
u c t i oof~ the foetus, "iz, mother ( ovum ), father (sperm)
1ete; there is no birth of t h e child. [ 28 ]
-

-

-

--

Death or d e l q in delivery of the foetus :

The foetus gets destroyed in the pelvis ( of the mother )
or there is delay in delivery if factors contrary to the ones
described for its growth are present. [ 29 ]
When the factors responsible for promoting growth viz. mother
( ovum ) etc., are excessively defective, then there is destruction of
the foetus. I n the case of their minor defects, there is only delay in
delivery.

Causes o3'd:formity in a female child.
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Factors which lead to deformity and not complete
destruction are now being described.
If the woman conceived when her ovum and uterus
were not completely vitiated but simply afflicted by the circulating d o p s aggravated because of her indulgence in dofa
aggravating regimens, one or many of the organs of the foetus
derived from the maternal source ( ovum ), viz. skin, blood
etc; get deformed. These vitiated dofar may afflict the blja
( generally meaning a division of the ovum or sperm which is
responsible for the production of a particular organ-the
nearest term in the parlance of modern genetics is chromasome ) or the bg'abhaga ( a part of the bda-the
nearest term
in the parlance of modern genetics is the gene ) by which the
corresponding organs derived from these bljas and hijabhagar
get deformed.

t

When the bijabhaga ( part of the hg'ri ) in the ovum of
the mother which is responsible for the production of uterus
is excessively vitiated, then she gives birth to a sterile child.
When the bq'abhaga~pyava(a fraction of the part of the blja) in
the ovum of the mother which is responsible for the production of tlle uterus is excessively vitiated, then she gives birth
to a piitipraja ( whn delivers dead foetus-c.f.
commentary ).
When the bZjabhllgavayava which is responsible for the production of the uterus and also the portions of the bdabhagas
which are responsible for the production of organs that
characterize a female, viz. breasts, genital organ, hair etc., in
the ovum of the mother gets excessively vitiated then she
gives birth to a child who is not a complete female but only
having the feminine characteristics in abundance-such a type
of child is known as V ~ r t a .
These deformities are caused by the vitiation of the
ovum. [ 30 ]
The term 'ainbia' (lit. meaning destruction) used in the text carries
the same implication as the term 'vikyti' ( lit. meaning deformity ). For
example, a person of unsocial conduct is commonly called as 'vinasta' ( lit.
destroyed ).

Dqsar get vitiated in two different ways-they may get vitiated directly by resorting to their respective aggravating factors or indirectly by
resorting to the factors which mainly aggravate other d o p s ( For example, sour things aggravate pitla mainly but secondarily kajha is also vitiated by the use of such things ). The former type leads to an acute vitiation of dofas and it is with a view to indicate this type of acute vitiation
that the term $wFF?mwbT~rnr:has been used in the text with otherwise appears to be redundant.
The term "garbhd5ayabijabh8ga" can be explained in two different
ways. I t may mean that portion of the bkja which is responsible for the
production of garbluiiaya ( uterus) or it may mean that portion of the seed
which is responsible for the production of both the gnrbfiiaya ( uterus )
and the bija ( seed-ovum ) in the foetus. Both the uterus and ovum are
derived from the maternal source ( ovum. )
I t is true that ( menstruation and ) ovulation take place only after
the twelfth year of age of the child but the ovum is present in latent form
in the body of the foetus from the period of pregnancy itself.
The term piTtiprajl implies a woman who delivers only dead foetus.
The term spati also implies a child having deformed (not well developed)
limbs and organs.

Iv1

CH.
The term vat@was used to connote a specific condition at the time
when the original text of Carakasayihitd was composed,

Absobta Soul :
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Causes of deformity in a male child :
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The absolute Soul does not undergo any modification.
Its presence in different types of creatures does not bear any
distinction. I t appears to have distirictions only on account
of the specific features of the body and mirid of different
types of creatures. [ 33 j
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Deformities caused by the vitiation of factors derived from the
mother ( ovum ) and father ( sperm) are described in paras 30-31. Those
caused by the impairment of sdtmya, rasa and sattua is described to be on
the same line in para 32. The seventh fact01 which is responsible for the
growth of the foetus i. e. Htman (Soul) is accounted for in this paragraph.
The term <Atmanyalso implies the conglomeration of the body, mind
and Soul, but in the present context, it is used to specify the Soul only,
excluding the body and the mind. With a view to make this clear the
author has used the epithet para before the term Btmau. This Atman is present in all creatures alike. Specific characteristics of the body and the mind
are responsible for causing happiness and miseries in living k i n g s and because of these specific feetures the <Atman' appears to have distinctions in
different creatures. But this is not correct. Happi~xessetc., a l e not related to the Paramdtman ( Absolute Soul ); they are described here to be
orlly the attributes of intellect.
In S ~ r i r a3' : 10, certain factors are described to be derived from
Atman. These factors are actually not derived from Paramdtman. But the
virtuous or sinful dispositions which are the results of the impairment of
the mind because of the predominance of sattua, rajas or tamas are responsible for the manifestation of all these factors ( desclibed in f i ~ r i r a3 : 10 ).
O n minute analysiq, the factors described to have been derived from
the Atman are actually derived from the mind. Therefore, the deformities1
derangemens
of the factors delived from Atman should be considered to be
"
the same as those of the mind.

Similarly, when tlie part of the btja which is rcspolisible
for the production of the sperm in the foetus is excessively
vitiated, then this gives birth to a sterile child. When the
bljobhagavaya~a( only a fraction of the part of the bga ) which
is responsible for the production of the sperm is excessively
vitiated, then this gives birth to a ptiprajp ( whose child dies
before delivery ). When the bGabhagdvnyaoa which is respondble for the production of sperm and also portions of the
bljabhdgas which are responsible for the production of organs
that characterize a male, are excessively vitiated, then this
gives birth to a child who is not a complete male but only
having masculine characteristics in abundance. Such a type
of child is known as trpaputrika.
These deformities are caused by the vitiation of the
sperm. [ 31 ]
Like vdrti, the term t%aputrika was used to connote a specific condition a t the time when the original text of Carakasat+hitd was composed.
Both vdrtd and trvaputrika are known to have the desire for sexual intercourse but they are incapable of doing so.
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The organs/phenomena derived from sdtmya, rasa and sattoa are described in fidrira 3 : 11-13. Any impairment of these factors brings about
deformity or derangement in their respective organs.
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Thus the deformities of organs derived from the mother
( ovum ) and father ( sperm ) are explained. On the same
line the defo~mitiesof the organs derived from sntmya ( wholesomeness), rasa (digestive product of the mother's food) and
sattoa (mind) can be explained. [ 32 ]
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Now, there are three physical Dopas (vitiating elements),
viz. vatu, pitta and kapha-they vitiate the body. Again there
are two mental dogas, viz. rajas and famar-they vitiate the
mind. Vitiation of the body and the mind result in the manifestation ofdiseases- there is n o disease without their vitiation.[34]

f

I n the previous para ( No. 33 ), the body and the mind are dcscri.
bed to be the cause of the happiness and miseries. The way in which
this happens, is described in this paragraph.

qtes

of body :
-

Depending upon the yoni ( mode of propagation ) the
body of animals is already described to be of four types--c. E
danra 3 : 16. [ 35 ]

opes of mind :

Mental faculty is of three types-sattvika, rqjasa and
tamasa. The sattvika on is free from defects as it is endowed
with auspiciousness. The rnjas type is defective because it
promotes wrathful dispositien. Tlie tumasa one is similarly
defective because it suffers from ignorance.
Each of the three types of mental faculty is in fact of
innumerable variety by permutation and combination of the
various factors relating to the body, species and mutual interactions. Sometimes even the body follows the mind and uica
versa. So we shall now explain some of the varities of mental
faculties briefly by way of illustration. [ 36 1
Mental faculty varies according to the degree of purity of individuals. Variation in the age is like the childhood, youth etc; and variain the species, is human beings animals etc.
The body follows the mind e.g. if the mental faculty is pure then
one'gets a divine body. Similarly, the mind also follows the body e.g.
the mind in the bodies of animals, human beings and the gods are barnma,
ruj&aaand ~dttoikarespectively.

Diferent opes ofsaft~ikaindividuals

:
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The s~ttuikatype of mental faculty is auspicious and is
of seven categories. Their characteristic features are furnished in the statement given below :
Characteristicfeatures of the'
' l j f i l s of the mental
individual
facub9
(1)
(2)
1.
Purity,
love
for
truth, self-contro1. Br8hma
( sharing the traits
lled;
2. Power of discrimination, material
of Brahtna )
and spiritual knowledge;
3. Power of exposition, reply and
memory;
4. Freedom from passion, anger,gme&,
ego, ignorance, jealousy, dejection
and intolerance;
and
5. Favourable disposition equally for
all creatures.

2. Arja
( sharing the traits 1. Devotion to sacred rituals, study,
,of ?$is )

sacred vows, oblations and celibacy. ?

.

-

a

------

ment, hatred, ignorance, greed and
anger;
4. Intellectual excellence and eloquence;
and
5. Power of understanding and retention.

3. Aindra
( sharing the traits 1. Lord-ship and authoritative speech!
of Indra )
2. Performance of sacred ritual$
3. Bravery, strength and splcndour;
4. Freedom from mean acts;
5. Far sightedness; and
6. Devotion to virtuous acts, earning
of wealth and proper satisfaction
of desires;

4. Yarnya
( aharing the traits 1. Observance of the propriety of
actions;
of Tama

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
5, Varuva

Initiation of actions in time;
Non-viola bility;
Readiness for initiating action;
Memory and lordship;
Freedom from attachment, envy,
hatred and ignorance.

( h a r i n g the traits 1. Breavery, patience, purity and disof Varuqo )
like for impurity;
2. Observance of religious rites;
3. Fondness for aquatic sports;
4. Aversion for mean-acts; and
5. Exhibition of anger and pleasure
in proper place.

k
/

6 , Kauvera
( sharing the traits 1. Possession of station, honour, luxuries and attendants;
of Ku~era)
2,I Constant liking for virtuous acts,
wealth and satisfaction of desires,
3. Purity; and
4. Liking for pleasures of recreation;

7. Gandharva
(sharing the traits
of Gandharva )

1. Fondness for dancing, singing, music and praise;
2. Expertness in poetry, stories, historical narrations and epics;
3. Constant fondness for scents, garlands, unguents apparel, association of women and passion.

O f the seven types of r ~ t t v i k amental faculties described
above, the one likened to B r a h m ~is the purest. [ 37 ]
Dif6rent ppcs of rqiasa individuals :
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The rajaja~ikatype of mental faculty represents wrathful
disposition and is of six types. Their characteristic features
are furnished in the statement given below :

3jpe

of mental faculp

Characteristic features of the indisidual
(2)
1. Asura
1. Bravery, cruelty, envy, lordship,
( sharing the traits
movement in disguise, terrifying
of Asura)
appearance and ruthlessness and
2. Indulgence in self-praise.
2, Riik~asa
1. Intolerance, constant anger, viol( sharing the traits
ence a t weak points, cruelty,
of R ~ k ~ a )s a
gluttonous habit and fondness for
non-vegetarian food;
2. Excessive sleep and indolence; and
3. Envious dispo~ition.
3, PaiJaca
1 . Gluttonous habit;
( sharing the traits 2. Fondess for women;
of Pi!aca )
3. Liking for staying with women in
lonely place;
4. Unclean habits, disliking for cleanliness;
5. Cowardice and terrifying disposition; and
6. Resorting to abnormal diet and
regimens.
4 . SiirPa
1. Bravery when in wrathful disposi( sharing the traits
tion and cowardice when not in
of Sarpa or Snake ) wrathful disposition:
2. Sharp reaction;
3. Excessive indolence; and
4. Walking, taking food and resorting
to other regimens with a fearful
disposition;
5. P r a i ~ a
1. Excessive desire for food;
( sharing the traits 2. Excessively painful disposition in
of a Preta )
character and past times;
3. Enviousness; and
4. Actions without discrimination,
excessive greediness and inaction.
6. dakuna
1. Attachment with passion, excessive
( sharing the traits
food and regimen, unsteadiness,
of a
or
ruthlessness and unacquisitivebird )
ness. [ 38 1

D1@erent types of tamasa individuals :

(1)
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The tamasika type of mental faculty represents ignorant
disposition and is of three types. Their characteristic features
are furnished in the statement given below :
Characteristic fcature of the individual
lyPe of mental faculty
(2)
(1)
,
1. For bidding disposition;
1. Paiava
( sharing the traits 2. Lack of intelligence;
3. Hateful conduct and food habit;
of animal )
4. Excessive sexual indulgence and
sleep.
1. Cowardice, lack of intelligence,
2. Mat?-ya
greediness for food, unsteadiness,
( sharing the traits
constant passionate and wrathful
of fish )
disposition; and
2. Fondness for constant movement
and desire for water.
Indolence, indulgence in food, and
3. Vanaspatya
deficiency of all the intellectual
( sharing the traits
faculties. [ 39 1
of vegetable life )

Innumerability of the types

I
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of mental faculties
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The three types of mental faculties have innumerable
varieties. T h e sattvika type of mental faculty is of seven t y p e
depending upon the dispositions of Brahma, &i, Indra, Tarno,
Varuga, Xubera and Gandhama. The rqiasa type of mental

faculty is of six types depending upon the dispositions of Asura,
Raktasa, Piiaca, Sarpa, Preta and Jakuni. The tamasa type of
mental faculty is of three types depending upon the dispositions ofpaju ( animal ), matsya ( fish ) and vanaspati ( vegetaii
ble life ) .
All these descriptions are made with a view to indicat
the general mode of treatment that should be provided for
these types of persons. [ 40 ]
The varieties of mental faculties described above on the analogy of
the gods and other creatures are those that are commonly found in human
beings. There are some other types of mental faculties which can
likened to those of VGnu, iarikara, V'dghra ( tiger ) etc.,
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The descriptio~rabove is fully in keeping with the pu
pose with which the chapter was irlitiated i.e. to provid
knowledge regarding the formation of embryo. By obtainin
this knowledge one can help resort to the factors which a r
responsible for the proper growth of the foetus and avoi
such factors which come in the way of its proper development.
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T o sum up :
The following topics are discussed in this chapter :
1. The five auspicious factors, viz. (a) Instrumental cause
(b) Soul, (c) material cause, (d) gradual development of the
foetus in the womb and (e) factors responsible for the growth
of the foetus in the womb.

2. The five inauspicious factors which arc injurious to the
foetus, viz. (a) factors which are responsible &r the pevew
tion of conception and (b) destruction of or (c);deformity
the foetus.
I

in

H e who knows all aspects of all these eight factors which!
are auspicious and inauspicious for the foetus is fit to be a
royal physician.
An intelligent physician should h o w those factors
which help in the formation and growth of the foetus and
also those which are responsible for the destruction of the
foetus. [ 42-45 1
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Thus ends the fourth major chapter of the Sdri~as t i o n o("Pormation of the Embryo" as conducive to the understanding of the bod7 of
Agniveia's work as redacted by Caraka. [ 4 ]

Listen to-me attentively AgniveSa. Puru~ais nothing but the
combination of the six dhatus, viz. Prthvi, jala, tejas, v q u , akaja
and Brahman the menifested one. [ 3-4 ]

CHAPTER V
INDIVIDUAL AND UNIVERSE

The specifia phenomena of the universe such as trees, grass, animals
etc; and of an individual such as ligament, tendon, artery etc; are all
innumerable. So it is difficult to enumerate all of them. So only a few
gross phenomena are described here by a way of illustrating common
features of the universe and man.

Now we shall expound the chapter dealing wit11 "the
Individual as an Epitome of the Universeyyas conducive to
the understanding of the body.
Thus said Lord Atreya. 1 1-2 ]

Identity offactors in individual with those of universe :

In the previous chapter, it has been stated that '(all the phyaicol
and spiritual phenomena of the univerese are prellent in the individualwc.f. Sdrira 4 :.13. The statement was however not explained in &ail.
T.hc present chapter represents an elaborate exposition of tbia statement.

Individual-an

epitome of universe :
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An individual is an epitome of the universe as all the
material and spiritual phenomena of the universe are present
in the individual and all those present in the individual are
also contained in the universe." Thus said Punarvasu Atreyz
Then AgniveSa enquired, "We cannot grasp the idea contained in this aphoristic statement. We would like to hear
a more detailed exposition from your enlightened self." Lord
Atreya replied, "Innumerable are the specific parts of the
universe andiso are:innumerable the specific parts of a n individual. I will now explain to you some of the gross phenomena common ( to the universe as well as the individual ).

fig%II 9 II
Prthvi constitutes the form of man, jala, moisture; tejas,
heat; v q u , elan vital; akaja, all the porous parts; and Brahman
the Internal Soul. Identity of the various universal phenomena as present in the individual is given below :
Corresponding phenomena in man
Universal phenomena
(2)
(1)
1,
2,
Potentiality
of the Inte1, 2, Potentiality of the Brahrnal Soul syrnbolised by
man symbolised by D a b a
the mind.
Prajiipati.
3. Aharizkara ( ego )
3. Indra
4. Accumularion.
4. Bditya
5. anger.
5. Rudra
6. pleasure,
6. Soma ( Moon )
7. happiness.
7. Vasus
8. Complexion.
8. The AJvins
9. enthusiasm.
9. Marut
10. all the senses and objects
10. Vgvedeva
of senses,

(1)
11. T a m a s ( darkness )

(2)
11. ignorance.
12. knowledge.
13. impregnation.
14. childhood.
15. Youth.
16. middle age.
17. old age.
18. death,

12, Jyoti ( light )
13. beginning of creation
14. K f t a age
15. Treta age
16. Dvapara age
17. Kali age
18. Deluge
The above description is given only by way of illustration. There are many other phenomena common to the universe and man which can be understood by inference, 0 !,
AgniveSa. f 5 ]

I

Is the statement relating to the identity of the universe and man
relevant in the context of medicine ? Realization of the identical nature
of the universe and the man brings about real knowledge of things a
person equipped with such a knowledge considers himself as responsible
for every external event and thus gets rid of the bondange of happin( which is also tinged with miseries ) as well as miseries. By virtue of
this realization, he is absolutely free from attachment and hatred.

The identity of the mind with Prajipati is explained in the scri
tures. There are several other phenomena which are not explaine
even though they are common both to the universe and man. T h
be understood by inference. For example, Brhaspati in the universe is
symblised by the mind in man, Gandharva by Kdma ( paraion ) and BO o n

Utilib of the knowledge ofttic individual a s an epitome of Univttrse :

impelled by hetu ( cause ) etc. AS soon as he realises his
identity with the entire universe, he is in possession of
true knowledge which stands him in good stead in getting
salvation,"
The term ccloka" implies here a combination of several
factors. For, a congregation of six dhatus constitutes the entire
universe consisting of all creatures, [ 6-7 ]

[

The transmigration of the Soul and the enjoyment of h a p p i n c ~
and miseries are always guided by his own past actions. Once he realiks
his own actions as responsible for every thing happening to him, he avoids
attaching himself to any drastic actions. Thus in the absence of any
further causative factor in the form of new action, he is not susceptible
to the fruits of such actions. This leads to his salvation which represents
absolute freedom from the fruits of action.

Miseries and happiness of the Individual :
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Agnivega again asked Lord Atreya, "All that you have
said about the identity of phenomena present in the universe
and man is true without any exception. But then how is this
statement relevant in the context of medicine ?".
Lord Atreya replied, "Listen to me O ! AgniveSa. One
who sees equally the entire universe in his own self, and his
own self in the entire universe is in possession of true knowledge. Such a person experiencing the entire universe in his
own self believes that none but his own self is responsible for
happiness and miseries. The Individual self being subordinate to his own action indulges in various activities only when
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An individual has a he!u ( cause ), utpatti ( birth ), qddhi
( growth ), upaplaua ( decay ) and uiyoga ( dissolution ) .
is the cause of manifestation, utpafti is birth, oyddhi is growth,
upaplaua is onslaught of miseries and viyoga is the cessation of
the elan vital or dissolution or attainment of the natural stateHis attachment to the various actions constitutes a causative
factor of all his miseries and detachment of cessation of all
miseries. Realisation of the fact that attachment leads to
miseries and detachment to happiness is the real knowledgeThis knowledge can be achieved only by virtue of the realisation of the identity of the universe and man. This is the

object ot instructions relating to the identity of the universe
and man. [ 8 ]

Cause o f attachment and method

of detachment

:
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Thereafter AgniveSa asked, "What is cause of attachment and what are the factors responsible for detachment ?"
Lord Atreya said, "Attachment is caused by ignorance, desire,
hatred and purposeful action. Ahainkara, sahga, saisaya, abhisarhplava, ab&zvapata vipratyaya, avis'esa and anup3u arising out
of attachment overcome and engulf
and individual as trees
with very long branches overcome and engulf a young tree.
A person overcome by these factors does not transcend the
wordly habits.
Ahamkdra represents a n egoistic feeling, such as "I a m
endowed with the best, descent, beauty, wealth, character,
intelligence, conduct, learning, locality, age, poteney and
influence,"
Safzga represents that mental, vocal or bodily action
which is not conducive to the attainment of salvation.
Sahsuya stands for,doubt regarding the existence of the
result of the past action, salvation, soul, life after death etc,

t

I
.

Abhisa-iflplava stands for vanity, such as "I am second
to none in any situation; I am the creator; I a m an accomplished person by nature; I am in the excellent state of health,
sense organs, intelligence and memory.
Abhyaoapitta stands for selfish disposition, such as <'The
mother, father, brother, wife, progeny, keen, friend and servants belong to me and I belong to them".
When a person considers an desirable act as undesirable, a beneficial thing as harmful and an auspicious one ai
inauspicious-and vice uersa such a feeling is known as v$ratyaya. Lack of distinct'on between a conscious and an uncmscious element, Nature and its modifications, attachment'zind
detachment is known as aviiesa.
Action like prokiapa ( consecration ), anaiana ( fasting );
agnihotra (oblation to the fire), trisevana (the three Soma libtions or the three daily ablutions), abhyu&ana ( wetting j;
ituahana (invocation), yajana (pristhood), y ~ j a n a(performane
sof rituals),
w ~ yacana
~ * (begging)
~ and entering into water and fire
are known as anupQa.
So a person devoid of intellect, patience and memory
influenced by egoism, having attachment with doubts, full of
vanity and selfishness with a wrongful insight devoid of power
of distinction, going astray is an abode of all miseries whith
are a t the root cf the dotas relating to the mind and body.
So moving in the state of confusion caused by the turmoil of
the dofas like ahainkara, he cannot overcome attachment which
is the root cause of all evils. [ 9-10 ]
It is only when one identifies himself with his body composed of six
dRdtus, he suffers from ahatitkdra ( egoism ), vanity, selfishness etc. The
knowledge relating to the immutability of God in all situations, on thc
other hand, constitutes knowledge in true sense of the term. The term
anufidja stands for the devices which though conducive to the attainment

of various worldly objects are not useful for the attainment of salvation.
An individual who has fallen a victim to the factors enumerated in
the above para is the abode of all miseries, as a tree serves as the abode
of all types of birds.

Salvation and ways and means of attaining it :

[ CH.
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9. to shun the company of the wicked;
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~ , dissociation with the wicked;
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requesting and talking with women;
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18. having a water pot for maintaining cleanliness;
~ ~ * q f m t t i t . ; r * f ; T * 3 q , arTgTnRyqmfdwr,
19. having a sacred dapda ( stick );
mte-~q&pi,W$'Q~WT=&, s h n ~ ~-&:,
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20, having sacred begging bowel;
a r q ~ b~ B k q f m m ~ ;
%*,
2 1. taking prescribed food only once a day just to preserve
mia13?@;1nifnaw+mm&&,
cif~whis life;
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22. having a bed consisting of dry leaves, grass e t ~ just
.
for
rest;
w r"+rnq&, mt3m3; iqm* =W=TT23. use of~ogapalta( a wooden resting plank) for meditation;
&i I I PS I I
24. living in the woods without having any home;
Detachment is salvation. I t is Para ( Absolute ). I t is
25 avoidance of drowsiness, sleep, laziness etc;
Prajania(Serene). I t is Akgara (Immutable). I t is Brahman. I t
is M o k ~ a(~mancipatian).
26. avoidance of attachment and hatred towards the objects
of sense organs;
We shall now explain the ways and nleans of getttng
From the very beginning the following constitute
27. initiating actions like sleeping, staying, going, seeing,
eating, enjoying, movement of the various limbs with a
and behaviour of a man who has realised the
the
sense of recollection ( of the nature of his own soul etc. )
defects of the world and who is desirous of getting salvation :
1. Visit to the preceptor i. e . the one imparting instruction
28. mahtenance of serenity in the face of honour, praise,
on salvation;
criticism and insult;
29.
to
stand the onslaught of hunger, thirst, efforts, labour,
2. to carry out his instructions;
cold, heat, wind, rains, happiness, miseries and sensory
3. exclusive service to the fire;
contacts;
4, to follow the prescriptions of religious scriptures;
30 non-disturbance by sorrow, miseries, respect, perturba5, to understand the meaning of such scriptures;
tion, vanity, greed, attachment, envy, fear, a n g r etc;
6. to have patience as prescribed in scriptures;
31. to view pride etc; as disturbing factors;
7, to perform acts as prescribed therein;
32. to remember the identical nature of creation etc, of the
8, devotion to the noble;
self and the universe;
~

e,

e,

M:
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33.
34.
35.
36.

37.

38.
30.
40.
41,

to be afraid of postponing actions conducive to salvation;
to have confidence in yogic practices;
to be optimistic about spiritual attainments;
to direct intelligence, patience, memory and strength for
salvation;
restraint of sense organs in the mind ( so as not to allow
then1 to move towards external objects); restraint of t h i
mind in the self and finally of the self in Himself;
realisation of different organs of the body as composed o
dhatu.f ( tissue elements ) ;
to realise that everything caused is miserable, ephemeral
and not belonging to Self;
to view all attached actions as sinful; and
to consider renunciation as a potent factot for happiness.
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Identijication of the individual with the Uniuerse-the efict :
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Thus it is said :
The vitiated mind gets parifiod by these purifying fact
as a mirror is cleaned with the help ofoil-cloth, hair etc.
the solar-disc dazzles when it is not covered by R~ihu, clo
dust, smoke and fog, so does the mind shine when it is in
state of purity.
While restrained in the soul with his movement obscure
the mind, pure and stable, shines as the lamp shines wi
bright flame in the lamp case. [ 13-15 ]
The solar-disc not covered with h-hu etc. symbolises the puri
mind. Here, there are five factors which might obstruct the brilli
of the sun; so there are five sense organs which obstruct the p
of mind.

I
A person with his mind pure, is in possession of true
wisdom which dispels the excessively thick darkness caused by
ignorance, which brings about detachment and knowledge
about the nature of all things, which is conducive to the attainment of yogic power, which renders an individual wise, which
brings about freedom from vanity and detachment from the
causative factors of miseries, which renders an individual free
from hopes, which brings about renunciation and which serves
as a means to attainment of Brahman, the Eternal, Immutable,
Tranquil and Indestructible. I t is this wisdom which is known
as vidya (learning), siddhi ( accomplishment ), mati (wisdom),
m~dhd ( power of retention ), prajiia ( intellect ) and jiiana
( knowledge ). [ 16-19 ]

This is the gate way to salvation. One finds himself i6
bondage otherwise. Thus the ways and means to salvation
are explained. [ 11-12 ]
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If one realises himself as spread in the entire universe
and the entire universe spread in himself, he is indeed in possession of transeedental and worldly vision. His serenity of
mind based on wisdom does never fed away. [ 20 ]

Cessation cf Contacts :
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When a person visualisrs the presence of everything in
a l l situations, he is one with Brahman, the Absolute. He does
no longer have any contacts with the virtuous and sinful
acts. [ 21 ]

A wise person isas good as BrahmE Himself because he attains
salvation while living. I n the state of absolute salvation, there is no scope
even for knawled~e,vision and wisdom.

To sum up :

Liberation from bondage :

topics :

mzm: si~tlmrrarP;a~r~~zxtFi
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It is not possible even to characterize the liberated Soul.
For he has no contact whatsoever with mental or other sense
faculties, So, being detached of all sensory contacts, he is
considered to be a liberated Soul. [ 23 ]
Once the contacts with the mind and other sense faculties are
removed, there is no question of any bodily contacts whatsoever. So a
liberated Soul does not in fact have a distinctive feature ofHis own.
Even otherwise, the Soul transcends all senses. SOowing to the absence
of any observability, the Soul remains unobservable for all times to come
and so are unobservable His distinctive features.
The term kdrana ( lit. cause ) stands for mental faculty, intellect and
sensory and motor organs.

Sjrnonymr ofuSanti ( Liberation )''
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&nti (Liberation) is synonymous with uipapa (free form
sinful acts ), uirnja ( free from attachments ), h n t a ( serene I,
para ( absolute ), akrara ( indestructible ) , avyga (immutable),
amrta ( immortal ), Brahman ( God ) and nirvzga ( the state of
existinction of all miseries ). This is spiritual knowledge
after knowing which, the sages free from all doubts, ignorance,
attachment and desires attained the state ofprdarna (absolute tranquility) i.e. salvation. 1 23-24 [
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The common origin of the universe and the individual
together with the purpose behind the knowledge of such
a common knowledge;
b. attainment af the pure state of the mind;
c. virtuous intellect coliducive to the attainment of salvation;
and

a.
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In this chapter dealing with the individual as a n epitome of the universe, the sage has described the following

11

a
.

d. salvation. [ 25-26 ]
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Thus ends the fifth chapter dealing with "the Individual as an
Epitome of the universe as conducive to the understanding of the body"
of the Sarira section of Agniveia's work as redacted by Caraka. [ 5 ]

CHAPTER VI
CONSTITUTION OF PHYSIQUE
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The Soul is conscious and this consciousness is manifested in the
body of the individual. From this, it is assumed that the body is the
dwelling place of the Soul. But in reality the Soul does not have any
such dwelling place for which the word bhcta ( lit. meaning 'as if' ) is
added to the term ccetanidhi~@n' in the text.
Dhdtus, viz., rasa e tc., which are derived from five mahdbhiitar constitute the body. The body represents the conglomeration of all these
factors and not merely their combination ( sar2yoga ). This combination
(sariyogo) of these factors derived from five mahdbhiitas however, subserves
as a causative factor for the manifestation of the body as a n effect.

We shall now expound the chapter on "the Knowledge-,)
of the Details of the Body" as conducive t o its understanding.
u
Thus said Lord Atreya. [ 1-2 ]
. 11

I n the previous chapter, details regarding the Soul which paves the
way for salvation has been described with a view to provide knowledge
for the treatment of diseases. Details regarding the human body are
being described in this chapter.

Utility of the dptailed knowled_~eof body :

,I

I

Detailed knowledge of the human body is corlducive to
the well-being of the individual. Underatading of the factors
that constitute the body provides knowledge regarding the
factors which are responsible for its wellbeing. I t is because
of this that experts extol the knowledge of the details of
the body. [ 3 ]
By the knowledge of the details of the body one can know about
the factors which are to be prescribed for the maintenance of health.
When the natural attributes of the constituents of the human body, viz.
rakta ( red blood corpuscle specially hemoglobin fraction of it ) etc.,
are known then the factors which are of opposite qualities can be ascertained and by the administration of such substances the aggravated dhdtus
can be reduced and vice versa. This helps in the maintenance of health.
Similarly knowledge about the factors which produce ill health can be
obtained.
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T h e body which is maintained in a state of equilibrium
represents the conglomeration of factors derived from five
mahabhiiias and this is the site of manifestation of consciousness. When dhatus in this body becpmes discordant then
there is disease or destruction ( of the body ). Aggravation
or diminution of dhiitus either partially or in their entirety
constitutes this discordance. [ 4 ]

When these dhdtus exist in proper quantity, then the product of their
conglomeration i.e. the body of the individual is m-intained in a healthy
way free from any disease. When, however, t h e ~ eis any discordance among
these dfitus, this results in ill health-if there is a minor discordance then
there is the manifestation of diseases which produces pain in the body, and
if there is a major discordance, the body gets completely destroyed i.e. the
individual succumbs to death.
Even in the normal and natural state, there is some discordance
among these dlrntus due to various factors. Such discordance is not considered to produce any disease. With a view to exclude this type of discordance from the purview of the description here, and to include only such
major discordance as would result in disease or decay, that the term
'gamana' has been suffixed to the term vai,ramya in the text.

Vyddhi ( increase ) and k p y a ( decrease ) of dhitus-both indivi,dually and jointly constitute oai;amya or the state of discordance. D h d t u ~
may undergo increase or decrease partially or in their entirety.
Some scholars interprete the text in a slightly different way. According to them, the term akdrtsnyena should be linked up with kLSa and
vindia occuring in the text. On the basis of this interpretation, it is
explained that discordance of dhdtus does not necessarily produce a disease
or result in death. They cite the example of ( 1 ) the effects of aphrodisiacs by which there is an increase in the quantity of .hkra ( semen ) and
( 2 ) the increase of dhdtus ( tissue elements ) of a child along with the
increase of its age both of which do not constitute or produce diseases.
This type of interpretation is not very correct because the increase of
dhituc in a child is in confirmity with the increase of his age and such

increase should be considered as natural. Therefore, there is no i n c r e a ~
of the dhdtu from the quantity which should be naturally maintained
according to the age of the individual. Even the increase of Jukra
( semen ) by the administration of aphrodisiacs does not cause any disease
and therefore, this increase should be considered as within the normal
range. Any increase in dhdtus, if it does not result in the production of a
disease should be considered as within the normal range.
I n the next chapter, quantities of dhitus are described taking the
arijali ( cup formed by joining both hands ) as the unit-c.f. h r i r a 7 : 15,
This description represents only the average quantity of dha'tus. As dhdtur
cannot be perceived directly for measurement, their normalcy should be
inferred from the signs and symptoms manifested by them in the body.
Therefore, the maximum increase of iukra ( semen ) which does not p r p
duce a disease should be considered as the limit of the normal range of
this dhitu. Any increase or decrease beyond this normal range constitute
oaifarnya ( discordance ). Therefore, the explanation of this text given
in the above paragraph is not proper.
Similarly the the term cprakyrydy occuring in the text is differently
explained by some scholars. According to them the term (krakytyi' here
means "by nature and naturally." According to them, not only increase
decrease in the quantity of dhatus, but also dhdtus in their normal state
may also constitute discordance. I n support of this view, they cite the
example of the statement in SCtra 17 : 45-46 where it is said ('Because of
the diminution of kapha, the aggravated J t a draws the pitta which is in
its normal state from its abode and circulates in the body to produce pain
in the sites of its circulation". According to them, even though the dofa
( pitta ) is in its normal state, still because of some extraneous factors it
plays the role of the producer of discordance. This interpretation is also
not very correct. Because in another verse of the same chapter ( Sha
17 : 62 ) the author has described three different states of dh-tu, viz.
increase, decrease and normal, and signs and symptoms of each of these
states are described. In the normal state, dhrilus are described to produu
their normal signs and symptoms and not the symptoms of abnormalcy. I n
Sfitra 9:4 also, a disease is defined 'as the result of the discordance of dhttu'
and the normal state of these dhEtus is described to constitute the health.
The correct interpretation of the statement in Siifra 17 :45-46
be that, if thepitta in its normal state, when carried by the aggravated vita, circulates in the body, and come in contact and gets mixed
up with the pitta of other places, then there is actually an increase in the
pitta of those places. This increased state ofpitta produces the disease and
not the pitta in its normal state. This has been explatned in greater
detail in the commentary of that verse (-c.f. commentary on Siltra
17 i 45-46 ).
Similarly aggravated va'ta etc., may produce diseases of rakta etc.
Even though such dhstus were in normal state before they came into con-

*

tact with the aggravated doyas, still after such contact, the equilibrium of
dhhtus gets disturbed. BY coming into contact with the aggravated dosas
which are directly responsible for the production of disease, these dhitus
get either increased or decreased in their attributes. Therefore, for the
manifestation of diseases, even dSfyas ( dhdtus or tissue elements which do
not vitiate but get vitiated ) get either increased or decreased. So there
is no reason to believe that dofas in there normal state can produce a
disease.
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Dhatus having mutually

opposite qualities undergo
increase and decrease simultaneously. A thing which increases a particular dhdtu is also responsible for the decrease of
the dhatu of opposite quality. [ 5 ]
A thing which is responsible for the increase of one dhdtu will simultaneously reduce the dhdtu of opposite quality. For example, milk increases kaphq and Sukra ( semen) and simultaneously, it reduces vdta etc; which
are of opposite quliay.

Cow's urine and kapha and d o ~ aboth are liquid in consistency.
Still cowysurine reduces kapha because of latter's opposite attributes, viz.
pungentness, hot, roughness etc. Thus it is not the physical nature ( j z t i )
but the attributes, which are responsible for the increase or decrease of
dhitus, and with a view to emphasise this, the term 'guna' has been added
as a suffix to (viparita' in the text.

Maintaining equilibrium of dhiitus is the object

of treatment :

Therefore, medical therapies when properly administered sirnultancously bring both the reduced and increased
dhdus to their normal state by reducing the increased ones
and increasing the reduced ones. [ 6 ]
Medicines bring about the normal state of dhdtw only when administered in proper dose etc.. Medicines should also be administered only
upto that length of time by which the dhdtus come to their normal state
and not beyond that. Medicines administered without taking into account
these factors do not producc effects properly. Substances having pungent
taste, when administered, simultaneously reduce the aggravated kapha and
increase the reduced pitta. But after these dops come to their normal
state, if these substances having pungent taste are continued to be administered then there will be increase in pitta and reduction of kapha from their
normal level resulting again in their discordance.

Para 5 envisages the increase and reduction of dhdtur having
opposite qualities by the administration of medicines. This para ( no. 6 )
envisages that medicines bring about the equilibrium of dhhtus. The
apparant contradiction in these two statements are further clarified by
saying that the medicine reduces the increased dhdtus and increase the
reduced dhdtus resulting in their equilibrium. These statements hold
good only when there is already increase or reduction of the dha'tm 4
having opposite qualities. If there is only an increase of dhdtus, then they
have to be simply reduced without increasing any one.

Maintenance of equilibrium o f dhiitus

:

Food articles may have wholesome effect ( sa'tmya ) when they are
naturally useful ( rvabhcioika pathya ) and taken habitually ( abhyZsa ). The
term us~tmyasamr7jiidta" used in the text, implies such of the food articles as
are invariably wholesome at all times. The wholesomeness of substances
described here includes that of rasus ( tastes ) and gunas ( attributes ).
If food articles dominated by ingredients having one type of taste
are taken, then it may produce the discordance among dha'fll~,and to
prevent such discordance, it is necessary to resort to such of the regimens
as would have opposite effects. For example, when a person eats food dominated by sweet taste then kupha having identical qualities gets aggravated and with this in view, he should resort to regimens like exercise that
produce opposite effects i.e. reduce kapha. But such regimens should not
be resorted to in excess.

Instructions for maintaining equilibrium :
It is the equilibrium of dhdtus which is sought as the
result while administering therapies and also while resorting
to regimens for the maintenance of positive health. Even
healthy persons should properly use wholesome food with
appropriate rasas ( taste ) and gunas ( attributes ) and processed properly with a view to maintain the equilibrium of
dhatus. After taking the food dominated by particular attri- t
butes, it is desirable to neutralize their effects by resorting to
such of the regimens as are contradictory to theni. -r 7 -1

Bringing about the equilibrium of d M t w is the only aim of administering therapies for the cure of diseases as well as maintenance of positive
health. Diseases get automatically alleviated when dhcitus are brought to
their normal state. Promotion of the strength of a healthy individual by
the administration of rejuvenation ( rasiyana ) therapy also aims a t maintaining the equilibrium of dhdtus In their excellent state. Therefore, in
ciyurveda, there is nothing more to be achieved than to bring dhdtus to their
normal state or to maintain this normalcy c. f, Satra 1 : 53.

'

-

I n healthy persons, dhatus are already in a state of equilibrim. But,
for such persons therapies are prescribed with a view to bring about a continuity in this state of equilibrium in successive stages.
For healthy persons, food preparations should be given in such an
order as would be conducive to the maintenance of the equilibrium of
dhdtus. For example, pungent things should be taken with a view to alleviate kapha which latter was aggrvated by the intake of sweet things.
Eght things should be taken after the intake of heavy things with a view
to prevent the undesirable effects of the latter. Similarly, the intake of
chewable (khddya) food should be follwed by drinkable ( p y a ) preparations.
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For the maintenance of the equilibrium of dhatus which
provides for positive health, one should observe the following
advice :
1. One should properly resort to such actions and take
such food as are of contrary disposion to the locality, season
and physical constitution of the individual. For example, one
should indulge in sleep while living in a desert; one should
resort to exercise during the spring season; an individual with
a fatty body should resort to exrrcise and vigil in excess;
2. One should refrain from excessive utilization, wrong
utilization and non-utilization of the time, intellect and
objects of senses;
3. One should not suppress manifested urges; and
4. One should refrain from exhibiting strength beyond
one's real capacity. [ 8 ]
I t may not be possible for an individual to refrain from utilising
the wrong effects of seasons but he can resort to such therapies (measures)
as would neutralize this wrong effect.

Food and dhirtus :

Dhntus ( tissue elements ) inside the body of the indivi.
dual get increased by the habitual use of food preparations
which are either of similar attributes or are dominated by
such attributes. Habitual use of food having opposite qualities
- - -or having the dominence of such opposite qualities reduce the
dhatu~.[ 9 3
I n this paragraph, the nature of the food ingredients which eith&
increase or decrease the d h t u s is described. Only physical factors are
amenable to this principle laid down in this paragraph; Other factors like
intellect etc; do neither increase nor decrease by similar or opposite factors.
A substance may be either identical in entirety or have identical
qualities in dominence. For example, meat is identical with flesh; hencd
the intake of meat increaqes the muscle tissue of the body. Semen and
milk are not identical with eath other. Of course, certain qualities of
the semen are predominently found in milk, for example, both of them
are liquid in nature. Hence the habitual use of milk increases semen even
though to a lesser extent.
Such increase or decrease of dhatus by similar or dissimilar food
ingredients takes place only when they are taken habitually. Occasional
intake of such food does not produce any such effect.

Attributes of dhztus in the body :

I

(I) Guru (heaviness), (2) laghu (lightness), (3) iita (coldness ), (4) Qna ( heat ), (5) snigdha ( unctuousness ), (6) rukta
( roughlless ), (7) manda ( dullness ), (8) tikjga ( sharpness ),
(9) sthira ( immobility ); (10) Sara ( mobility ), (11) mldu (softness ), (12) kathina ( hardness ), (13) viiada ( non-sliminpss ),
(14) picchila ( sliminess ), (15) i l a k ~ p a( smoothness ), (16) khara
( coarseness ), (17) sakima ( subtility ). (18) sthilla ( density ),
(19) sandra ( density ) and (20) drava (liquidity) these are tile
twenty attributes of bodily ahsitus which account for their
increase or decrease. By the habitual use of heavy food preparations the dhittus amorrg them that are heavy get increased,

and light ones get reduced. By the ( continued use of) light
( food preparations ), the dhntus that are light get increased
and the heavy ones get reduced. Similarly, all d h ~ t u s get
increased by the use of substances havillg similar properties
and they get reduced b y the use of those having opposite properties. Therefore, among other dhntus of the body, the muscle
( rnamsa dhatu ) gets more increased by the administration of
meat, blood by blood, adipose tissue ( m e d a ~) by fat, musclefat ( ~ a s a) by muscle-fat, bone by cartilage, bone marrow
( r n o j j d ) by bone marraw, semen by semen and foetus by
immature foetus ( itmagarbha ) like egg. [ 10 ]
The attributes of bodily dhdtus which take part in the increase or
decrease of dhdtus are described in this para. Attributes concerning the
body only take part in this connection and those concerning the mind and
the Soul do not. I n addition to the twenty attributes described above,
there are some more physical attributes, viz. para (nearness) etc., but they
do not take part in the increase and decrease of dha'tus; hence they are
not enumerated in this paragraph. Similarly, iabda (sound), riipa (vision)
and g a n d b ( smell ) do not take part in such changes and therefore they
arc not described here. Rosa ( taste ) plays an important role in such
changes in dMtus. I t is separately enumerated in this connection in para-7;
hence it does not find a place in this para. Sparia ( touch ) which also
take part in such changes is not directly mentioned here; it is included in
two of the attributes described in this para, viz. hot and cold.
The twenty attributes described in this para represent ten pairs of
mutually contradictory attributes. As an illustration, effects of substances
having one pair of such mutually contradictory attributes, viz. heaviness
and lightness are described.
Similarity (simiinya) which is responsible for the increase of dfitus is
related to both the attributes (guqar) and the categories (jiti)of substances,
At times, substances which are dissimilar in nature may also heip
in the increase of dhatus. For example, milk is not similar to semen but
the use of the former increases the latter.
I n this paragraph, substances of the same category are described to
illustrate the statement because by the administration of s u ~ hsubstances,
the increase in dhatus is far greater than the administration of substances
having similarity only in attributes.
Intake of meat increases other dhdtus, viz. rakta ( blood ) etc; in
addition to muscle tissue ( rn&+sa d&tu ) but the effect of the intake of
meat in increasing muscle tissue is far greater than its effect on other dhamtus.
The immature foetus in the form of egg etc; is a conglomeration of
all d h a t ~ s . Hence the administration of egg to the mother promotes all
the ,dhntw of her foetus.
-

Administration ofingredients having predominance
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If a particular dhiitu ( tissue element ) is to be increased
and the homologous dietary articles cannot be taken because
ol'their non-availability or even if available, they cannot be
used because of unsuitability, hateful disposition or any other
cause, then food preparations of different nature but having
the predon~inanceof the attributes of the dhiiius to be promoted should be used. ( Certain examples in this connection are
given below : )
1. When there is a deficiency of semen, with a view to
promote it, milk, ghee and such other substances known to
be sweet, unctuous and cold should be administered;
2. For treating a patient suffering from the diminution
of urine, sugar-cane-juice,
type of wine, ma& ( thin
gruel ) liquid things and substances having sweet, saline and
sour tastes and of sticky nature are te be administered;
3. For treating a patient suffering from the diminution of feces, kulmii,ra (paste of barley mixed up with hot water
and slightly boiled so as to form a cake ), mdga ( Phaseoh
radiatus Linn. ), ku,rkunda ( mushroom ), ajamadlrya ( middle
portion of the goat consisting of intestines and other abdominal
viscera ),yava ( barley ), leafy vegetables and dhdnyiimla ( sour
fermented liquor from rice gruel ) should be given.
4. F3r the treatment of patients suffering from the diminution of vatu, substances having pungent, bitter and astrin-

i

gent
tastes, and dry, light and cooling property should be
administred;
5. For the treatment of patients sufferingfrom the diminution of pitta, substances having sour, saline and pnngent
ntastes
~ and
: alkaline, hot and sharp properties should be administered; and
6. For the treatment of patients sffering from the diminution of kapha, substances having sweet taste, unctuous,
heavy, dense and slimy properties should be administered.
Even such of the activities as would increase these dhiitus
should also be resorted to. Similarly other ahatus should also
be either increased or decreased by the administration of
homologous and non-homologous substances in appropriate
time.
Thus the factors wich increase or decrease all the dhatu~
are described-some dhatus are individually described and for
remaining dhztus, the principle laid down here should be
applied. [ 11 ]
There are certain substances, which, even though, are useful in
increasing specific dhtus/factors and are available readily, still they cannot be used as food for various reasons. For example, intake of a foetus
and semen is considered as a sinful act. When there is a deficiency
of semen and extraneous semen is not available for administration
or even if available, it cannot be taken for hateful disposition, then ( for
hateful disposition, then ( for the promotion of semen ) milk should be
given. Similarly, for the tretment of other deficiences like that of urine
for which extraneous urine cannot be administered because of hateful
disposition, other substances having the predominance of the attributes
of urine can be given.
Actions of various types like acintd ( thoughtless disposition ) etc;
promote various dhitus by specific action and because of this, it is not
mentioned that they should be of similar qualities.
Other dMtus which are not mentioned here directly also obey the
same principle in so far as its increase or decrease is concerned.
Dha'tus get increased or decreased by homologous or non-homologous substances respectively only when such substances arc administered
in proper time.

Factors responsible for grouth of bo* :

The following factors are responsible for the growth of
the body in its entirety.
1. Opportunity; For example, youth is the proper time
for the growth of the individual. During young age, it is the
specificity of time which is responsible for the growth of the
individual;
2. favourable disposition of the nature; For examplr,
results of the unseen ( past ) actions are also responsible for
the growth of individual's body;
3. excellence of the properties of food; and
4. absence of inhibiting factors; For example, excessive
indulgence in sex and mental affliction inhibits the growth
of the individual's body. [ 12 ]

Factors responsible for promotion

of strength :

of food :
q ~ n n F m R 3m u a h I mm--3;m, a%:,
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Factors re.rponsible for transformation

Head ( pitta ), vats, kleda ( moisture ), unctuousness,
time of digestion and appropriate administration-these
factors are responsible for the transformation ( digestion,
assimilation and metabolism ) of food. [ 14 1

The following factors are responsible for the promotion
of strength :
1. Birth in a country where people are naturally strong;
2. birth at a time when people naturally gzin strength;
3. favourable disposition of time ( pleasant and moderate
climate );
4. excellence of the qualities of the seed ( sperm ) and
aJaya ( ovum and uterus ) of the parents;
5. excellence of the ingested food;
6. excellence of the physique;
7. excellence of the satmya ( wholesomeness of various
factors respoosible for the maintenance of the body );
8. excellence of the mind;
9. favourable disposition of the nature;
10. excercise; and
11. cheerful disposition. [ 13 ]
Inhabitants of certain places like Sindh are strong by nature.

countries makes the man strong. Similarly, in certain seasons like hcmanta
( November to January ) and iiiira (January to March ), people generally
gain strength, and birth in such seasons makes the individual strong.
Moderate climate when there is no excess of heat and cold and which is
pleasant, also, promotes the strength of the individual.
The progeny of parents having no abnormality or having the excellence of sperm, ovum and uterus is endowed with strength. Mind also
control over the body-c.f. Sa'rira 4 : 36. If the individual is having a
sound mind, then his body will also be quite strong. Some people are
also endowed with a strong physique because of their virtuous actions
in the past life. Habitual performance of exercise is also known to promote the strength of the individual.

This

is &cause of the spccific characteristics of those places. Birth in such

For the administration of food in appropriate manner, eight factors
are to be kept in view. They are described in Vimzna 1 :21-22.

Specific actions of tranrforming factors :

mFJmmx:
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Factors described in the above para to be responsible
for transformation ( digestion, assimilation and metabolism )
perform the following specific actions :
1 . Pitta ( heat ) digests;
2. vatu transports food nearer to Pitta for digestion;
3. moisture loosens the food particles;
4. unctuousness softens the ingredients;
5. time bring about the maturity of the process of
digestion; and
6. appropriate administration of food brings about equilibrium of dhatus. [ 15 ]
11

In the above paragroph, pitta is described to take part directly iq
the digestion of food and the remaining factors take part indirectly.

Vata transports food to a place nearer to the site of agni ( digestive
fire ) to facilitate digestion-c.f.
Cikitsd 15 :6. I t also stimulates agni
thereby facilitating digestion of food-c.f.
Cikitsd 15 : 17.
Even in the presence of all other factors digestion requires time for
completion of the process; hence time is described to be responsible to
bring about maturity of the process.
Details of the process of digestion and metabolism are described in
Cikitsz 15 : 6-11.

Transformation

I

of nttributes :

During the process of transformation the attributes of
food ingredients assume the attributes of ( or become homologous with ) such of the tissue elements of the body as are not
contradictory in nature. When the are contradictory, properties of one acts against the other during the process of interaction resulting in the decay of the body. [ 16 ]
T h e process by which the undigested food brings about the equilibrium of dhitus is described in this paragraph. The process of transformation includipg aqsimilation of the food ingredients into the tissue
elements of the body goes on in stages. I t is not that the entire food
ingested simultnl.eous:y gets transformed into the tissue elements of the
body. With a view to indicate this, the author has used present tense
in (pariyimatap.
Food provided nourishment to the tissue elements of the body which
are homologous and not of contrary nature. Ingredients of the food
having hardness nourishes the tissue elements of the body having hardness
e.g. muscle tissue, bone etc. Similarly liquid ingredients of food provide
nourishment to the liquid tissue elements of the body, viz. blood etc.
If the properties of the food ingredients are contrary to those of the
body, then there is emaciation of the body due to deficient nourishment.
Similarly, food ingredients which are mutually contradictory like simultaneous use of fish and milk also cause emaciation of the body.

Two categorier of physical attributes :
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Attributes of the body are again of two categories, viz.
prasada ( pure substance ) and mala ( impurities ). Of them,
those which are impurities afflict the body with pain. They
are the substances which stick to the variout orifices inside
the body, which are of divergent forms and are in the process of being removed out of the body. Putrified tissue elements of the body, vitiated vata, Pitta and kapha and such
other substances which while existing in the body causes its
destruction belong to this category. All of them come under
the category of mala ( impurities ) and the remaining are
prasada ( pnre substance ). Depending upon the variation of
matter, the latter are classified into seven categories beginning
with rasa ( plasma ) and ending with s'ukra ( semen ). They
can be classified into twenty categories on the basis of their
attributes beginning with gurutva ( heaviness ) and ending
with kaoatva ( fluidity ). [ 17 j
Attributes of the body can be classified in many ways involving the
descriptiou of dAletu, upadhitus etc.. Their classification as prasdda ( pure
substance ) and mala ( impurities ) here is only a brief one.
Picolika' ( excreta from eyes ), sihghdnaka (nasal excreta) and various
other substances having similar attributes constitute the mala (impurities).
These impurities get separated from the body, and are in the process of
being removed out of the body, and during this process they cause pain.
Substances which are not in the process of being removed out of the body
but simply adhere to the wall of the circulating channels, serve some
useful purpose and are not considered as mala or impurities.
Some scholars read sf~vqma
vrm: occuring in the text as %REIf
this
reading
is
accepted,
then dfitus which are not proqqq: qmq:.
perly formed ( sdma ) will come under this category.
Vitiation implies both increase and decrease of vita etc; because any
discordance in the state of these do~asis called vitiation.
The term 'malay has been used in the text in singular number because it is indicative of a species of impurities.
Purifa ( stool ). vdta ( flatus ) etc., belong to pasdda category if
they are in their normal state because in this state they do not cause any
disease; they rather serve a useful purpose by producing ava~tambhana
( support ).

Vitiation by dofas :

[ CH.

Query about foetus :
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Of all these, uzta, Pitta and kapha are by nature vitiators;
when vitiated ( by extraneous factors ) they vitiate others i
the body. Signs and symptoms of the vitiation of vari
ahatus in different times have already been described in
28th chapter of SDtra section. Such are the manifestations
the vitiated clo~aswhen they come in contact with the tissu
elements of the body.
When in normal state, vatu etc; are responsiblc for th
maintenance of the health of the individual. So a wise ma
should try to keep them in their normal state. [ 18 ]
Before vitiating dhdtus, d o ~ a sthemselves get vitiated by extrane
factors: Here vitiation implies only aggravation i. e. increase in
quantity of d o f a because d o ~ a swhen diminished in quantity are incapa
of vitiating others.
Some scholars interprete the third sentence of the paragraph in
alightly different way as follows t
'<In 28th chapter, the author has not described the signs and sy
toms of vitiation of malas like ker'a ( hair ), mntra ( mine ), nakha ( rial
etc. Such signs and symptoms are not described here either. This mea
that vitiated d o p have no direct action on these malas ( hair etc. ). Gra
ing of hair, appearance of white spots in mrtanakha ( lit. meaning de
nail; a particular type of disease by which they get disfigured ) etc., 0
not due to their vitiation by the dosas directly but because of some ab
mality caused in the remaining parts of the body by these dosas.',
The above interpretation is not correct. In 28th chapter of t
Slitra section, vitiation of all elements is discussed. Nothing more is
tended to be discussed here. In the Su'tra 28 : 22 manifestations of
vitation of all the malas are described in general. Afflictions of nails an
hair are included under this description.
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The physician who is always conversant with the various aspects of the entire body, is verily proficient in the ayurwhich can bring abo!~t happi~esst~ the universe. [ 19
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While Lord Atreya was imparting the above instructions,
Agniveia asked, "We have heard your expositions on the body.
Now we would like to hear the following :
(1) Which of the organs of the foetus is manifested first in the
pelvis of the mother ?
(2) Where lies the fact of the foetus and what posture does it
maintain inside ?
(3) By which food is it nourished and how does it came out ?
(4) What are the food and regimens which are responsible
for its immediate death after birth ?
(5) What are the factors that help in the growth of the foetus
without any disease ?
(6) Whether it is afflicted with diseases caused by the gads
etc., or not ?
(7) What is your opinion regarding the existence or non-existence of its timely or untimely death ?
(8) What is the span of its life ? and
(9) What are the factors which are responsible for the maintenance of the span of its life.'' [ 20 ]

Views of sages aboutjrst formation

of organ offoetus

:

All phenomena are in fact inter-dependent.
Dhanvantari is quite correct. [ 21 ]

Lord Punarvasu Atreya replied to AgniveSa, "In the
fourth chapter of this section dealing with the formatioa of
embryo, the manner in which the foetus is formed in the uterus of the mother and the mode of manifestation of its various
organs are already described. But there are various types
of controversies on such problems among all the sages who
are authors in the subject. They are enumerated below :
(1) KumaraSiras Bharadviija observed that the head of the
foetus is first manifested in the uterus. because it is the
receptacle of all sense organs.
(2) According to K~fikiyana,the physician from Bahlika,
heart being the receptacle of consciousness is first formed.
(3) According to Bhadrakspya niibhi ( umblicus ) is first formed as it serves as the means to providing nourishment
to the foetus.
(4) According to BhadraSaunaka, rectum located near the
colon is first formed as this is the site for vatu.
(53 According to BadiSa, hands and feet are first formed being
the instruments of the individual for his activities.
(6) According to Janaka of Videha, sense organs being the
receptacles of senses are first for-ned.
(7) Marici K5SYapa is of the view that is not possible to make
any statement about flrst formation of any organs as they
cannot be observed directly.
(8) Dhanvantari is of the view that all the organs are formed
simultaneously.
The view of Dhanvantari is correct as all the organs
like heart etc., are ( actually ) formed simultaneously. It is
true that the heart is the origin of all organs and the receptacle of certain phenomena. So there is no room for the formation o f these phenomena precedirlg the formation of heart.
So all these organs like heart etc., are formed simsltaneously.

So the view of

In para-14 of chapter-4 of this section, it has been stated that all
the sensory and other organs of the foetus except those that are formed
after birth like teeth and beard, are formed simultaneously. The same
is being discussed here by quoting several views about the priority in the
manifestation of various organs. A simultaneous manifestation of the
organs of the foetus can also be inferred from their simultaneous growth
after birth. This is just like the inference regarding the simultaneous
production of fruits fiom their simultaneous growth.
I t is not possible to establish the priority of the manifestation of the
heart. The manifestation of heart as a receptacle of all the organa can be
established only when all organs are manifested simultaneously. Thus
the question of the priority of the manifestation of head etc., does not
arise So it is the doctrine of simultaneous manirestation of all organs in
the foetus as propounded by Dhanvantari which is acceptable.

Posture of the foetus

:

The foetus lies in the uterus with its face towards the
back of the mother, head upwards and limbs folded. [ 22 ]

Thirst and hunger

offoetus

:

The foetus is free from thirst and hunger. I t is dependant upon the mother for all its activities, I t lives upon the
nourishment by the process af upasneha ( exudation ) and
upasvtda ( conduction of heat ). Some of its organs are well
manifested and some others are not so. It draws nourishment by the process of exudation sometimes through the
holes in the hair follicles and sometimes through the
channels of umblical cord. The umblical cord of the foetus
is attached to the umblicus and the placenta to the umblical

cord. The placenta is in its turn corlnected with the heart
of the mother. T h e heart of the mother floods the placenta
( with nourishment ) by the pulsating vessels. This rasa
( nutritive fluid ) promotes strength and complexion of the
foetus because it is composed of material having all tests.

Rasa (digestive product of food) of the pregnant woman
serves three purposes, viz. (1) nourishment of her own body,
(2) lactation and (3) growth of the foetus. Being supported by
that food, the foetus who is dependant upon the mother keeps
living inside ( the uterus ). [ 23 ]
The aparii ( placenta ) connected with the umblical cord of the
foetus is commonly known as amard. Formation of placenta etc., takes
place by virtue of the past action of the foetus.

Process o f deliuery :

wind and sun destroy a newly planted tree whose roots are
not yet firmly established, [ 25-26 ]
Diet and regimens conducive to the growth of the foetus will be
described in chapter-8 of this section. Acquaintance with the contents
of that chapter has been anticipated here.

JustiJications for the existence o f diseases caused by divine displeasure :
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The fact that diseases are also caused by the displeasure
of the gods can be established by the following :I. Such statements by enlightened sages, for example;
instructions in Kumiiratantra of Brahmii;

2. sight of unexpected events like super-natural strength,
knowledge, charm etc.;

During the time of delivery, the foetus turns its head
downwords by virtue of the prasiiti mifruta ( vvu which regulates the process of delivery ) and gets delivered through the
vaginal path. This is the normal situation. Situations other
than this constitute abnormality. After delivery the child is
free in its movement. [ 24 ]
Normally delivery takes place with the foetus turning its head
downwards. But it does not always happen so. Sometimes delivery also
takes place with the legs of the child remaining downwards.

Factors responsible for proper growth offaetus :

The diet and regimen described in the 8th chapter of
this section, if adopted, promotes the growth of foetus without
causing any morbidity.
The same diet and regimens inappropriately administered might destroy the foetus immediately after birth as the

3. specific nature of the etiology, signs, symptoms and
treatment; and
4. there are certain diseases which do not correspond
to the aggravation of any of these dosas. [ 27 ]
According to the science of pediatrics as propounded by Brahml
etc., some diseases are caused not only by the gods etc., but also by their
attendants. Suiruta also lists eight types of supernatural beings that cause
diseases-c.f. Sajruta : Uttaratantra 60 : 17.

Timely and Untimely death :

I

Our views on the existence and non-existence of timely
and untimely death are as folIows :
"Whosoever dies he dies on time. Time has no void
whatsoever". This is what some scholars say. But this not
correct. Time has neither void nor absence of void. Time
has a distinct feature of its own which does not admit any
void or absence there of in its definition.
Some others say "Whenever one dies, he dies a t the
appointed hour of death. Being free from hatred or attachment, time deals equally with all creatures ( so death always
occurs at the predestined moment )." This also is simply
distortion of facts.
The fact that everybody dies does not prove the equality
in temporal actions. Time is always construed in relation to
the standard span of life. If it is said that the time when one
dies is the time predetermined for his death, then every movement of life as and when it occurs can be taken as pre-determined in respect of time. But this also is not true.
Food, speech and action taken in disregard to temporal
factor give rise to undesirable effects; to desirable effects
otherwise ( when taken with due regard to temporal factor ).
This can be observed through direct perception.
One can also observe by means of direct perception
manifestation of various factors depending upon their timely
or untimely action. For example, such and such is the opportune or inopportune time for such and such diseases, food,
medicine, therapy and remission. Even a layman taiks in
these terms, such as, it rains on time or otherwise; it is c d d
or hot on time or otherwise; flowering and fruition of the tree
have occured in time of otherwise. So both the things equally
hold good. Therefore, death occurs on time and even otherwise. One cannot say that it always occurs in time. If there

,

was no untimely death, then the span of every one would
have been fixed and therefore the knowledge of wholesome
and unwhoiesome objects would be of no use at all. The
sources of kriclwledge like perception, inferetlce and verbal
testimony accepted in all scriptures would cease to be sources
of knowledge because all these sources of knowledge clearly
prove that there are fixtors which are conducive to longevity
and otherwise. So tl!e statement of some r ~ i sto the effect that
untimely clea th cannot occur is corlfir?ed to words only ( and
not to facts ). [ 28 ]
There are two theories about the time of death. According to the
first theory, time being infinite all the occurances of death are related to
time only. As there is no division of time there is no scope for any situation where time does not exist. So there cannot be any death with relation to time. According to the second theory, time has got division, i u ginary though. "s the time when sonie one dies is the appointed time for
his death. There cannot be any other interpretation about time of death,
for, time is devoid of any partiality towards any one. I t has no attachment or hatred whatsoever for anybody. Thus, death occurs only when
time kills an individual according to a pre-determined schedule. Time
cannot kill any one as and when it pleases. It is incapable of doing so as
it is known for its impartiality and equality of treatment to all individuals. So it kills everyone without sparing anybody but it does so only
at the appointed hour.
Both the above theories are refuted in the above passage. If kdJa
( time ) has no division; it cannot have any non-division either. Time has
a distinctive feature of its own does not include any division chidso, or nondivision (achidra) whatsoever in its definition. SO,to say that all the occurances of death are related to time and as such there is no untimely death
is not correct.
I n the second theory cited above, an imaginary division of time is
accepted and various arguments are put forth in order to prove thrt death
occurs only on time. But this theory is also fallacious in many respects. TO
gay that time treats everyone equally and so everyone has to die without
any discrimination a t the appointed time of his death is not correct.
I n the context of the '(Science of Medicine", time represents an
individual's span of life. If time were to act equally for all, everything
would occur to an individual at an appointed hour automatically. But
it is not so. There are variations in the span of life of different individuals.
If the above theory regarding timely death for all is accepted,
nobody should die before or after 100th year of his age. Even otherwise
there are ten~poral variations in the life of an individual. Something
( disease, intake of food etc., ) happens at an appointed hour-something

before or after the appointed hour. For example, if a patient suffers from
t?tZyakajvara ( Tertian fever ) the scheduled time for the occurance of the
fever is the third day. I n case fever occurse before or after the scheduled

So one cannot say that death occurs always on time. One cannot
even say that death is always untimely. As a matter offact deathc an
be timely or untimely depending upon the various circumstances. That
is why the "Science of Medicine" has prescribed various measures to
avoid untimely death. It is only then that the knowledge of wholesome
and unwholesome regime is necessary. If this view is not accepted, the
entire prescription of the "Science of Medicine" and even the validity of
different cognitions like perception, inference and verbal testimony would
be redundant.

Factors rebq?onsiblef o r maintenance

of normal span of Iije :
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8. mala ( impurities ) and prasdda ( ~ u r e types
)
of ahhiatus;

The factors responsible for the maintenance ( of the
normal span ) of life are :

1. Prakrti sahkart i. e. equipoise state of d o ~ a sin the
constitution of the individual.
2. Gupa sainpat i. e, excellence of the compactness of the
body and excellence of hereditary qualities; and
3. A t m a ~ a h ~ i.a te. virtuous acts conducive to longevity. [ 29-30 ]
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7. the mode of action of each of the above mentioned

I1

In the Kali age the normal span of life (of human beings)
is one hundred years.

m *-

1. Definition of jarim ( body )-the way how it is
cted leading to disease and destruction;
2. increase or decrease of ahatus;
5. treatment of deficient dhatus;
4. factors responsible for the growth of the body;
5. factors responsible for the promotion of strength;
6 , factors which help in the digestion and metabolism

9. Various queries. [ 31-34 ]
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Thus ends the sixth chapter of Shrira section on "the knowledge of
the Details of the Body as conducive to its understanding" of Agniveda's
work as redacted by Uaraka. [ 6 1

iwmr, T&
CHAPTER VII

FK-

1

ENUMERATION OF ORGANS

We shall now expound the chapter on "the Enumeration of the organs as conducive to the understanding of the
human body".
Thus said Lord Atreya. [ 1-2 ]
I n the previous chapter, the body was classified according to dh~tur
( tissue elements ) contained in it. In this chapter the same body is being
differently classified according to its various organs.
Query

I

I

about organs of 60@ :

With a view to ascertaining the number and measurement of the entire body by classifying it according to component organs, AgniveSa asked Lord Atreya to enumerate the
organs of the body. 1 3 ]
Knowledge of the entire body enables one to treat diseases success.
fully. This will be described at the end of this chapter (-vide verrc 19).
The term "ii~~r;rslqm"
can be explained in two different ways,
viz. ( 1 ) limitation ( srnm ) of the number ( Tiqm ) and ( 2 ) number'
( @RT
) as well as volume ( 99133). There are six layers of skin (-vide
para 4 )-this indicates the number. Udakadhztu is of ten afijali~(-vide
para 15 )-this indicates the volume.
Another reading of the term 'ti~r;rm~~$
is ' e ~ z m ~ 9 g qaccordi
~~~'
to which number, name as well as volume of different organs are de
bed. Examples of number and volume are already given. There
provides the ex
organ by name gojihoikd-vide para I I-this
of name.

Six layers of skin :
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Lord Atreya replied, "listen to me 0 ! Agniveia, attentively. I shall describe the entire body in appropriate manner as per your questions".
There are six layers of skin as follows :
1. First one is the external layer which is known as udakad h a r ~( containing watery substance or lymph ).
2. T h e second layer is asyagdhara ( constaining blood capillaries ).
T
h e third layer is the site for the manifestation of sidhma
3.
( a type of determatosis ) and Kilasa ( leucoderma ).
4. The fourth layer is the site for the manifestation of dadru
( ring-worm ) and k y t h a ( obtinate skin diseases including
leprosy ).
5. The fifth layer is the site for the manifestation of alaji
( boil ) and vidradhi ( abscess ).
6. T h e sixth layer is that by the excision of which the individual gets trembling and enters into darkness ( gets fainting ) like a blind man. Boils of joints which are blackred in colour and having thick root are manifested in this
layer. Such boils are extremely difficult of treatment.
These are the six layer of the skin by which the entire
body along with its six organs (parts) remain covered. [4]

There is difference of opinion regarding the number of diffcrcnt
organs of the body. For exampl?, SuSruta has described srvrn layers of
skin and three hundred bones-vide SuSruta : Sdrira 5 : 6 , 18. I t is with
a view to suit the spccific purpose of a part of branch of Ayurveda that
the organs of the body are countcd differently. SuLruta dcals mainly
with rurgery whereas Caraka with internal medicine. So the diffzrence
in the description of number of some organs by thesc authors is accounted
for-c.f. SuEriita : kdrira 5 : 18. Similarly the difference in the number of
other organs of the body according to Caraka and Sudruta can be explained.
The third layer of the skin is describ2d as the site of mar.if:station
of sidhma ( a type of dermatosis ) and kila'sa ( leucoderma ). This layer
of the skin is actually the place in which dodm which are vitiated to give
rise to dermatosis and leucoderma are lodged. Similarly the diseascs of
the other layers of the skin can be explained,
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The body is divided into six parts, viz. two upper limbs,
head including neck and the trunk. ( These are the six parts
of the body ). [ 5 ]
Numbr of bones :

I1

--

jatrgha ( bones of legs )
4
j ~ n u( bones of knees )
- 2
jilinu Kapala ( knee caps )
2
hollow bones of thighs (femurs)-2
hollow bones of arms
( humerous )
attis'a ( bones of the shoulder ) a~izs'nphalaka(shoulder blades) a k ~ a k d( clavicles )
jatru ( wind pipe ? )
talu ( palated bones )
s'ropiphalaka ( hip blades )
bhagasthi ( pubic bone )
bones of the back
bones of the neck
bones of chest
-=
bones of the sides ( ribs )
sockets ( for ribs )
tubercles in the sockets ( for
ribs )
-hanvasthi or jawbone ( lower ) -hanumtila bandhana (bones which
keep the lower jaw locked up) 31. bone constituting the nose, pro1
minences of cheeks and forehead32. Jakkha ( temporal bones )
-- 2
33. Sirah katala ( pan shaped bones
-- 4
of the head )
Thus the 360 bones including teeth, sockets of teeth and
nails are accounted for. [ 6 ]
11.
12.
13.
14.

Parts

-

-

-

---

--

Along with teeth, sockets of teeth and nails, bones in ;
the body are 360 in number. They are as follows :
1. Teeth
- 32
2. sockets of teeth
32
3. nails
20
4. phalangeal bones of hands and
feet
60
5. metaphalangeal bones of hands
and feet
20
6. six bones which from the base
to support the metaphalangeal
bones of hands & feet
- 4
7, PZtrg.qi ( bones of heels or calcaniums )
- 2
8. gulpha ( ankle bones )
- 4
9. magi ( wrist bones )
2
10, pratni ( b ~ r i e sof forearms )
4

-

-

-

-

-

I

According to Siitra 28 :4, nails are nourished by the mala ( impurities ); hence they are considered as products of mala ( waste products ).
They are enumerated in this chapter as bones because of their bone-like
structure.
In each finger and toe, there are three phalangcs. Thus there are
sixty phalanges in total. In thumb and great toe, only two phalangeal

[ CH.

bones are protruding out of the hands and feet resp-ctively. The bones
immediately below the thumb and toe insidr the hand, and fLet resprcti.
vely are the third phalangeal boncs which are to be taken into account.
The rod shaped boncs ( metaphalangcal bonrs ) of these fingersltocs ar:
quite small in shape.
As a matter offact, nos- chet-k and fore-hcad have one and the
same root and as such have got only orlr borie for all of thrm combined.
If such bones are accounted for separately then thz total number of bones
in the human body will exceed the prescribed number.

Sensory and motor organs
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( heart ), (3) kloman ( lungs 7 ), ( 4 ) y a k l t ( liver ), (5) pliha
( spleen ), (6) ulkkau ( two kidneys ), (7) basti ( urinary bladder ), (8) puri;adhara ( pelvic colon ), (9) ama/aya (stomach),
(10) pakviidaya ( colon ), (11) uttaraguda ( rectum ), (12) adharaguda ( anus ) , (13) K~udriintra( small intestine ) (14) sthuliintra ( large intenstine ) and (15) uapauahana ( omentum ). 110 ]
Xloman is the site in which thirst is manifisted. Vapdvahana ( omentum ) is the site of fat and it is commonly known as taila vartikd ( lit.
meaning wick of an oil-lamp ).
( Note : Some of the terms used in the text are difficult to be identified according to known facts of anatomy. )

Prat_yahgas or sub-parts of body :
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There are five organs of senses, viz. (1) skin, (2) tongue,
(3) nose, (4) two eyes and (5) two ears. There are five sense
faculties, viz. (I) tactile, (2) gustatory, (3) olfactory, (4) visual
and ( 5 ) auditory. There are five motor organs, viz. ( I ) two
hands, (2) two feet, (3) anus, (4) sex organs and (5) tongue.
T h e site of consciousness is only one, viz. the heart. 17-81
Resorts of life :

There are ten resorts of life, viz. (1) head, (2) throat,
(3) heart, (4) umblicus. ( 5 ) anus, (6) bladder, (7) ojas ( ? ),
(8) semen, (9) blood and (10) flesh. Of them the first six
organs are known as marma ( vital organs ). [ 9 ]
I n the SStra 29 :3, ten resorts of lifi are also enumerated.

Two

jaekhar ( areas of temporal bones ) are enumerated there. In the place

of these two iamkhas, umblicus and flesh are described here as the resorts
of life. By implication, the two Sahkhas along with umblicus and flesh
are required to be included as resorts of life.
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Ko~thangas ( visceras in the thorax and abdomen ) a r e
fifteen in number. They are (1) nabhi ( umblicus ), (2) lildgyrrk
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In the six ahgas ( parts ) of the body there are about 56
pratyflgas ( sub-parts ) They were not described before while
enumerating the six parts of the body. They are enumerated
below following a different mode of classification :
1. Jahghapin#ikii ( calves )
- 2
2. nrupigdikn ( muscular portion of the
- 2
thigh )
- 2
3. sphik ( buttocks )
2
4. vrfaFa ( testicles)
5. depha ( phallus )
1
6 . ukha ( elevations bordering axillae )
2
2
7. vnhksaga ( groins )
2
8. Kukundara ( hips )
1
9. ~astis'ir~a
( pelvis )
1
10. udara ( abdomen )
= 2
11. stana ( brests )
30 S

-

-

-

[ CH.
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12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

2 1.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26,

27.
28.
29.
30.

-

ile~mabhi2( tonsils )
biihlspinhika ( muscular portion of arms
cibuka ( chin )
o ~ t h a( lips )
~rkkand( angles of the mouth )
dantaveStaka ( gums )
talu ( palate )
,qalas'ugdikii ( uvula )
upajihvikn ( epiglotis and posterior
tongue )
gojihvn (tongue or the organs of speech)gagda ( cheeks )
knrpas'a;kulikii ( ear holes )
karpaputraka ( external portion of the
ear )
ak~ikiita( orbit of eye )
akfivartma ( eye bids )
ak~ikaninikd( medial angles of the eyes
near the nose )
bhrii ( eye brows )
avntf~( thyroid )
pii~ipadahydaya(soles of hands and feet)-

-

-

-

-

-

Major orijices :
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here are nine major orifices-seven in the head and
two below.
T h e above are the visible factory and are capable of
description. [ 12-13 ]
Elcumeration

other organs :
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Beyond what is describd above can be ascertaitled from
inference only. They are enumerated below :
1. Sniyu ( sinieu )
- 900
- 700
2. s'irit ( viens )
3. dharnani ( arteries )
200
4. muscles
400
5. marma ( vital parts in the body )
107
6. joints
200
7. terminals of the fine ramifications of
-29956
the veins and arteries
(beard and mous8. Keia (hair), ~'maJlru
-29946
taches) and loman (small hair)

-

Tvak ( skin ) etc., enumerated above are properly visible and the number of the remaining can be ascertained by
inference only. Both these categories do not undergo any
variation during the normal state of the individual's body. [14]
Some of the ligaments ( sinieu ) can be directly observed. But the
enumeration here involves the ligaments in their entirety which include
these which arc not visible. Hcnce the number of ligaments is required
to be ascertained by inference only.
Veins are 700 in number and arterics 200. But the veins and
arterics ramify into subtle channels the number of which is 29956. The
number of hair etc., ( 29956 ) include only those which appear near the
openi~zgsof major vesscls. In their subtle division, they are many more
in number as described in other classics.
The enumeration given above pertains to a healthy body only.
abnormal states of the body, the number of these organs varies.

I t is immaterial whether the number is ascertained through inference
or direct perception, the fact remains that the number is the same.

Measurement o_f liquid constituents of bo@ :
P.?.
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(1)

9. medas ( fat )
10. mnjjil ( bone-marrow )
11. masti~ka( the fat-like substance inside
the skull )
12. Jukra ( semen )
13. JlaiSmika type of Gas

$~&+kw$tm
a% I mwAm~iigaqII PX II
Substances of the body which can be measured by
volume taking afijali ( space created by joining both the hands
in the form of a cup ) as a unit are now being described,
The measurement described here pertains to the ideal standard; these substances can undergo variation in the form of
increase or decrease in a normal individual and this can be
ascertained by inference. Measurement of these substanceg
is given below :
Substances
Measurement in the aiijabi
ofthe individual himself
(1)

Udaka (aqueous element) a substance which is seen mixed with feces
during the occurance of diarrhoea;
it is also found in association with
urine, blood, and other tissue elements of the body; I t is spread all
over the body with its site in the
external skin. Inside the skin, it
is known as lasikit ( lymph ) which
exudes through ulcers; when the
body becomes hot, it comes out
from hair follicles in the form of
sweat.
Rnsa which is the first product of
the ingested food after it is metabolised.
blood
feces
Kapha
pitta
urine
vasd ( muscle fat )

(2)

-

-

2
1

- +i

-

L2
'Z
1

Thus the various factors in the body are dcscribed. [15]
The measurement of various factors of the body described above
pzrtains to idcal standard and this measurement undergoes ( limited )
changes even in a normal individual. LasikH ( lymph ), sveda ( sweat )
etc; describe only the diffrrrnt aspects of the same uddakadutu ( aqueous
element 1.
Ojas is of two types-the ojas of cxccllent type is eight drops in
quantity; the other type is known as SIai~mikaojas the quantity of which
is described here as attjali. The latter type of ojas circulated through
vessels ( ojovaha dhamanis ) and its attributes are similar to those of pure
ile~ma. These two types of ojas are described in the 30th chapter of Sltra
section.

+

(2)

Mahabhautic predominance in uarious constituents :
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These organs are dominated by one or other of the
mahabhiitas. Their specific characteristics are given below :

9
8
7
6

5
4

3

Mahiibhautika predominence
1

1

I

(1)

1. Parthiva

(dominated by prthvi

mahabhiita)

respective organs with their
specijic characteristics.
(2)
1. Organs which are gross,
stable, having form, heavy,
rough and hard like nail,
bone, teeth, flesh,skin,feces,
hair, SrnaSru ( tendons );

~

(1)

(2)
2. smells ( of the body ) and
3. olfactory faculty.

T h e Soul, the intellect & the mind while stimulating the
various sense organs towards their objects are dominated by
the qualities of the respective sense organs.

1. Factors in the body which

Thus the body divided into various gross organs is enumerated. [ 16 ]

2. APY~,
(dominated by jala
mahiibhiita)

a r e liquid, mobile, slow,
unctuouc;, soft and stimylike rasa ( plasma ), rudhira
( blood ) vnsa, (muscle fat),
kapha, pitta, urine and
sweat;
2. tastes ( of various elements
of the body ) and
3. Gaustatory faculty.

3. ngneya
( dominated by
agnimahabhata )

4. T7dyaviyn
( dominated by

V@U mahabhjta )

5. Antariha
( dominated by
rnahabhata

1 , All factors like pitta, temperature and lustre of the
body;
2. Colours (of diffei ent factors
in the body ) and
3. Visual faculty.
1. Bodily phenomena like inhalation, exhalation, opening and closing of eyes,
contraction; extension, locomotion, impelling and retention;
2. factors of the body which
are known by touch and
3. tactual faculty.
1. Factors of the nature of
void, speaking (voice), gross
and subtle channels;
2. sounds ( excluding speech )
emanating from different
organs o f t h e body and
3. auditory faculty.

Innumerability oJ organs

m I1 PQ

of

body :

II

Minutest units ( cells ? ) into which all organs of the
body are divided are known as paramapus and they cannot be
counted because (1) they are extremely numerous (2) they are
extremely subtle and (3) they are beyond sensory perception.
V@u and the specific nature of the results of the past action
associated with these paramanus are respoilsible for their union
and disjunction. [ 17 1
Parama'nus of the body are beyond sensory perception of ordinary
man.

They can be perceived by sages only.

For the union ofparamZnus, v q u is responsible when it is associated
with karman ( results of past action ) which is favourable for such union.
Similarly, their disjunction takes place ( i.e. the body cells undergo
destruction ) whrn vZyu is associated with such karman as is not favourable
for this union.

Knowledge of organs of body-Salvation :

When this body composed of various parts is perceived
as one unit, this leads to attachment; when the various composing factors are viewed as separate from each other, this leads
to salvation. Of the various parts, the Soul is unattached.
When H e dissociates Himself from all ( favourable and unfavourable ) manifestations, there is salvation ( from the worldly
afhirs ). [ 18 ]
The body is composed of many parts, I n spite of this, if because
of ignorance any body considers this as one unit only, then this leads to
sariga ( attachmnht ) because, in view of this he trits for its well being
and duxing this he himself gets victimised by the sense of attachment and

hatred. When the body is viewed to be composed of several parts then
there will be"no attachment and he will neither make efforts for the well
being of the body nor there will be any attachment or hatred for such
substance as are responsible for its well being. In the absence of any
initiation, the individual will not be afflicted with sins or virtues leading
to salvation.

CHAPTER VIII
i

We shall now expound the chapter on "The Method of
Procreation" as conducive to the understanding ofthe human
body.
Thus said Lord Atreya. [ 1-2 ]

The physician who knows the number of various components of the body in their entirety, does not associate himself with illusion which is caused by ignorance. Because of
the absence of illusion he does not get afflicted with the fdults
( of such illusion ) and being fkee from faults, he becomes unattached and peaceful which leads to the prevention of his
rebirth. [ 19-20 ]

Thus-ends the seventh chapter of Adrira Scction on ('the Enumeration of Organs as conducive to the understanding of the human body" of
Agniveia'swork as redacted by Caraka [ 7 ]

METHOD OF PROCREATION

Method of procreating excellent Progeny :
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Now we shall explain the method by which the man
with unimpaired semen and, the woman with unimpaired
ovum and uterus desirous of an excellent progeny can achieve
their objetive. [ 3 ]
iI
I

According to the normal, syntactical rules, the term (Sukra' ( meaning semen ) should have been placed after 'Sonita' ( ovum ) and cgatbEJuya' ( uterus ) in the text. This order has been changed and the term
'Sukra' has been placed in the beginning because of its having the h i s t
number of syllables. The term 'prqjZ' means children implying both male
and female.
Procreation of male and female progeny endowed with excellent
qualitics is always desired by parents. Sons and daughters who are not
endowed with such excellent qualities or eunuchs are not wanted. The
method of procreating sons and daughters of excellent qulities is described
in this chapter.
Some scholars hold the view that the term 'prajz' stands for a male
child only as the method for procreating a male child of excellent quditieo
forms by and large the subject matter of this chapter.

Preparatory measures :

The couple should be treated with oleation and sudation therapies and thereafter dogas from their body should
be eliminated by the administration of vamana ( emesis ) and
virecana ( purgation ) therapies. Then the patient should be
brought to normalcy in stages ( by administering prescribed
diet, viz. Pvij or thick gruel etc. ). After the elimination of
dogas, the couple should be administered arthapanu (corrective)
and anuvijsana ( unctuous ) types of enema. Man should also
be administered ghee and milk boiled with drugs having sweet
taste. T h e woman should be given ti1 oil and mafa (Phaseolus)
radiatus Linn. ) to eat. [ 4 ]
In para-3 above, it is stated that for the procreation of progeny
having excellent qualities, man should have unafflicted semen and the woman should have unimpaired ovum and uterus. Even such men and women desirous of having progeny of excellent qualities should be administered elimination therapies described in this para, viz. oleation etc.
Drugs having sweet taste should be administered to a man because
such drugs promote the quantity of semen. Some scholars suggest that
drugs belonging to jiuanlya ( vitalizing ) group should also admixiistered
to men.

Cohabitation :

1

For three days, right from tlie day of onset of menstruation, the woman should observe celibacy, sleep on the ground,
take food from an unbroken vessel kept in her hands and
should never clean her body. On the fourth day she should
use unction, take head-bath and wear white apparel. Her
husband should also adopt the same regimen. Both of them
wearing white apparel and garlands, with happiness of mind
and having attraction for each other, should enter into cohabitation. If a male child is desired, they should meet on the
even days and if a female child is desired, they should meet
on the odd days.
During cohabitation, the woman should not assume a
prone posture nor should she be in her sides. If she maintains a prone posture during cohabitation, then viita gets
aggravated and afflicts her uterus. If she remains in her right
side during cohabitation then kapha which remains in that
side gets displaced and blocks the uterus. Left side is the
abode ofpitta. If pressure is put on that side during cohabitation, then the ovum and the sperm get burnt up. Therefore,
the woman should receive seed while lying on her back side.
In this posture do~asremain in their respective sites, After
the completion of intercourse she should be sprinkled with
cold water. Intake of food in excess, fasting, thirst, fear,
dejection, grief, anger, desire for another man, excessive desire
for intereourse--these factors in a woman during cohabitation
prevents conception a r produces a deformed child. One should
not indulge in cohabitation with a woman who is too young
or too old, who is suffering from a chronic disease or afflicted
with any other disease. Similar are the defects in a male.
Therefore, the couple should be free from all such defects before they enter into cohabitation.
The couple having- excitement for cohabitation should
take ralishing and wholesome food ( not in excess ), and
arrange for bed which is pleasant, scented, well spread and

comfortable; man should ascend this bed with his right leg
first and the woman with her left leg first.
Then this mantra ( incantation ) should be recited.
" ~ f i f q .B
' B ~ "( You are the serpent god, you are the life, you
constitute the support of everything. May god D h a t ~release
you, may god V i d h % t ~maintain you. Be equipped with brahmavarcas, my Brahmii, B~haspati, Visqu, Sonia, Siirya, the
Advins, Bhaga, Mitra and V a r u ~ aprovide me with a brave
male child.
Having recited this mantra, they suould enter into cohabitation. ] 5-8 ]
Intercourse during even days produces a male child and during odd
days a female child. These even and odd days are to be counted from the
first day of the menstruation and not from the date of purificatory bath.
Of course, sexual intercourse is prescribed only after purificatory bath.
It is stated in Hiirita, "Cohabitation during 4th, 6th, 8th and 12th days
produces a son endowed with good qualities and long life; during 5th,
9th and 1Ith days, a daughter endowed with good qualities and cohabitation during 7th day produces an unfortunate daughter.

Regimensfor a son of excellent qualities :

with the milk of a white cow having a white calf and rnixing
it with ghee and honey in a silver or bronze vessel to drink
every morning and evening continuously for one week. In the
i
morning, she should take food preparation made of S ~ l rice
o r barley along u i t h curd, honey, ghee or milk. In the evening she should resort to white apartment and us: the bed
sheet, drink, apparel and ornaments, all of white colour. I n
the morning and evening, she should continuously look at a
white and corpulent bull or stallion ( horse of high breed ) or
paste of white sandal wood. She should be entertained with
pleasing and favourite stories. Men and women with good
personalities, pleasing words and refined behaviour and
actions, and other white things should form the objects of her
vision as well as other senses. Her companions as well as her
husband should always attend on her in a pleasing and favourable manner. They should however refrain from cohabitation during this period. After having adopted the above regimens for seven nights, she along with her husband should take
a complete bath including the head and should wear white and
untorn appareI as we11 as white garlands and ornaments. [9J
According to SE'mudrika Sistra ( the science dealing with the determination of good or bad fortune of the individual depending upon various
marks in his body ), possession of gait, strength etc., of a lion is considered
to be an excellrnt quality of man. So the desire of a woman to have a
male child of such qualities is an ideal one.
Mantha ( thin gruel ) and Sdli rice are to be taken separately in
proper quantity at appropriate times.

Vedic rites for procreating a child of desired qualities :

XFshe desires to have a son with a massive body, white
complexioned with the strength like that of a lion, with vigour,
purity and strong mind, then from the first day of her purificatory bath ( after the menstruation ) she should be given
manhta ( thin gruel ) prepared with white barley by boiling it
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After she has expressed her desire, the priest should
respectfully remember Prajgpati and with a view to fulfilling
the desired object in her womb, should offer Kamya type of
oblation ( to the fire ), reciting the mantra " b s f h q q J I
( May Lord Visqu fulfil her desire in the worn6 )-pgoedcr
10 : 148 : 8.

1

Then the priest should select a suitable place. The place
should have sloping towards the east or the north. This place
should be smeared with cow dung mixed with water. There,
an altar should be erected after the sprinkling of water. He
( the priest ) should thereafter have his seat towards the west
of the altar. If he is invited by a briihmnga, he should sit on
a cushion prepared of untorrl ( fresh ) clothes or the hide of
a white bull. If he is invited by a k~atrijvcl, he should sit on
the hide of a tiger or a bullock. If invited by a vaiba he
should sit on the hide of an antelope or a he-goat.
The priest should then offer the wood ofpalas'a ( Butea
monosperma Kuntze ), ihgudi (Balanites aegyptica Delile), udumbarn ( Ficur recemosa Linn. ), or madhiika ( Madhuka indica J . F.
Gmel. ) as oblation to the Fire. Then the altar should be
covered with kuia (Desmostachya bipinnata StapE) and it should
be bound by the four big sticks of paliia ( Butea monosperma
Kuntze ). The priest should then bestre w fried paddy, white
and fragrant flowers. Then he should take the sacred water
pot, purified with sacred mantras and get the ghee purified for

the sake of oblation and then bring the steed etc., as described
above to be placed all around the altar.
The woman along with her husband desirous of having
such a son should sit towards the west of the sacred fire and
towards the south of the priest, should perform the sacred
rites and should express her desire to have the progeny of
excellent aualitv.

,'

Sgveda, X : 184 : 1
[ May Lord Vispu prepare the womb; May Lord T v a s ~
make the respective forms; May Lord Prajiipati spray tlie
sperm; May Lord Dhgtr protect your ( wife's ) womb 1.
Immediately thereafter the priest should prepare the
sthiill paka ( caru i.e. rice cooked with ghee ) and offer it three
times as oblation to the fire as prescribed in the Vedas. H e
should then hand ovet the water vessel impregnated with
mantras to her and say "You should use this for all purposes
for which water is required. O n completion of these sacred
rites, she should take a round of the sacred fire along with her
husband with her right step preceding the other one. Then
other brithmagas assembled there should recite auspicious
hymns. Thereafter the husband should partake the remaining caru and the wife should follow. They should not leave
any portion of this caru. Thereafter they should have cohabitation for eight nights. They should continue to use the
same type of apparel in order to procreate a son of desired
qualities.
A woman who desires to have a son of bluish complexion, red eyes, elevated chest and long arms or who desires
to have a son of black complextion having black soft and

long hair, white eyes ( irish ), white teeth, brilliance and self
control should perform the same sacred rite as mentioned
above. But the variation will be only with regard to the
colour of the apparel used. Whatever colours she desires to
have in her child, she should use apparel of the same colour.
A woman of s'Jdra caste should offer only obeiscence to
the gods, fire, brahmanas, preceptors, ascetics and siddhas (those
who have attained perfection).
The woman should be made to have a mental visit to
the country of her choice according as she wishes her son to
resemble. She should also be asked to adopt the food, regimen, manners and apparel of the people of those countries
whom she wishes her son to resemble.
Thus the regimens to be followed by a woman desirous
of having a son of her choice have been explained. [lo-141

4. frequent desires for a particular ty pe of mental faculty
by the progeny in his previous life. [ I6 ]
!

1

Other factors responsible for the Comlexion of progency :
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I t is not that only the above mentioned factors are
responsible for beg-tting a child of a specific colour. Even
the agni mahnbhnta when associated with jala and akaia mrhabhatas also produce white complexion. Associated with p ~ t h n
and o v u it produces black complexion and with all the m o b bhiitas in equal proportion, it produces blue complexion. [15]

Whatever offerings, studies and penance were habitually performed
in the past life, the same habit automatically reflects itseIf in the current
life of an individual.

Importance o f purijificotion of 4 o d ~o f the couple :

When a man and woman cohabitate after purifying their
bodies according to the methods prescribed above, the unirnpaired sperm unites with the unimpaired ovum in the unimpaired womb lying within an unimpaired genital tract. Then
this definitely results in the formation of a n embryo. This
may be likened to the colouring of a spotless good cloth just
by the touch of a colouring substance or to transformation of
milk into curd after abandoning its previous form just by the
addition of a few drops of curd. [ 17 ]

Factors responsible for bringing about masculine or
feminine characteristics in the embryo have already been
m-q%TTf%
3q1 TThi m ? T T ~ ~ T ; ; r l & k ~described.
:
As an unimpaired seed sown ( in a fertile land )
germinates
bearing
its own characteristic features e. g. paddy
9a - m
-if+a d F I Y & + ~ T ~ T11 14
~ G11 ~
from paddy seed and barley from barley seed; so the male and
The following factors determine the state of the mental
female characteristics of the embryo are determined by those
facultv of the child :
of
the parents. ( -cf. darfra, 2 : 12 ). [ 18 ]
1. The mental faculty of parents;

Mental faculty of the progency :

ei

4

2 the sounds ( music etc., ) heard repeatedly by the
pregnant woman;
3. actions performed by the embryo in his previous lifei
and
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5. During putya conjunction, she should inhale the
steam coming out of the paste of dilli rice during roasting
while sitting on dehali ( threshold ) and she herself should
drcp with the help of a cotton swab in her right nostril, the
juice extracted from the same paste of iali rice after adding
water into it.
In addition to the above, other therapies as prescribed
by brlthmagas and saintly ladies for Puhsavana (to beget a male
child ) should also be adopted.
Thus ends the pufisavana rites. [ 19 ]

The procedure prescribed in the Vedas ( gyurveda ) to
be properly adopted to change the sex of the foetus before its
manifestation is now being described. These methods, if
adopted, in association with the exceilence of locality and
time produce the desired effects invariably. If there is any
variation in these, the result becomes otherwise. Therefore,
the pregnant woman should be administered pudsavana therapy ( to beget a male child ) before the manifestation of the
sex of the foetus. These recipes are given below :

Predominance of the fraction of ovum and sperm in the formation
of an embryo was described above as a factor responsible for the producof a female and male child respectively. In this paragraph the vcdic
rites to be observed to get a male child are described.

+

U

1. During the conjunction of pufya star ( with moon ),
she should be made to drink curd added with either two
clhiinyamii~as( Phaseolus radiatus Linn. ) or white variety of
sarjapa ( mustard seeds j endowed with excellent qualities
along with two intact ( fresh ) s'ufigas ( buds ) from the eastern
and northern side branches of a banyan tree grown in gojjha
( cow-pan );
2. Similarly milk boiled with the paste of jiuaka ( ? ),
rjabhaka ( 3 ), apiimiirga ( Acliyral~lhesaspera Linn. ) and s a k *
cara ( Barleria cristata Linn. )-all of them together or a n t
one, two or three ,of them as per requirement should be given
to the pregnant woman for the desired effect.
3. During p u y a conjunction, she should drink an a i j d i
( a handful o f ) of water added with kudyakitaka ( a type of
small insect ) or masyaka ( a type of small fish ).
4. During pujya conjunction, she should be made to
drir.k without leaving any remnant, an aGjali ( a handful o f )
of curd, milk or water added with a small and dazzling ( fire
coloured ) statue of a man prepared of gold, silver or iron.

;

The embryo itself gets conspicuously manifested during the second
month of pregnancy-C.f. h i r a , 4 : 10. But during the third month all
the organs of the embryo become conspicuously manifested-c.f. &~rira,
4 : 16-and therefore pnisuvanu therapy to get a male child should be
administered during the first two months of pregnancy.
If the puksavana therapy is administered in improper place and time,
this leads to harmful effects.
In the first recipe for purisauana described above Sutiga ( buds ) are
required to be collected from the eastern or northern side branches of a
banyan tree which has grown in a cow pan. Specific action produced by
the drugs collected from such selected places do not have any rational
basis as such. We have only to depend on verbal testimony in such cases.
Kugyakitaka type of insect is commonly known as kavadiga@. Some
people use$cslh~ type of insect as kudyakita. I n this connectionJitiikarpa
has prescribed the use of kuq'yamatsga which is known as &qfk in the
western region.
In the fifth recipe, the pregnant woman is asked to take the inhalation therapy, while sitting on the threshold. A similar statement is also
found in the work of JItGkara~a. But some scholars hold the view that
the head of the lady should be made to rest over the threshold during the
administration of inhalation therapy and she should not sit over it.

Measures for maintenance of pregnancy

i

:

7. Constantly given to grief--This makes the progeny fearful,
thin and short lived.
8. Thinking ill ofojhers--This makes the offspring anti social,
envious arid subjugated to women.
9. Stealing ( others property )-This makes the offspring exceedingly lazy, maliceous and of inactive disposition.
10. Resorting to anger-This makes the offspring fierceful,
deceitful and jealous.
11. Constantly given to sleep--This makes the offspring drowsy,
dull and deficient in digestive power.
12. Addiction to wine-This
makes the offspring constantly
thirsty, short of memory and fickle minded.
13. Addiction to the intake of inguana jesh-This makes the
offspring suffer from diabetes, stone in bladder and dribbling of urine.
14. Addiction to the intake of pork-This
produces redness in
eyes, sudden obstruction of respiration and excessive roughness of the hair of the oflipring.
15. Addiction to the intake ofjish--This causes delayed closure
or non-closure of eyes.
16. Addiction to the intake of sweet things--This makes the offspring suffer from firameha ( obstinate urinary disorder including diabetes ), mnka (dumbness) and atisthaulya (excessive corpulence).
17. Addiction to the intake of sour things-This makes the oKspring suffer from raktapitta ( a disease characterized by
bleeding from different parts of the body ) and diseases
of the skin and eyes.
18. Addiction to the intake of salt--This makes the offspring
suffer from early onset of wrinkless in the skin, graying of
hair and baldness.
19. Addictiou to the intake of Pungent things : This makes the
&spring weak, deficient in semen or issueless.
20. Addiction to the intake of bitter things : This makes the offspring cachectic, weak and and emaciated.
21. Addiction to the intake of astringent things : This makes the
oflspring gray in complexion, constipated and udnvartin
( tympanitic ) .

I

If the pregnant woman resorts to the regimens described
as tha causative factors for the various diseases, her offspring
also predominantly suffers from the diseases caused by such
etiological factors,
Defects in the offspring caused by the vitiation of the
sperm of the father are to be described on the same line as
those of the mother. Thus the factors responsible for the
impairement of the: pregnancy are described.
Thus the parents, more especially the mother, desirous
of an offspring endowed with excellent qualities should refrain
from unwholesolne diet and regimens, They should perform
virtuous acts and resort to diets and regimens which are beneficial. [ 21 ]
The term ccgarbha" ( lit. meaning foetus ), also implies a new born
child. When a pregnant woman sleeps in open air and moves ( alone )
at night she is likely to be victimized by evil spirits and because of this
the offspring gets a a c t e d with insanity.

@

Addiction to sweet things is described above ( item-16 ) as a factor
responsible for certain diseases in the offspring. But this exc!udes the use
of milk ( in spite of its sweetness ), which is prescribed for a pregnant
woman (-c.f. jdrira, 8 : 32 ) because of its wholesome effects.

The above factors responsible for the impairement of the pregnancy
are of two categories. One category includes such impairements which
are in accordance with the effects of the causative factors; e. g. drowziness of the offspring by the excessive sleep of the pregnant mother;
causation of meha (obstinate urinary disorders includi~lgdiabetes ) due to
excessive intake of sweet things; and causation of raktapitta ( a disease
characterked by bleeding from different pa1 ts of the body ) by the excessive intake of sour things. The second category includes such of the impairements as are at variance with the effects of the causative factors; e. g.
causation Sarkard (gravels in urine) and aSmari (stones in bladder) of the
of the meat of inguana by a pregnant mother. Such manifestations are
offspring due to the intake due to the specific action of the substances
which serve as causative factors.
The above factors present in the father also cause the impairement
of pregnancy, if they are resorted to ( by him ) before conception. This
is caused by the vitiation of the sperm which later results in conception.
I n the mother, however these factors play their role both before and
during pregnancy. Before pregnancy, they cause impairement of the
foetus by vitiating the ovum which results in conception later. These
factors have their effects on the foetus instantaneously after pregnancy.

Line of treatrntnt of a pregnant woman :
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If there is a flow of menstruation during the second or
third month of pregnancy due to the use of unwholesome
regimens, then one should conclude that the pregenancy will
not be stable because during this period, the embryo lacks
maturity. [ 23 ]
Miscarriage @ its management :
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Abortion :
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Drugs to be used for emetic therapy etc., for the pregnant woman
should be of very mild nature and the therapy itself should be administered in a small quantity.
There are other therapies like ni~thrvana ( spitting ) and fih~lavarti
( suppository ) which also have the same effects as those of emesis and
purgation respectively. Such therapies can also be administered to the
pregnant wcman during emergency.
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A physician should treat her ailments by means of drugs,
diet and other regimens which are mostly soft, sweet, cold,
pleasant and tender, She should not be administered emesis;
purgation, iirovirecana ( therapy for the elimination of dofas
from the head ) and raktamokSana ( blood-letting ), Unless
the disease is exceedingly serious, she should never be administered asthapana ( corrective type of enema ) and anuvasana
( oleating type of enema ). Emesis etc., may however, be
given to the pregnant woman after the eighth month of pregnancy, if there is any serious emergency. But these therapies
or such others having similar action should be of very mild
nature. A pregnant woman is to be treated very cautiously
as if one is walking with a pot full of oil, in hand without
letting a drop to fall. [ 22 ]

II

E

If there is bleeding from the genital tract during the
fourth nionth of pregnaney or thereafter due to excess of
anger, grief, envy, jealousy, fear, terror, cohabitation, exercise, jerk, suppression of the manifested urges, improper food,
sleep and posture, hunger, thirst and intake of unwholesome
food then following procedure should be adopted for the
maintenance of pregnancy;
1. Immediatly after the manifestation of bleeding she should
be advised to lie down in such a position as would keep
her head side downwards and legside upwards on the bed
covered with a soft, soothing, comfortable and cooling
bed-sheet,
2. Thereafter, a cotton swab dipped in ghee mixed with the
powder ofyajtimadhu ( Glycyrrhisa glabra Linn. ) which are
kept inside excessively cold water should be placed over
the vagina.
3. Her entire body below the navel should be smeared with
s'atadhauta-ghrta (ghee washed for one hundred times) and
sahasradhauta ghrta (ghee washed for one thousand times).
4. Her entire body below the navel should be sprinkled with
cold cow-milk, decoction of yas[lzimadhzl and
~ ~excessively
~

the decoction prepared of nyagrodha ( ficus bengalensis
Linn. ) etc.
5. She should be bathed with cold water.
6. Cotton swabs dipped in the juice of k ~ i r i q k ~ a( strees bearing milk ) and trees having astringent taste should be
kept inside her vagina.
7. Cotton swabs dipped in the milk or ghee boiled with the
s'uftga ( bud ) of nyagrodha etc., may also be kept snside
the vagina.

8. She may be gsven the milk or ghee boiled with the bud
of nyagrodha to be taken in the dose of an akfa (12 m1. ),
9. She may also be given milk or ghee alone.
10. Pollens of padma (Nelumbo nucifera Gaertn.), utpala ( Nymphaea ulba Linn.) and kumuda ( a variety of utpala ) along
with honey and sugar may be given to her as a linctus.
11. She should eat ;?figataka ( Trapa bispinosa Roxb. ), seeds
ofpuSkara ( Nelumbo nucifera Gaertn. ) and kaieruka (Scirpus grossus Linn. f. ) .
12. She may be given milk boiled with priyaizgu ( Callicarpa
rnacrophylla Vahl. ), blue variety of utpala ( Nynrphaea alba (
Linn. ), iijhka ( rhizome of lotus ), cut and dried pieces
of tender fruits of udumbara ( Ficus racemosa Linn. ) and
buds of nyagrodha ( Ficus bengalensis Linn. ) to drink.
13. She should be given to eat soft, fragrant and cold rice of
red variety of iitli ( Oryca sativa Linn. ) along wite honey
and sugar mixed with the milk boiled with bala ( Sida cordifolia Linn. ) , atibala ( a variety of bald ), roots of iali,
~ a ~ t i k( a variety of iilli ) and iksu ( Saccharurn o&cinarum
Linn, ) and kdkoh (?);
14. She should reside in a comfortable place having cold
breeze and take the rice prepared of red variety of Qii
(Oms sativa Linn.) along with the meat soup of animals,
viz. lava ( Common quail ), kapipiajala ( Gray partridge ),
kurafiga ( Roe deer ), iambara ( Indian sambar ), i d a
( Rabbit ), haripa ( Black buck ), epa ( Antelope ) and
Kalapucchaka (Black tailed deer) well seasoned with ghee.
15. She should refrain from anger, sorrow, exhertion, sexual
intercourse and exercise.
'

a

16, She should be entertained with talks which are gentle
and pleasing to her mind.
The above measures help in maintaining pregnancy.[24]
Miscarriage caused by ama :
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If bleeding appears because of the factors which are
simultaneously responsible for the formation of ama, this
mostly leads to abortion because both of them ( correction of
bleeding and ijma formation ) requires mutually contradictory
treatment. [ 25 ]
For the treatment of abortion, drugs which are stambhaka ( retentive ) are required to be used and they are normally cooling, soft and
sweet and thus antagonistic to the treatment of nma. Thus the line of
treatment of both these conditions are mutually contradictory.

U'avis?aka and Nagodara :

Bleedi~lg or any other form of uterine secretion may
occur because of the intake of hot and sharp thing by a pregnant woman at a stage when the foetus is well formed and
matured. Evidently this amounts to the loss of vital elements
from its body through exudatian, resulting in inhibition to the
growth of foetus. Such a foetus remains inside t!ie womb for
a very long time. This condition is known by some as upavi;?aka ( prolonged gestation ),
If the pregnant women resorts to fast and observance
of religious rites, if there is malnutrition, if she has aversion
to the intake of fats and if she resorts to such factors as are
aggravators of vata, the foetus dries up and does not grow.
Such a foetus remains in the womb of the mother for a very
long period and there is no quickening of the foetus. This
conditiorl is known as lliigodnra ( elephantine gestation ). [26]
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Management of Upauistaka etc, :
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Treatment of ailments in eithth month :

C\

6

WTeshall now explain the specific treatment for both the
above mentioned conditions of the pregnant woman.
1. She should use eggs, and ghee or mill< boiled with
bhautika (drugs which are antagonistic to evil spirits and germs
,
like vacn) guggulu, Mahiipais'acika ghyta--vide C i k i t s ~9:45-48),
jivanpa ( vitilizing drugs ) Ermhagiya (drugs promoting the corpulence of the body ), madhura ( drugs having sweet taste )
and viitahara (drugs which alleviate viita) drugs for the growth
of the foetus.
2. She should take ghee etc., boiled with the above
mentioned drugs when there is good appetite.
3. This should be supplemented by the frequent use of a
( proper ) conveyance for travelling, bath and pendiculation. [ 27 ]

If she suffers from udavarta ( an acute condition in the
abdomen characterized by the retention of feces ) along with
constipation during the eighth month of pregnency and because of the association of ama in this condition administration anuvdsana basti ( unctuous enema ) is considered to be
unsuitable, then she should be given niraha (corrective enema),
If neglected, udavarta causes the death of the pregnant woman
along with the foetus or of the foetus alone.
A decoction should be prepared by boiling the roots of
The nature of the treatment of these conditions is different from those
oiraga
( Vetiveria zizanioides Nash ), h l i ( Oryza sativa Linn, ),
prescribed for other ailments of pregancy. Treatment of different symp~ a s t i k a( a type of s'iili ), kus'a ( Desrnostachya bipinnata Staf ),
toms of those conditions like the absence of quickening in the foetus is also
described here. Therefore the prescriptions here are described as specific
kiija ( Saccharum spontaneum Linn. ), ik:ruvalikii ( Asiercantha
treatment.
longifolia Nees ), vetasa (Salix caprea Linn.), pariuyiidhz ( a type
of vetasa j, and bhntika ( Tracliyspermum ammi Sprague 1, anant3
Treatment of Niigodara :
( Hemidesmus indicus R. B. ), Kiis'marya ( Grnelina arborea Linn,),
mm: g;rrF*$:s r g j t mq3 ai h m a q m T G r parasaka
( Grewia asiatica Linn. ) madhuka ( Glycyrrhisa glabra
f%pm;mmq r 6 m
mf@m En q3mr";iar q3rpiar
Linn, ) and mrdvzka ( Vitis vinfera Linn. ), in milk added with
m
i3
i
I h a d ? a m m'fqmwater half in quantity. T o this decoction, the paste ofpriyala
~ ~ f i & q G t ~ a ~ r ~ y ~I I 3~
s 11~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i w i( Buchanania
a ,
lansan Spreng ), pulp inside the seed of bibhitaka
The patient whose foetus being inactive does not quicken,
( Terminalia belerica Roxb. ) and tila ( Sesmum indicum Linn. )
should be given soft, sweet and cooling juice of red variety of
and small quantity of salt should be added. This mixture,
4Ji ( Or_y~asativa Linn, ) along. with the (1) meat soup of
when slightly warm, should be ndministered as niriiha (correceither of the animals and birds like falcon, fish, gayal cow,
tive enema ).
peacock, cock, and partride mixed with ghee or with (2) soup
After the constipation is releived, her body should be
prepared of mnja ( Phaseolus radiatus Linn. ) or radish mixed
washed with water of pleasant temperature and she should
with ghee in large quantity. Her. abdomen, lower abdomen,
be given food which promotes stability and does not cause
groin, thighs, waist, sides of chest and back should be freburning sensation. Thereafter, in the evening she should be
quently massaged with luke-warm oil. [ 28 1
administered anuvasana ( unctuons ) type of enema prepared

*
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by boiling oil with the group of sweet drugs. Anuviisana and
niriiha types of enenla should be administered to her while she
is in a prone posture. [ 29 ]
Signs o f foetal death :
mm: gdm$Gbami;r a?vii~wfm&a;rm qara%sg-

~

T o give relief to such a patient having a dead foetus in
her womb, the following three methods are prescribed :
1. expulsion of the placenta;
2. recitation of mantras etc., as prescribed in the Atharva
veda; and
3. removal of the dead foetus by surgical measure by an
experienced surgeon.
( The dead foetus inside the womb may either be a
mature or an immature one ). If it is immature, then after
the removal of the dead foetus, she should be given in the
beginning to drink either of the surd, sidhu, ar+ta, madhu,
madira and asava types of wine, in accordance with her capacity, for the purification of k o ~ t h a( womb ), removal of pain
and production of the sense of exhileration. Thereafter, till
the excessive moisture in dotas and dhiitus are dried up, she
should be immediately given yavagu ( gruel ) etc; which are
palatable and strength promoting, without of course adding
any fat intoit. Thereafter she should be treated with the
admir~istration of fats, enemata a n d different types of diet
which are d ~ p a n v a( promoters of digestive power ), jiuanpa
( promoters of vitality ), b?mhanva (promoters of corpulence),
madhura ( sweet in taste ), and viitahara ( alleviators of vata ).
For a patient whose foetus had attained maturity before
death, should be given fatty things on the very day immediately after the dead foetus is removed. [ 31 ]
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The foetus may die inside the womb of the woman due
, excessive intake of
to (1) excessive accumulation of d o ~ a s(2)
sharp and hot things, (3) suppression of the manifested urges
of flatus, urine and stool. (4) maintenance of irregular posture
in sitting, sleeping, standing, compression and injury, ( 5 ) anger,
grief, envy, fear, terror etc., and (6) other rash acts. Then
the following symptoms are manifested :
( I ) Her abdomen becomes still, rigid, extended, cold
and hard as if a stone is inside; (2) absence of quickening of
the foetus; (3) manifestation of excessive pain; (4) nonmanifestation of labour pain; (5) absence of any secretion from the
genital tract; (6) droping of eyes; (7) fainting, getting agonizing
pain, giddiness, stertorous breathing and excessive disliking for
everything; and (8) improper manifestation of natural urges.
With these symptoms, the woman should be diagnosed
as carrying a dead foetus in her womb. [ 30 ]
Management of a woman with dead foetus :

f

1

Regimens for a pregnant woman :
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Fifth month :
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During this month, ghee taken out directly from milk
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Now tve shall describe the measures to be adopted
month by month for the foetus which grows without any
morbibi ty.

I
,

f

First month :
1

During the first month, if pregnancy is suspected then
she should take milk in adequate quantity regularly. This
milk need not be boiled with anything and should be taken
when it is cold. She should take wholesome food morning
and evening,

Second month :
During this month, milk should be given boiled with
drugs having sweet taste.

Third month :
During this month milk mixed with honey and,ghee
should be givn.

Fourth nzonth :
During this month milk should be given along with
butter in one k a r ~ a( 12 g ) dose.

I

( without subjecting it to fermentation leading to the formation of curd ) should be given to her.

* ' Sixth
T ~ ~month :

During this month, ghee taken out directly from milk
( certain selected drugs having
and boiled with madh~rau~adhis
sweet taste ) should be given.
Seventh month :
During this month she should be given the potion prescribed for sixth month.
According to the notion conimonly pravelant among
women, the mother during this month gets burning sensation
( in the chest ) because of the growth of hair in the foetus.
But this is not correct according to Lord Atreya. According
to him, three dofas viz. onta, piMa and kapha &t into the chest
because of the pressure of the foetus and this causes burning
sensation there which leads to itching resulting in the formation of kikkisa ( linea albicanter or white abdominal lines seen
after pregnancy ). For the management of such a condition
the following therapies are prescribed,
1. She should be made to drink regularly one tola (12 g)
of butter boiled with madhurau~adhi( certain selected drugs
having sweet taste ) along with the decoction of kola (Zizyfihus
jujuba Lam. )
2. Her breasts and abdomen should be anointed with
(i) the paste of candana ( Santalum album Linn. ) and mlnala
( lotus stalk ), (ii) powder of S i r ~ ~( aAlbizia lebbeck Benth ) ?
dhiftaki ( WoolZfordiafruticosa Kurz ), sarjapa ( Brassica nigra
Koch ) and madhaka ( Ghcyrrhiza glabra Linn, ) or (iii) paste
of K u p j a ( Holarrhena antia'ysenterica wall ), seed of arjaka
(Ocimum gratissimum Linn. ), musta ( Cyperus rotundus Linn. ),
haridra ( Curcuma longa Linn. ) or (iv) paste of nimha ( Azadirachta indica A. Juss ), kola ( <i.zyphus jujuba Lam, ), surasa
( ocimum sanctum Linn. ) and rnafijiStha ( Rubia cordifolia Linn.)
or (v) triphala ( Terminalia chebula Linn., Terminalia belerica
Roxb, and Emblics oJicinalia Gaertn, ) mixed with the blood
of p f ~ a t a( spotted deer ), deer and rabbit.
32 S
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3. There should be (gentle) massage with the oil boiled
with the leaves of karavzra ( Nerium indicum Mill ),
4. Water boiled with millat1 ( Aganosma dichotoma K.
Schum. ) and madhuka ( Glycyrrhiza glabra Linn. ) should be
used for affusion.
When she feels the itching sensation, she should not
scratch the part because it may injure the skin and disfigure
it. When the itching is intolerab!e, it should be corrected by
kneading and friction massage.
The ingredients of her food should be sweet in taste and
they should be alleviators of vata. The food should be taken
in small quantity without adding fat and salt. Water, in
small quantity should be used as anupana ( post-prandial
drink ).

I
!
1

"JVinth month :
She should be given anuvasana ( unctuous enema ) with
the oil boiled with madhurau~adhi( certain selected drugs
having sweet taste ). Cotton swabs soaked in this oil should
be kept in the vagina for the oleation of the uterus and genital
tract.
Adoption of the above mentioned procedure for the
management of the pregnant woman right from the first'
month upto the ninth month of pregnancy help in the folloirlg.
1, softening of placenta, pelvis, waist, sides of,the chest
and back;
2. downward movement of uata ( flatus );
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3. normalization of the urine and stool and their elimination with ease;
4. softening of her skin and nails;
5. promotion of strength and complexion; and
6. delivery with ease of desirable and healthy son
( ctrild ) endowed with excellent qualities in proper
time. [ 32 1
The common belief prevalent among women regarding growth of
hair of the foetus as the cause of burning sensation in the chest of the pregnant woman during the seventh month of pregnancy is contradicted by
Lord Atreya. Hair actually starts growing right from third month of
pregnancy because during this month all organs of the foetus are manifested; they d o not all of a sudden grow during the seventh month. Hence
the cause of burning sensation in the chest during the seventh month of
pregnancy cannot be attributed to the growth of hair of foetus.

'*

Eighth month :
During this month, she should regularly take milk and
gruel added with ghee. This was not acceptable to Bhadrak8pya. According to him, this will cause pihgala ( tawny )
colouration of the eyes of the foetus. Lord Punasvasu Atreya
replied, "Even if there is tawny colouration of the eyes of the
foetus, it is not that this therapy should not be given. By
doing this, the mother herself will keep good health and give
birth to a child endowed with the excellence of health,
strength, co~nplexion,voice a r ~ dcompactness which will make
him the best even among the children of the entire clan."

SARIRASTHANA
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Tawny colour of eyes is ceusec by pitta. I t is so described in jdldkYa
tantra (the branch of medicine dealing with the diseases of head and neck).
But herepitta is not responsible for the morbidity in eyes. During the
eighth month of pregnancy, milk, gruel etc; produce tawny colour of eyes,
because of their specific action.
Even though milk, gruel etc. may cause tawny colour in eyes, still
they are required to be administered to the pregnant mother during the
ninth month because tawny colour in the eyes is not a serious morbid condition and can be easily corrected a t a later stage, and the intake of milk,
gruel etc; are very much beneficial during this period.

Conrtructon o f materniy home :

I

I

Before the ninth month of her pregnancy, the maternity
home should be constructed in a place cleared of bones, gravels and pieces of earthen vessels. The soil of the locality
should have excellent colour, taste and smell. Its doors should
face towards the east or the north and the wood of bilua
(Aegle marmelos Corr. ), tinduka ( Diospyros peregrina Gurke ),
ifigudz ( Balanites aegyptica Delile ), bhall~taka ( Semecarpus
anaeardiunl Linn. ), Varapa (7) and khadit-4 ( Acacia catechu
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willdB) should be used for the construction of this maternity
home. Such other rneasurcs prescribed by the brahmins well
versed with the Atharva veda should also be adpted. This
house should be equipped with cloth, sheet and bed covers,
fire place, water storage, place for pounding, lavatory,
bath-room and kitchen should be provided here as per the
instructions laid down in v~tstuvidya(Science of House building ). I t should be made air-conditioned to make it comfortable for that particular season. [ 33 1

VII~]

( Ferula narthex Boiss. ); 23, sarsapa ( Brassica nigra Koch ),
24. Zaiuna ( Aliurn satiuum Linn. ), 25. Kataka ( StVchnos potatorum Linn. f. ) 26. kapa ( also known as kuadaka (?), 27. kaOika
(having grains thicker than those of kaua), 28. nzpa (Anthocephalus indicus A. Rich. ), 29. atasi (Linum usitatissimum Linn.),
30. balvaja (?), 31. bhn j a ( Betula utilis D. Don. ), 32. kulattha
( Dolichos biflorus Linn. ), (33-35) maireya, surd alld asaoa types
of wine.

In addition to the above, the following substances should
be k e1 ~ there.
t
Another reading of the term 'varana' occuring in the text is varqa.
36. two grinding stones, 37. two small pestles, 38. two mar(Botanical name of varuna is Crataeva nuriala Buch-Ham. ) vistuvidjd
tars) 39. One untamed bull, 40. two gold and silver cases for
( Science of J-Jouse-building ) lays down certain rules regarding the conakeeping needles; 41. various surgical instruments which should
truction of fire place etc., in the house, and these rules should bc adhered
to in the construction of maternity home.
be sharp and prepared of metal. 42. two bed-steads made of
b i h a ( Aegle marmelor Corr. ), 43. wood of tinduka ( Diospyros
~ r u g cto he Storrd in ,+laternip home :
peregrina Gurke ) and ifigudi ( Balanites a e ~ p t i c aDelile ) for
~ m r\ m ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ d t & a m ~ ~ z - ~ a o y " n fuel,
w ~ f44.
i Number of female attendants who are rnultipara,
affectionate, constantly attached to the lady, well mannered,
resourceful, naturally disposed to love, free from grief, toleraFah~3mPqa1.~am-fom;r;lbm&~~a
nts of
~~~~~: 3:;i
r
~ ~( = l ) q~
~
~
~ hardship and agreeable, 45. Brahmins well versed in
the Atharva Veda.
m, a *pit &&qaqj u i n s ; i t , smrh ir iir~?~~
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The f o l l o ~ ~ i ndrugs
g
should be stored in the maternity
home :
1. ghee, 2. oil, 3. honey, 4. rock-salt, 5 . sonchal sa
6. black salt, 7. vida salt, 8. vidofiga ( Embelia ribes Burm.
9. kuStha ( saus,surea lappa C. B. Clarke ), 10. kilima ( Ce

q&q

(piper longurn Linn.), 13 root of piPPak 14. ha
dapsus ojicinalis Schott) , 15. mafidnkapami (
urban ) , 16. ela ( Elcttaria Cadamomum Mat
( Gloriosa superba 1,inn. ), 18. vacii ( Acorus
19. c a u a ( Piper chaba Hunter ), 20. citraka ( P ~ m b a g oz y l a n k a
- ~ - i1, ~ 21.
~ , cirabilva ( Pongamia pinnata Me

Utility of some of the above mentioned substances will be described
view to avoid details, the utility of
substance; are
not described here; but their actual use should be inferred by the physician.
Another reading of the term ''kugdamusala" occuring in the text is
chq~amusalawhich better means heavier pestles. The author himself has
advised a pregnant woman against carrying a pestle at the time of delivery
but the pestle has other uses which will de described later.

Admission into maternity home :
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At the onset of ninth month of pregnancy, on an auspicious day having the propitious moon iu conjuction with a
favourable constellation and during a propitious karapa. ( an
astrological term indicating a division of the day ) and rnuh~rto!
( an astrological term for a span of time equivalent to 314 of
an hour approximately ) oblation should be offered to the
sacred fire for peace. Cows, brahma~as,fire and water should
be brought to the maternity home in the first itlstaiice. Cows
should be given grass, water and fired p:iddy added with
honey and the brahmanas should be given ukjata ( unbroken
grains of rice ), flowers, fruits like kharjiira ( Phoenix sylvstris
Roxb. ) which are indicative of good fortune.
The woman should take water and then, after prayers
to the respected ones, seated properly. Thereafter she should
perform acamana ( taking water in a manner prescribed for
auspicious occasions) again and thereafter others should recite
auspicious mantras. Then punyirha (lit. auspicious day) mantra
should be recited. Keeping the cows and the brahmanas in,
right side, she should enter into the maternity home. There,
she should await the time of delivery. [ 35 ]
1
Sign+ of impending delivery :

Thereafter true labour pain associated with the excretion of amniotic fiuid starts, [ 36 ]
Management after onset of Labour pain :

When the labou~pair) starts, a bed should be prepared
in the ground with soft material used as bed spread and she
should be asked to sit over it. Fernale attendants having the
above mentioned qualities should thereafter remain all around
her and cor~sole her with talks which are comforting and
consoling to her. [ 37 ]
Management in case of delay in delivery :
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The following signs indicate the approach of the time
of delivery.
I. Exhaustion of the limbs;
2. feeling of depression in the face;
3. looseness in eyes;
4. feeling in the chest as if a knot is being untied;
5. feeling as if something is corning down from the pelvis;
6. heaviness in the lower part of the body;
7. pain in groin, region of bladder, pelvis, sides of the chest
and back;
8. onset of show from the genital tract; and
9. loss of appetite.

Some are ofthe view that if the delivery does not take
place in spite of severe labour pain, the pregnant woman
should be instructed to get up arid take up one of the pounding clubs ( pestles ). With the help of this club she should
frequently strike the container filled up with corns. Simultaneously she should frequently resort to pendiculation and
while doing so, according to them, she should be asked to
resort to circumambulation at intervals.
This proposition is not acceptable to Lord Atreya because pregnant women are invariably advised to avoid violent
exercises. Specially during the time of delivery, in the delicate body ofthe woman, all the d o p s and dhdtus are in a

state of unstability and if she resorts to exercise with the help
of a club, vayu gets aggravated, and finding an opportunity, it
may destroy the Iife. Such a condition of a pregnant woman
is too difficult to cure. Therefore, ?$is ( sages ) are of the
view that a pregnar~t woman should not resort to exercise
with a club. Pendiculation and circumambulation can however be resorted to.
For inhalation she should be given the powder of k u ~ t h a
( Saussurea lappa C. B. Clarke ), ela ( Elettaria cardamomum
Maton), laagaliki (Gloriosa superba Linn.) , uaca ( A C O ~ Ucalamus
S
Lian. ), citraka ( Plumbage seylanica Linn.), cirabilva (Pongamia
pinnata Mirr. ) and cauya ( Piper chaba Hunter ) She should
inhale this powder frequently. Bark of bhiirja ( Betula utilis
D. Don ) and the pith of iiriziapit ( Dalbergia sissoo Roxb. )
may be used for fumigation.
At intervals she should be anointed with warm oil in
her waist, sides of the chest, back and thighs, and they should
be gently massaged.
By doing so, the foetus is brought downwards. [ 38 1
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Duties of attendants :
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When a pregnant woman feels as if thc foetus got separated from her heart arid entered into the lower abdomtn
and had approached the area of bartidiras (brim ofthe pelvis?),
when the frequency of labour pain has increased' and the
foetus has turned and come downwards, the physician should,
at this stage, make her lie down over a bed-stead ( specially
prepared for the purpose ). She should then be asked to effect
necessary strain to facilitate delivery. A woman favourably
disposed to her should recite the following mantra near her
66b@&&..-.....a......
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( May the Pfthvi, jala, ilki4sha, agni, viiyu, V i ~ g uand Prajapati protect you the pregnant one a t all times and facilitate
the delivery of the child. 0 ! auspicious one. May the delivery
take place without any distress either to yon or to yc ur son,
who be endowed with brilliance of Lord Kartikeya and also
be protected by him. ). [ 39 ]

'
'

(

Ladies having the above me~ltioxled( vide para-34 )
qualities should instruct her as follows :
"Do not strain in the absence of labour pain." Straining in the absence of labour pain does not serve any useful
purpose. It rather causes morbidity and deformity in the
foetus and produces diseases like s'viisa ( breathlessness ), kijsa
( cough ), dofa ( consumption ) and plihd ( enlargement of
spleen ). As in the absence of natural urges, sneezing, eructation, passage of flatus, urination and defecation do not occur,
if a t all they occur, they do so with considerable difficulty and
artificial efforts, similarly, premature straining in the absence
of natural (normal) labour pain does not produce the desired
result. As the suppression of manifested urges of sneezing
etc., leads to disastrous effects so does the absence of straining
while there is labour pain. She should be asked to obey
instructions. While doing so, she should put strain slowly in
the beginning and gradually increase the pressure, while she
puts strain, female attendants shoulcl say aloud, "Thanks, you
have delivered a son". This gives her relief and joy, and
adds to her regaining vitality. [ 40 1

(i) decoction of balvaja (?), (ii) the scum of maireya or
surs types of wine having an acute effect, (iii) the decoction
sn a a m ~.na?hdk--s%rmwn mar ;r $Fa I
of kulattha ( Dolichos biflorus Linn. ), (iv) decoction of maqdnamr2-n ;r mw mq8;rrrrmm & qk3;i VTBTTT
rnim9itq~kaparpi ( Centella asiatica Urban ) and pififiali ( Piper longum
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bull should be cut and smashed in a stone mortar, and this
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ar
momum
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upkuiicika ( JVigella sativa Linn. ). The paste should then be
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the wdecoction
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and
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Then
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paste
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and the liquid thus remained should be given to her to drink.
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8. The cotton swab soaked in oil boiled with s'ntapuspa
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( Foeniculum vulgare Mill. ), k u ~ t h a ( Saussurea lappa C . B.
Immediately after delivery, she should be exarrlirled if
clarke ), madana ( Randia dumetorum Lam. ) and hihgu ( Ferula
the placenta has come out. If the placenta does not come out
narthex Boiss. ) should be kept in her genital tract. With this
the following measures should be adopted :
oil she should be given anuuiisana basti ( unctuous enema ).
1. One of the female attendants should forcefully press
9. The decoction of balvaja (?) should be mixed with the
her ( patient's ) abdomen ( downwards ) with her right hand
paste of phala ( Randia dumetorum Lam. ), jtmiita ( Lufa echinata
from above the umblical region while holding her ( patient's )
Roxb.
J, i k ~ v d k u( Legenaria siceraria Standi. ), dhamiirgaua
back by her left hand and then shake the body of the patient
( Lu$a cylindrica M . Roem ), kutaja ( Holarrhena antidysenterica
well.
wall ), k~tavedhana ( L u f a acutangula Roxb. ) and hastipippalz
2. The attendant with her heels should press the hip
( Scindapsus o$cinalis Schott ) and used for iisth@ana ( correregion of patient.
ctive ) type of enema. By this asthiipana, there will be down3. Her buttocks should be taken by hand and strongly
u the abdomen) as a result of which
ward movement of v ~ (in
pressed by the attendant.
along with flatus, urine and stool, the placenta also comes
4. Her throat should be rubbed with the help of the
out. Flatus, urine and stool, and such other excreta as having
braid of her hair.
a tendency to come out of the body during normal course of
5. Her vagina should be fumigated by burning the bark
events may get obstructed inside the abdomen resulting in the
of bhiirja ( Betula utilis D. Don ), kitcama~i ( quartz ) and
obstruction of the placenta from coming out. [ 41 1
slough of snake.
Management of newborn baby :
6. She should be made to drink the paste of kus'tha (Saussurea lappa C. B. clarke ) and talzja ( Abies webliana Lindl. )
mixed with either the following :
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While taking steps to bring out the placenta, the following measures should be taken for the resusciation of the
foetus immediately after birth :
1. Striking of stones near the ears of the child;
2. Sprinkling of the face with cold water ( during summer ) and warn water [ during winter ).
3. By he above mentioned measures, the child will
gain vitality which was lost as a result of the strain caused by
the pressure of the genital tract during the process of delivery.
If after this, there is no movement, then the child should be
fanned with a fan prepared of straps of bamboo etc., till he
breaths. ( All the above rnentioncd measures are required
to be taken ). When the respiration is established and the
child attains normalcy, his excretory passages should be cleaned with water and he should be given bath.
Thereafter his palate, lips, throat and tongue should be
wiped with attendant's finger, nails from which are properly
clipped of and which are well-cleaned and covered with cotton
swabs. After cleaning his mouth, the s'irastitlu ( anterior
fontanel in head ) of the child should be covered with cotton
swabs soaked with unctuous substances. Thereafter, the
child should be given to eat ghee mixed with rock-salt for
emesis. [ 42-43 ]

Separation of Umblical cord :

4

1
'
1

I

II

Thereafter the cord should be separated ( by cutting
and ligature ). Now the method of separating the cord is
being described. The cord should be marked a t a distance
of eight alrgulas (approximately 25.5 cm.) from its root where
it is attached with the navel. Both the sides of this mark
should be carefully taken in hand and with the help of an
ardhadhara type of instrument ( having very sharp edge ),
made of gold, silver or steel, the cord should be cut at this
mark. The proximal end of the cord should be carefully tied
with the help of a thread and the ends of the thread should
be loosely tied to the neck of the foetus.
If there is suppuration of the umblical cord, the oil
boiled with the paste of lodhra ( Symplocos racemosa Roxb. ),
madhuka ( Glycyrrhiza glabra Linn. ) priyafigu (Callicarpa macrophylla Vahl j, srrradaru ( Cedrus deodaro Loud ) and izaridra
( Curcuma longa Linn. ) should be applied. These very medicines which are prescribed to be used for the preparation of
oil should be made to a powder and sprinkled over the suppurated umblicus.
Thus the proper method of the separation of umblical
cord is discussed. [ 44 [

Defective separation q f t k cord :

Improper separatior~of the cord may cause the following morbidity :
1. zpamottupdita ( elevation of the umbliclls length wise );
2. vyqamottup&ta ( elevation of the umblicus in breadth );
3. pindalika ( formation of a circular ring around the umblicus ) ;
4. vir~iimika( elevation of the umblicus in the periphery and
depression in the centre ); and
5. vijymbhikil ( constant increase in the size of the umblicus ).

[ CH.

Carefully observing the seriousness or mildness of the
afflicted dosas, these conditions should be treated bv massage,
unction and sprinkling of ghee prepared of drugs which are
not irrital~tbut alleviaters of vatu and pitta. [ 45 ]
Suppuration of the umblicus is caused by pitta; odta is responsible
for the morbidity of the umblicus like ~ y d m o t t q { i t i and g d y d m o t t u n ~ i t d .
In such conditions, the dosa which is more seriously afflicted shduld be
takrn into account and the others which are less afflicted are to be neglected for the purpos.: of treatment and various drugs are to be selected
acco~dingly.
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Thereafter the birth rite of the foetus as prescribed in
the vedas should be performed which are as follows :
1. First of all, the child should be given honey and ghee
impregnated ~z.ithmantra prescribed for this purpose in the
Vedas;
2. Thereafter, following the same procedure, milk from
the right breast should be given to the child a t first.
3. An earthen jar filled with water should be impregnated with mantras and kept near the head of the child. [46]
The milk inside the breast ( or the mother or nurse ) should also be
impregnated by mantras before it is administered to the child.

Protection of new-born :
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Thereafter measures should be taken for the protection of
the child. Branches of iidarii (?) khadira (Acacia catechu Willd,)
karkandhu (<yzyphus nummularia W.&A.) pzlu (Saltladorapersica
Linn. ) and parafaha (Grewia asiatica Linn.) should be placed
all around the maternity home. Grains of mustard, atasi:
( Linumusitatissimum Linn. ), and broken rice should be strewn
in all places of the maternity home. Till the name giving
ceremony ( which occurs on the 10th day after birth), tandulabalihoma (a type ofyajiia in which rice is offered to the secred
fire ) should be constantly performed both the times duricg
the day. At the gate, a pestle should be placed parallel to
the threshold. Broken pieces of uacii ( Acorus calamus Linn. ),
ku,r[ha ( Saussurea lappa C. B. Clarke ), K;aumaka ! ? ) hifigu
( Ferlsla narthex Boiss. ) sarfapa ( Brassica nigra Koch ) atasr
( Linum usitatissimzlm Linn. ) and las'una (Allium sativuni Linn.)
and such other drugs <whichare known to provide protection
from the attacks of evil spirits ( like guggulu or Commiphora
mukul Engl. ) should be tied in a packet and hanged t o the
upper beam of the threshold of the maternity home. Sirriilar
packets should be made to hang in the neck of the mother
and the child. They should be kept in cooking vessels, water
jars, bed-steads and doors of both the sides. Inside the maternity home, fire from the fuel of, the thorn of kaqaka ( ? ) and
wood of tinduka ( Diospyros peregrina Gurke ) should be constantly kept burning.
Female attendants having the attributes described in
of the lady should keep constant vigil by
~ para-34
w s m and
m dfriends
%~~
remaining awake for 10 or 12 days. T h e whole house should
be kept crowded with people who are pious, afFectionate and
happy, and engaged constantly in gifts, propitious blessings,
praise, song, music, food and drinks. T o bestow auspiciousness upon the mother and the child, brahmirls well versed
with the Atarva-veda should constantIy offer sacrifices in the
sacred fire during both the times of the day.
Thus measures to be adopted for the protection of the:
mother and the child are described. [ 47 1

I

Jatiikarna has described tanJu1a bdihoma to be performed twice a
day for ten days after the birth of child.

,bIanagement

I

Line of treatment $her ailments :

of mother after aelivery :

Ghee, oil, vasii ( muscle fat ) and majja ( bone-marrow ),
which-ever is found suitable, should be given along with the
powder of pippali ( Piper longum Linn. ), root of pippalf, cavya
( Pipcr chaba Hunter ), citraka ( Plumbago zeylanica Linn. ) and
irfzgavera ( Zingiber officinale Rosc. ) to the mother after she
feels hungry. The quantity of this should be in confirrnity
with the strerlgth of the mother. After the intake of fat, her
abdomen should be anointed with ghee and oil, and wrapped
round tightly with a long and clean cloth. By doing so, vvu
does not cause ariy morbidity in her abdomen because of the
absence of any empty spaee therein.
After the unctuous potion is digested, gruel
by
boiling with piMali etc., should be given in proper cjua~tity.
This gruel should be in liquid form and added with unctuous
substances. Before the administration of unctuous substances
and gruel, she should be sprinkled over with warn1 water
both the times. She should be maintained like this for five to
seveu nights and then gradually nourished.
These are the measures for the ~liaintenanceof positive
health of the: mother who has recently delivered. [ 48 1
Unctuous potion shou!d be given to the mother after delivery only
when she feels hungry. The quantity of unctuous substance to be given to
the mother should be in conformity with the strength of the woman 90
that she can digest it properly. Administration of unctuous potions in the
above mentioned manner is not conducive to women living in marshy climate; they are useful only in aried climate.
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If she is afflicted with any disease, the condition becomes either difficult of cure or incurable because all the tissue
elements of her body are diminished in quantity. This is
because the nutrition of the mother is utilized for the most
part for the growth of the foetus. Further her body is afflicted with emptiness because of the strain involved in labonr
pain and the loss of fluid and blood from the body, Therefore, she should be treated according to the procedure already
laid down. She should be specifically treated by massage,
sprinkling, bath, food, drink prepared with drugs which are
bhautika ( alleviators of the effects of evil spirits and germs ),
jiuanga ( promoter of vitality ), bymhaniya ( promoter of
corpulence ), sweet in taste and v8tahara (alleviators of vatu).
The body of the woman specifically becomes empty after
delivery. [ 49 ]
Occurance of any disease in a woman shortly after delivery leads
to disastrous consequences. It is because of this that the author has
emphasised
the prevention Of diseases in her for which various
regimens are prescribed i n this para and in the one before. After manifestation, diseases in her body are for the most part not amenable to theram
pies; hence drug for the cure of her various ailments are not described.

RitesLfbr Naming the child :
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On the tenth day, the mother along with her son should
be bathed in Water boiled with all fragrant drugs, white
O?

c
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CARAKA-SAVHITA

[ CH.

mustard seeds and lodhra ( Symplocos racemoss Roxb. ), Then,
she should wear light, untorn and clean apparel and ornaments which are clean, desirable, light and variegated. Thereafter, she should touch auspicious things and offer prayer to
appropriate deity and fire, arid take blessings from br~hrnanas
who are dressed with white apparel and who have no deformity of organs.
The child should be kept over a bed of untorn new
cloths with his head towards the east or the north. Then
the father should say that the child is offering prayer to the
deity and brdhmagas, and then give t ~ 7 onames-one nakgatrika
( based upon the constellation in which the child was born )
and the other a3hiprtpikn ( the name by which he would be
called or know in the fanlily or society ). The second category of name should begin with a letter of gizo;a character
( e.g. g, gh, j,jh, d, dh, d, dh and b, bh-according to Cakrapaqi only voiced asperated stops ) and end with letters of
anpasstha character ( viz. ya, ra, la and va ) or agma character
( viz. {a, $a, sa and ha ). There should not be letters of vyddhi
category ( diphthongs ) in this type of name and it should be
in conformity with the pattern of naming a child prevalent
three generations (father, grand father and great grand father)
The name should also be a famous one,
The nnk~atrikatype of name should have similarity with
that of the god who is ascribed to the constellation in which
the child is born. I t should be composed of either two or
four letters. [ 50 ]
Examination ofthe child to acerfain his sban of Zlife :

I
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After performing the rites for giving a name to the
child, he should be examined with a view to ascertaining the
span of his life. The following are signs and symptoms of
children having a long span of life.
Characteristicfeaturae indicative of long
Organs of the child
span of life.
(1)
(2)
discrete, soft, sparse, unctuous, firmly
1. Hair
rooted and black;
thick and not loose;
2. Skin
3. Head
Constitutionally of excellent type,
slightly bigger in size ( than the measurement furnished in Vimiina 8: 117 ),
proportionate with other parts of the
body and resembling a n umbrella in
shape.
broad, strong, even, compact having
4. Fore-head
firm union with temporal bones, having three transverse lines, plump, having wrinkles and having the shape of
a half moon.
thick, large in size, having even lobes,
3. ~ a r s
equal in size, having elongations
downwards, bent towards back side,
having compact tragus and having a
big earhole.

--

(1)
6, Eye brows

7. Eyes

8. Nose

9. Mouth

10. Tongue
11. Palate
12. Voice
13. Lips

14. Jaws
15. Neck

16. Chest
17. Clavicles and Vertiberal column
18. Breasts
19. Padua (sides of the
chest )
20. Arms, thighs, fingers including toes
21. Hands and Legs

(2)
slightly hanging downwards, separated from each other, equal in size,
compact and large in size.
equal in size, having fixed look, having clear cut divisions ( of pupil, iris.
or black portion of the eye, sclera or
white portion of the eye ), strong,
lustrous, beautiful and having beautiful apihga ( corners of eyes );
straight, capable of taking deep breath
well ridged,
and slightly curved at
the tip;
big in size, straight and having ( two
rows o f ) compact teeth;
having proper length and breadth,
smooth, thin and endowed with
natural coiour.
smooth, plump, hot in touch and red
in colour.
profound, not sluggish, sweet, having
echo, deep toned and steady;
neither very thick nor very thin, having adequate width, capable of covering the mouth cavity and red in
colour;
large in size;
round in shape and not very large in'
size;
broad and plumpy;
not visible;
having wide space in between them;
absence of any uneven appearance,
downwards and firm;
round, full and extended;
large in size and plump.

(2)
firm, round, uncruous, coppery coloured, properly elevated and convex
like the back of a tortoise;
23. Umblicus
whirled clock-wise and well depressed;
less than 314th of the chest in circum24. Waist
ference, even and plump with muscles;
25. Buttocks
round, firm, plump with muscles and
neither excessively elevated nor excessively depressed;
tapering downwards, round and
26. Thighs
plump;
27. Calf region
neither excessive plump nor excessively emaciated, having resemblance
with that of a deer and having vessels,
bones and joints well covered;
neither excessively plump nor exce28. Ankles
ssively emaciated;
having
the characteristic features
29, Feet
described above and having the shape
like that of a tortoise;
To child having a long span of life is given to normal
flatus, urine, stool, anus, sleep, vigil, fatigue, smiling, crying,
suckling of milk and similar other factorslphenomena which
are not described here-they are neither more nor less than
the normal.
If the child is with the organslphenomena having attributes in contradistinction with what is described above, then
they are indicative of a short span of life of the child.
Thus ends the signs and symptoms of a child having a
long span of life. [ 5 1 ]
(1)

22. Nails

;
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,
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In Vimdna, 8 : 117, the ideal measurement ot'various organs of the
body is described. Any deviation from this measurement is considered
to be undersirable. But according to the above passage ( item Nos. 3 &
21 refer ), the head, hands and legs of the child with a long span of life
are longer in size than what is described earlier as normal These arc to
be taken as exceptions to the general rule laid down in Vimina, 8 : 117.
But the description of larger size in the above para implies only a minor
change in size. It is also stated here that the head should be proportionate with the body.

Excellence of breast-milk :

Selection of wet-nurse :
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Now we shall describe the procedure to be adopted in
selecting a wet-nurse. She should be of the same caste, youthful ( women before the attainment of youth have immature
tissue elements and the tissue elements of old women ha4
undergone destruction-hence
they are not suitable to be
employed as wet-nurse ), submsssivr, free from diseases, not
deficient of limbs, not given to luxurious living, not ugly
looking ( because of deformity in her organs ), not given to
hateful disposition, born in the same locality, not mean
minded, not given to mean acts, born in a respectable family,
having affection for children, free from iIlness, having living
children, having sons, having plenty of milk, careful, not
given to sleepirlg over cloths soiled with excreta, not having
a husband of lower caste ( c.g. a iidra woman having a
Caqcjiila husband ), skilful in service, observing cleanliness,
having aversion for dirty things, having the excellence of
breasts and milk [ 52 1.

Milk of exceilent quality should have natural colour,
smell, taste and touch. When poured over a pot of water, it
gets mixed up with the water if it is endowed with natural
qualities. This provided nourishment and maintains good
health of the child,
If the qualities of milk do not conform to the above,
then it should be considered as vitiated. Characteristic
features of the milk vitiated dosas are as follows :
Characteristic features o f t h e vitiated milk.
Vitiating Doja

(1)

Viira

Excellence of breasts :

( 2 ) Pitta
The qualities of excellent breasts are as follows :
1. They should not be situated at a very high level in

the chest;
2, They should not hang very loose;
3. They should neither be very lean nor very plump;
4, They should be attached with nipples of proportionate size;

-

4

5 , The child should find it easy to suckle thkm;
This is about the excellence of breasts. [ 53 J

1

(2)
blackish or reddish in colour, astringent in
anurasa ( after taste ), clear, absence of any
cc nspicuous smell, ununctuous, liquid, frothy,
light, not satisfying, and causing emaciation
vatika diseases,
blackish, bluish, yellowish or coppery in
colour; bitter, sour or pungent in after-taste;
having smell like that of a dead body or
blood; excessively hot and causing paittika
diseases,
exceedingly white in colour; excessively
sweet in taste and having saline after taste;
having the smell of ghee, oil, vasa ( muscle
fat ) and bone marrow; slimy; thready;
settling down at the bottom when poured
into a vessel containing water and causing
s'laiSmika type of diseases. [ 54-55 ]

If the milk, poured into a vessel containing water, gets mixed up
with water, then this should be considered as normal ( unvitiated ).
This view has also been supported by Jattikarna. When milk is vitiated
by kapha, it produces saline anlrrasa ( after taste ). This is caused by the
specificity that emerger because of the interaction between the d o ~ aand
the d h t n . Saline taate alone of the milk is indicative of simultaneous
vitiation by two dotas ( dvandvaja ) or by all the three dosas (sat+nn@iitaja).

,
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Treatment of uitiated breast-milk :
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all of them together ) and s~rivii ( Hemidasmus indicus R. B. )
and such other drugs having bitter, astringent, pungent and
sweet tastes.
Thus the measures for the correction of the vitiation of
milk are described. [ 56 ]
Vitiating dosar may get lodged in different parts of the body,
k o ~ ~ hetc;
a and they may be fully active of otherwise in the process of
vitiation. Keeping these states of vitiating dogu in view, elimination
therapies should be administered. Different elimination therapies are
meant to correct different d o ~ a se.g. emesis for correcting the vitiation of
kapha, purgation for pitta and usthajana ( corrective ) as well as m m
q (dunctuous
) types of enema for v*.
Thus, a suitable therapy should be
selected to correct the dofa concerned. The quantum in Mich ,thw
be administered for correcting the vitiating conditions
. atherapies
i : ~ are
h ~to m
depends upon the extent to which the respective dosas arc vitiated.

Promoters of lactation :

~k$Mwn%
II %a II

When ( breast ) milk gets vitiated, the specific nature
of the vitiation should be ascertained, and depending upon
the dotas involved and the quantum of'their vitiation, the
mother should be given vamana ( emetic therapy ), virecana
( ~ u r g a t i o n therapy ), asthitpana ( corrective enema ) and
anuvilsana ( uuctuous enema ) which ever is found suitable,
for the cure of the ailment. The food and drink of the mother
whose milk is vitiated should for the most part consist of
barley, wheat, iali (Oryza satiua Linn.), ~ a ~ t h i k( aa type ofdali),
n~udga ( Phaseolus mungo Linn. ), hare?zuka (Lathyrus aphaca
Linn.), alcoholic preparatihns like surd sauuyraka maireyaka and
rnedaka, l a h h a ( Allium sativurn Linn. ) and k a r a ~ i a( Yongamia
pinnata Merr. ). Suitable regimens should be advised to her
depending upon the specific nature of' the vitiation of milk.
Keeping in view the specific nature of the vitiation of milk,
dose and time, it is beneficial to administer the decoction of
patha ( Cis.(ampelos pareira Linn. ), mahaugadha ( <ingiber 0 3 ~ i nale Rosc. ), suradiiru ( Cedrus deodara Loud ), musta ( Qperus
rotundus Linn. ), mUrvi5 (Clematis triloba Heyne ex Roth) gt&ci
( Tinspora cord$olia Miers ) fruit of uatsaka ( Holarrhena antidysentrica wall ) kiratatikta ( Swertia chirata Buch.-Han. )
Ka~urohiqs( Picrorhica kurroa Royle ex Benth ) ( individually or

The following are the promoters of lactation :

1. wines except sidhu ( a type of wine );
2, vegetables, corns and meat of animals which are d&
mesticated and which inhabit the marshy land and w a - 9 ~ ; .
3, food having the predominence of liquid ingredients
or ingredients having sweet, sour and sa!ine tastes;
4, medicinal plants having milky juice like dugdhiklt
(Euphorbia microphylla Heyne) and Kalambikii ( Ipomoea ~eptans
P0i.r );
5. intake of milk and care free living;
6. intake of the decoction of the roots of uiraqa ( Vetiveria sizanioides Nash. ) sa~ghika( a type of iali ), Sali ( Ovea
sativa Linn. ) ikluvalika ( Astercantba 1ongifoo:iia Nees ), d a r b h
( a type of kuia ) kuia ( Desnlostachya bipinnata Stapf ), k ~ a
( Saccharum spontaneum Linn. ) gundra ( Saccharurn sara ) and
itkata (?),
These are the promoters of lactation, [ 57 ]

Procedure for feeding the child :
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l'he milk of the wet-nurse should be sweet in taste, copious and pure. Such a wet-nnrse should take her bath, use
unction, wear white cloth as well as medicines like aindri
( Citrullrs colognthir Schrad ), brirhmi (Bacopa monnieri Peniiel),
intoviva ( Cynodon dactylon Pers. ), sahasraviya ( a type of iotav i v a ), amoghti ( Emblica o$icinalis Gaertn ), aqatha ( Tinspora
cordifolia Miers ), iiua (Terminalia chebula Linn.), arijtd ( Picrorhisa kurroa Royle ex Benth ), Va[ya@u;pi ( Sida rhom6ifolia
Linn. ) and viivaksenakantd ( Callicarpa macrophylla Vahl. ).
Thereafter, keeping the child facing toward the east, she should make him to sucle her right breast first.
Thus the duties of a wet-nures are described. [ 58 ]
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Now we shall describe the procedure for the construction of a nursery for the child. T h e nursery should be constructed under the supervision of an expert architect. I t should
be (1) a commendable one, (2) beautiful, (3) free from darkness, (4) sheltered from draught, (5) admitting air only from
one side, (6) sturdy, (7) free from iuapada ( animals having
legs like those of dogs like tiger and leopard ), paiu ( animals
in general ), daaptrin ( fanged creatures ), rats and moths;
(8) well planned places for water storage, grinding, lavatory,
bath and kitchen; (9) comfortable for living in all seasons
( air conditioned ) and (10) furnished with beds, seats and
spreads in corifirmity with the needs of that particular season.
There should be proper arrangement for the proiectiorl
of the house from outside attacks. Sacrifices, auspicious rites,

offerings of oblations and recitation of expiatory verses should
be performed in the house. This house should be kept crowded with persons who are clean, experienced pligsicians and
those who have attachment with the fcirnily.
Thus the procedure for the construction of the nursery
is described. [ 59 ]
Cleanliness of beds etc. :

Beds, seats, spreads and apparel of the child should be
soft, light, clean and fragrant-those which are soiled with
sweat, excreta, germs, urine and stool should be discarded.
If it is not possibIe to procure others, then the soiled anes
should be well exposed to sun; after their covers are wellwashed. Thus they can be used only after they are rendered
clean and dry. [ 60 ]
The apparel of the child should be well washed so as to render
them free from dirt, and spots caused thereby. Even though clean, wet
cloth
~
* should
~ r not
~ :be used for the child-they should be dried well
before use.

Drugs for fumigation

of cloths :

Barely, mustard, atasi ( Linum usitutissimum Linn'. ) ,
hihgu ( ~ e r u l anarthex Boiss. ), guggulu (Commifora mrrkul Engl.),
uaca ( Acorus calarnus Linn. ), coraka ( Angelica glauca Edgw. ),
Vayasthii ( Bacopa monnieri Pennel ), golom~( a type of vaca ),
jatila ( Nardostathyr jatamansi D. C . ), palahka?a ( a type of
guggulu ) , njoka ( Saraca indica Linn. ) , rohini (Picrorhira kurroa
Royle ex Benth ) and slough of snake mixed with ghee should
be used for fumigation of cloths used for beds, spreads and
apparel. [ 61 ]
Wearing talismans :

VIII 1

The child should be made to wear the following as
talisman :
1. jewels viz., pearl etc. ( as prescribed in the AtharvaVeda ),
2. tips of the right horns of rhinociros, dear, gayal or
bull collected when they are alive;
3. medicinal plants like aindri etc; ( vide para 58 of this
chapter and Siltra 4 : 18 ) j~vaka( ? ) and r~abhaka( ? );
4. such other things as are praised and prescribed by
the brahma?zas well versed with the Atharva-veda. [ 62 ]
Toys :
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Toys of the child should be variegated, sound producing, beautiful, light, without sharp edge, incapable of being
swallowed, fraught with no danger to life and unfrightening. [ 63 ]
Child should not be frightened :
7
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I t is not advisable to frighten the child ( at any stage ),
Therefore, whether he cries or does not eat or does not submit to discipline, he must not be frightened by calling the
names of rakfasa, piidca, Pntana etc. ( all evil creatures ). [ 64 ]
,Management

of pediatric diseases :

I'
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the etiology, premonitory symptoms, signs and symptoms and
upaiayt a (homologatory signs) of the disease. Simultaneously,
characteristic features of the patient, drugs, locality, season and
physical constitution of the child should be examined. Thereafter, he should be treated by administering therapies which
are sweet, soft, light, fragrant, cold and propitious. Such types
of therapies are wholesome for children and produce everlasting good effects. If he is free from any disease whatsoever, the child should made to resort to regimens which
are opposite in quality to the locality, time and bodily
constitution for the maintenance of positive health. Unwholesome regimens should be gradually changed to wholesome ones and all things injurious for health should be avoided. By doing so, child gets endowed with excellent strength,
complexion, physical constitution and span of life.
In this manner, from childhood to youth, the child
should be brought up till he is competent to perform religious
rites and earn wealth. [ 65-66 ]
Measures to be adopted for the maintenance of positive health are
described in h i r a 6 : 8. The procedure for giving up unwholesome
things and resorting to wholesome ones is described in S a r a 7 ; 36-37.

Thus the measures for the fulfilment of desire to have
progeny are described. By taking recourse to these factors
in the prescribed manner, one who is free from envy is blessed ( with progeny ) according as he wishes. [ 67 ]
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If the child gets afflicted with any disease, it should be
properly diagnosed, with due regard to the specific nature of

11 GL 11

To sum up :
Measures described here fulfil the desire of the individual to obtain a son and they are of great importance. By
taking recourse to these measures in a prescribed manner,
wise man free from envy is blessed ( with a child 3 according
as he wishes. [ 68 )

CARAK A-S AhJHITA
This description relates to both men and women who are desirous
of having a male child.
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This section is kriown as "Siirirasthana" bccause it deals
with the description of tlie knowledge which is cor~ducivcto
be understarldirrg of all the godly and human aspects of the
pllenon~coain the individual's body. [ 69 ]

Thus ends the eighth chapter of the ~ d r i r a section dealing with the
description of the method of procreation as conducive to the understanding of the human body, of Agniveia's work as redacted by Caraka. [ 8 ]

Thus ends the , $ i ~ ~ i rSection.
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INDEX

(4-38) Having unclean vdrlf6: (5-1 2) Dissociation
s e s : (4-38) Having
habits
unacquisitiveness
qvt (1-39) Bad action
qgq: (5-1 0) Inauspicious
w+qir2i: (4-37) Non-violability
&: (8-6 1) Saraca indica Linn. q m f i r : (4-38) Having action without discrimination
~ n a r(2-30) Stone pieces
~ @ F T (8-50) Untorn apparel
(8-34) Grinding stone
~
i @(4-37)
:
Dejection
mi:&zmq (8-42) Striking
of stones
q f ~ a :(4- 19; 5- 10) Harmful
M?.
(8-21) Stone in bladder q@m:(1-17, 52,63,72; 2-37;
vwm~sfafim(8-30) Like a stone
3-10; 5-5,lO) Xgo
inside
(5-12) Pride
q&*t (5-5; 8-8) The ASvins
(5-18) Vanity
qm: (3-15) Horse
q-&;fi.:
(8-2 1) Shameless
qm:(7-18) Unattached
3jg: (1-96) Thread
sfgq (4-9) Latent
Gqqfa (8-51) Absence of any
qqd qfcvfqq (5-12) T o shun
uneven appearance
the company of wicked
+q;rsq (7-6) Shoulder blade
qfF4T
(8-45) Improper Gq: (7-6) Shoulder
separation
WT
q~p;rq
(4-14) Intolerance
s m ~ t ~ (1-98)
$ ~ : ~Unwhole- q T m q (1-29)
SOme Contact with objects qT*&q (8-41) Should be preof senses
ssed
3nrrq
27) Un
q ~ a ; r q(7-1 6) Contraction
w
s
q
: (8-49) Incurable
-zw$fk (2-36) Dissimilarity
srgwq (1-7) Miserable
in shape
q:
(4-38) Asura
q~*: (3-10) Shape
(4-38; 8-24) Envy; jea- qTR* mq (1-7) T~ overlous
power
w:(4-38) Envious
qmmfim (4-37) Story
q~ (1-6) Ovum
, qm: (1-44) Scripture
(1-9) Menstrual flow
Mfqiqqqq (5-12) Visit to
qpq
(7-4) Second layer
the preceptor
of skin, containing blood q m ~ (4-38)
:
Character
capillaries
q~q~m
(8-33)
q Bed cover &+I (7-16; 3-7; 6-10; 7-6)
q~&: (8-9) Stallion
Bone
Ghee
m:(8-5 1) Separated fromT , T 3qT5qq
~
(4-16)
Dilatation
each other

INDEX

q@:
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7

VRWY (8-51) Umbrella
II v~csrs;rq(6-6, 10) To increase
srmq (8-30) Extended
1 qrf~mfmirm(8-50) A name by
q f ~ f ~ g & q(1-1 23) Seeing an I
which a person is known
object at close p r o x i ~ n i t ~
or called in the family or
arv:(8-65) Patient
society
q ~ $ q (5-5) Old age
m
"
c
S(6-10) Immature foet~ T T J T W ? (2-29) Action associaus, egg
ted with soul
(8-27) Egg
qrrsgmq (1-1 52) Produced
(8-31) Immature foetus
by soul
~ T R P(6-8)
:
Physical consti- wmgls: (3-6) Stomach
qrfsrsbr: (4-38) Having fondtution of the individual
ness for noii-vegetarian
sre(4-38) Having selfpraise
food
~ T F W (8~ 12) Self control
qmrs: (8-46) The Vedas
w m a q (3-10) Self realisa- qrsa: (8-51) Extended
tion
37rnvq (8-44) Made of iron
w x a : (1-5) Proficient in ~ ~ r s r s r h r ~
(8-5
m 1)
: Having
spiritual sciences
proper
length
and
q~m
(1-5, 54) Empirical soul
breadth
(1-76, 79, 132, 139; 3-3.
m m l ~ (8-45)
:
Elevation
4, 10; 5-22) Soul
of -the umbilicus length(1-61) Absolute soul
wise
(1-42) PuruSa
W W ~ F I .(4-38)
~
Having ex(5-1 2) Self
cessive indolence
W ~ E T(8-22)
~ ~ WSerious emer(8-2 1) Lazy
gency
~ T ~ T F (5-1
G
2) Effort
m:(1-55; 15-1 3) Mirror
(8-5 1) Fatigue
m?.
(8-47) Adani ( ? )
w
q
(8-51) Having a long
vmq (5-5) Accumulation
span of life
~ T ~ E(5-5)
T : hditya
w2mli~zrq(4-37) Authoritative qrg: (3-10; 8-65) Span of life
w:
(6-28; 8-5 1) Span
speech
of
life
q.rr;r;rq (8-36) Face
witwq (8-32) Health
~ T T T ~(0-2
:
1) Constipation
(8-54) Helping in
qrv: (8-57) Inhabiting mar- ~3%9~7;rq
the maintenance of health
shy land
m: (1-27; 5-5) Jala
qra"sq (1-14) Ovum
VTF~?+T:(6-27) Statements of d-9
(4-16) Stoppage of
enligtened sages
menstruation
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q ~ $ (1-1
:
1) patient
q*;r;rq (8-33) Sheet
qpqp~q(5-10) Invocatio~~
qm7 (8-30,37,38,39,40) Labour pain
&:
(1-140) Transmigration,
Entering other's body
qmq: (1-6; 2-29) Uterus
qrm: (1-40) Support
(8-65)
tution
VTWmq (8-37) Consola
q ~ q q q(8-59,60) Seat
qTm: (8-34, 31)
wine
qmTqq (8-37) Bed 'pread
(8-59,60,6 1) Spread
-m~m;rq
(8-4, 22, 41, 56) Gorrective enema
mqgqliq~:
(8-51) Capable of
covering mouth cavity
q~s*: (8-63) Capable of being swallowed
qwq (8-5 1) MOUth
q ~ q $ ~ q(4-1
q 6) Excessive
salivation
~ T Q T (2-29)
:
Food
-my;m: (4-38) Having excessive desire for food
q ~ r ~ ~ f i q(6-14)
m : Digestion,
assimilation and metabolism
W q r q w : (4-39) 'Having greediness for food
~ ~ T T ~ ~(6-9)
T T Food
C
preparation
37~~TFhq
(6-1 3) Excellence of
ingested food

~qqr~Fif6my
(6-1 2) Excellence
of food
~~~$r~rfmrsr$q:
(4-38) Glutton
a~mi?%& ij~fqf~uz:
(4-39) Indulgence only i n food
+s: (3-14, 16) Atreya
4

w-cff:(3- t; 6- 11)
U

4

Sugar-cane

juice
?qqrfqm (0-29, 57) Astercantha
longifolia Nees
(8-24) ,'j'accharum @icinarum Linn.
~ y q (8-41)
~ ;
Lagenaria siceraria Standl.
$x?-f
(8-10, 33, 34) Balanitjs
aegyptica Delile
5-r (1-53; 3-10) Liking
(1-72; 5-10) Desire
45.2~~
(4-37)Sacred ritual
~ f a p q (4-37)
:
Historical narrations
s,rrf;a:(8-57) Itkata ( ? )
$mrcqr (4-8) Organic soul
;iF~fumq
(7-7) Organs of
senses
$mr4: (5-5) Object of sense
organ
?fmq (1-17) Sensory and 1110tor organs
(1-35, 132, 136, 138;
3-10; 5-5; 6-2 1) Sense
organ
E: (5-37; 5-5) Indra
qw: qahq (1-140) Invisibility by desire
p ~ (8-50)
y
Desirable
U

I ~ r fi6; f ~ (8-54) T o get mixed
$
U P with water
$QT~ (4-3 7; 8-24) Jealousy
"""(7
(7- 15) Aqueous element
(4-37; 5-1 2; 8-2 1; 30)
in body
Envy
(8-32) Decoction
;56qff~y~:
(2-20) Jealousy
(8-35) Water
-$.sfffu~f3:(1-1 7) Mixoscopia
J
:
(8-10) Towards north
Wf33: (2-20) Mixoscopia
&:(1-38,69) Birth
$apTq (8-283 Luke warm
zmq (5-12) Ways and means
J
ST? (7-1 1; 8-28) Abdomen
~ t #(7-1 1) Elevation bordering
(8-39) Lower abdomen
axilla
mC:
(8-2 1) Tympani tis
b ~ r ~(4-16)
q : All types of
(8-29) An acute condiregimens
tion in the abdomen
~f+yjzq (8-1 1) Left over
characterised by the recJFKT~
(8-21)
:
Uncomfortable
ention of feces
=?$:
(6-8) Manifested
seat
m:(8-24) Cut and
T ~ T W (3-6) Upper part of'
dried pieces of tender
the anus
~ar;rrns;;rq(8-21) Sleeping in
fruits of udumbara
q m ~ (8-40)
:
Eructation
back
J F ~ T(4-37)
~
Readiness for J & ~ Y
(8-32) Friction massage
qv?.eoyar r: (1-1 19) Sound inirlitiatirig action
I
arqfa: (5-8) Birth
,
dicating terror
Jiqnq 18-24) &ympham
alba
JFaT:
. (8-1 0) Fictls racemosa
Linu.
Linn.
~
~ i q q (3-12,
:
13; 5-5) Enthus- qmq (8-33) P o u ding
qmq: ( -34,) Mortar
iasm
(3-4) Uddaluka tY Pe
~ F ' I (8-47)
T :
Water jar
of corn
(8-46) Earthen jar afg:q: (3-16) Creatures born
filled with water
bv piercing earth
=~wq
(8-42) Cleaning of zg$;rq (8-32) Kneading
excretory passage
b q : (5-1 2) Perturbation
:T(7-4) External layer 3qa: (3-15) Insanity
of skin containing watery
(8-2 1) Insane
substance or lymph
~ ~ 3 (7-16)
s q Opening of eyes
mqriJ:(8- 15) Jala mahilbh- -75~ (8-41) Nigigcl la satiua
Linn.
iita
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~Y-J&:

3
:
(4-37) Praising words
Manner
m:
(1-29;
4-18) Hot
(4-38) Past-times
(5-12; 6-16) Heat
a;lfmqkrq (8-5 1) Plump with
muscle
m h : (8-51) Ylumpy
m w : (7-6) Mallow bone of
dkrf@m (7-1 1) Epiglotis
the thigh
mag: (3- 17) Vitiation
SF:
(8-28, 51) Thigh
d:
(6-28) Verbal testimony
(5-12) T o carry rn (6-14; 7-16) Heat
wflqq;;1: (8-51) Hot to touch
out instructions
m:
(8-50) A type of letter
J ~ Y T(1-95) Desire
namely Sa, sa, $a & ha
m q (8-43) Covered
36:
(1-2 1) Hypothesis
~9~riup~mi:
(4-37) Power of reZQT (1-20) Hypothesis
tention
mm: (5-8) Decay
T!
mtrlm:(4-37) Having lu- q (8-51) Straight
xuries
w q : (3-3) Period of fertilim:(1-143; 8-26) Fast
zation
&ET:
(8-26) Prolonged gesw
a
f t (4-7) Woman in the
tation
--.-state
m d : (5-12) Disturbing factor
-=qq (8-33, 59) Air condi(1-25) Phallus
tioned
m~4:
(7-7) Sex organ
m+Q:(4-27) Transudation
(8-10, 11) Priest
I
(8-19,62) R~abhaka( ? j
(6-23) Exudation
1 mv: (8-10) Bull
&:
(4-27) Conduction
(6-23) Conduction of *:
(4-37; 5-26; 6-28; 8-38)
heat
Sage
m: (8-65) Horno2ogatoi-y
P
signs
u+tx: a:(8-51) Discrete hair
mm:(4-3 7) Freedom from yq: (8-24) Antelope
pride
@wzq(8-5 1) Having sesembn w : (3-4) Sheep
lance with deer
TT: (7-6; 8-51) Chest
q a ~(8-34, 38) Elettaria cardamf+fkm(7-1 1) Muscular pormomum 1L'Iaton
tion of thigh
it
masmy(7-6) Socket of tooth
(8-38) Pot
W;.E(-: (1-128) D'lsease
m m q (8-59) Place for
caused by the impairment
^ grinding
of senses
~ W T (8-14)
:

~~~

1

1

~ f k (1-62)
~ q Perceivable by wqi: (8-34) Strychnos potato~um
sense faculties
Linn. f.
(8-20, 58) Citrullus colocy- ;F;firgmTdw1.f (1-1, Col.) Dinthis Schrad
vision of empirical soul
@mi ZTG(1-141) Supernatural
etc., as conducive to the
power
understanding of the body
(4-37) Having lord- B~TI.
(8-24) Tal k
ship
a m p : (8-26) Malnutrition
Qws'v(4-37) Having lordship mmq (3-1 6, 19) Gold
qwrfq (4-37) Lordship
V ~ T . (5-12) Robe
if;TC (3-4) Rh'izome
sitmersq (1-1 23) Wholesome- Fa (1-1 1) Female child
~f;fqsw:
(8-24) Gray partridge
- ness by addiction
m:
(7-16)
Rapha
XI?*:
(4-37; 8-9 Vv'i th vigour
&ihmq (1-10) Living on Gas m 5 r : (8-51) Nail
siss: (8-56) Pongamia pinnata
q?5r: (1-10; 4-24) Ojas
Merr.
~$78: (4-16; 7-1 1; 8-43; 51)
mqq (1-49) Bodily organ,
Lip
(1-54) Instrument of
33.perception, mind, intellect
-;t;q
(8-57) Aquatic
and
sense faculties
&&: (4-38) Having rnove(1-56) Instrument of
ment in disguise
knowledge
(8-21) Deceitful
(8-38) An astrological term
4mq (8-65) Drug
indicating a division of
q h q (4-12) Heat production
the day
=E
9 ~ ~ 3 (8-32)
7:
Nerium indicum
m: (5-12) Hair
. Mill
R? (8-28,32, 36,38,51)Waist
+q:
(8-47) Zizyphus nummul~g73fipft (8-56)
Picrorhiza
aria W. & A,
kurroa Royle ex Benth
;f;a%q;f;: (7-1 1) External porti~ m m (8-21)
q
Hard seat
on of the ear
~$s;rq(6-10; 7-16) Hard
(7-1 1) Ear-hole
m:(8-34,47) Kapaka ( ? ) ~v~fkrw
M: (7-7) Ear
;F;~+T (8-34) Kaqika (?)
d (1-10) Creater
vm. (8-47) Thorn
(1-39,76, 48) Agent of
v;oa:(8-21, 41, 43, 44) Neck
action
WTT (7-16) Tendon
(1-47) Doer
w c (8-32) Itching
~C~
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amf;r~s:(4-37) Co~~srant
likiug
for satisfaclion of desires
mmssi (3-4) One who has form
according to desire
Tm: (4-37) Passion; Satisfacticin of desire
~~~f;r;4;rT;i
(5-1 2) Togapatta;
Wooden resting plank
wiqq (1-1 3) Causative factor
(1-45) Causality
(3-25) Efficient cause
(4-8) Non constituent
cause
~ f a h (8-39)
:
K2rtikeya
mmfqfhg: (8-43) Cotton swab
&q (5-10) Desirable act
d q (4-21) Thin
isease cauqiFFr: 77q: (1 -1 12) D*
sed by tirne
m f 7 m : (4-27) Proper time
maysq;~;: (8-24) Black tailed
deer
v e q : (6-28) Timely death
mgt.ir: (6-1 2) Opportunity
vmmq (8-34) Black salt
water
qi-rfq:
(1-98, 1iO) Maturity
T F F ~(8-44) Paste
of time
q m q (8-44) Separation
mmrp: (8-41) Black variety of
i~wrqq(8-35) Auspicious
Aquilaria agallocha Roxb.
T&Ffi: (8-24) Scirpus grossus
qqq: (1-6) Timing
Linn. f.
(2-29) Time
m r ~ m (8-55)
:
Astringent in
(6-8; 8-65) Season
after-taste
(6-14) Time of digestion
BT*T? (8-24, Kakoli (?)
qrm: (8-29, 57) Saccharurn spo%
:(6-21) Kfinkayana
ntaneum Linn,
2f;rwfq: (8-4 1) Quartz
m 8 : (8-29) Gmelina arboread ~ 8 (1-140)
:
Uncommon briLin11.
lliance
mgq (1-43) Beam
(5-5) Complexion
(2-30) Wood

(1-14) Action during
past life
(1-52, 56) Action
(5-10) Purposeful action
(6-1 3) Exercise
w?tmrfasra: (1-104) Negligence of the time of treatment
5f;Gqitq:(1-117) D'isease caused by past action
d q : (2-35) Product of past
action
B ~ T C F ~ T(1-37)
~
Fruit of action
(5-10) Result of the
past action
;~$Ti'arfij:(1-98) Maturity of
actiorl
q6wv~q:(7-17) Specific nature
~Gfiasq(1-56) Conative organ
(1-64) Motor Faculty
(7-7) Motor organ
~ b (8-55)
~ q Causing emaciation
*w:(8-21 ) Vocal abuses
di~:
(5-5) K a l i age

1

INDEX

m:(1-87; 8-40) Cough
i ~ M q(8-9) Bronze
~T~T;FTT:
(8-32) Linea albicantes
f ~ m f a s(8-56)
:
Swertin chirata
Buch.-Ham.
fqawq (3-1 5; 7-4) Leucoderma
f&sq (8-34,41) Cedrur deodaru
1,oud.
%;jre~:(8-24) Pollen
3 3 ~ (7-1
~ :1) Hip
3fu: (4-3; 8-30) Womb
(4-25,27; 8-32, 36) Pelvis
3.m: (8-32, 41) Holarrhena anti
dysenterica Wall.
~ Z R ~ Z(8-19)A
B:
type o f small
insect
$ssq (1-8) Wall
~ s r f ; (8-55)
u
Having smell
of a dead body
3 ~ 3 - 5 ~(8-34)
4
Pes~le
333: (3-15) Hunch backed
; S T T ~ T ~ ~ T(6-2
T V 1T) ~Kumsra
FGT:
Siras Bharadviija
~ ~ J T T I T (~8-59)
T T ~ Nursery
WT: (8-46, 47, 51, 60, 63)
Child
m ~ (8-24)
q
A type of utpala
gnm;r7: (1-43) Potter
~ w (3-20)
q
Potter
~ 3(8-24)
: Roe deer
FeyTv: (8-41) Decoction of
Kulattha
3atT: (8-34) Dolichos biflorus
Linn.
s m : (6-1 1) Paste of barley
rnixed with hot water and
slightly boiled so as to
form a cake
5%~
(4-37)
:
Kuvera
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3 & ~ 7 : (8-51) Skillful in
service
v: (8-10, 29, 57) Desmostac b a bipinnata Stapf.
3 6 ~ s (6-1
:
1) Mushroom
wq (8-34, 38, 41) Saussurea
lappa C. B. Clarke
(3-15; 7-4) Obstinate skin
discases including leprosy
y ~ i (3-14)
q
Cottage
yq: (8-21) Deep well
mfmf;~~:
(8-51) Convex like tile
back of a tortoise
mAqru(8-49)
s:
Difficult of cure
vagqq (5-5) Krta age
'z;&-T;~:(8-41) Lyfa aczltangul(r
Rox b,
~ ~ ~ S ' T T(4-42)
~ T B TStraps of barn boo
w&r:(8-51) Black hair
~ T W T R(8-55)
:
Blac,kisli colour
m:(8-12) Black complexion
b:(1-1 36; 3-7; 7-14,16) Hair
~ 3 ~ t(3-4)
i ~ : A type of corn
m t ~ q(8-32) <izykhus jujuba
Lam
g h m ~ (1-96)
:
Silk warm
%@: (8-3 1) Womb
g h i q (5-1 2) Loin cloth
~fsraq(8-66) Competent
~ q ; r q(8-21) Sudden obstruction of respiration
fs:a ( 1-6) Action
f % ~ m(1-75)
q
Active
a7s;r~q(8-63) Toy
qi:(4-38) Having bravery
in wrathful disposition
%IT:(4-38) Cruel
~7~;tu:
(3-13; 4-37; 5-1 2; 8-24,
30) Anger

INDEX
qm: (8-35)

Exhaustion
m:(4-23) Deficient
~qk:
(2-19) Sterile
%:(8-49) Fluid
*:
(4-12) Stickiness
(5-5; 6-14; 8-31) Moisture
+$a%: (8-34) Tolerant of
hardship
am:(6-4, 31) D'isease
Gbqq (4-1 4) Weakness
~fts
(3-6) Kloman, Right lung
RJIRV (2-46) One who is
given to forgiveness
cmg: (8-40) Sneezing
f ~ f a (1-27;
:
8-39) Prlhvi
~77q;r;rq(8-57) Promoter of
lactation
a?~f3+~q (8-56) Correc~ion
of vitiated milk
Hf~q (6-1 1;8-4) Milk
2.q (8-24) I-Iunger
uvqq (3-6) Small intestine
(1-5, 8) Knower of the
body
(1-9) Empirical soul
(1-61) Knower of creat ion
(1-65) Knower of corpus
+q (1-8, 9, 65) Body
q'fm:(8-47) K;aumaka (?)

m q (6-1 0) Coarseness
(7-16) Rough
wq (1-27) Akitia
wf%zq: (8-2 1) Baldness
qfg"r (3-1, Col.) Minor
(4-9) Jelly-like

m:

rl

m n z : (7-6)

Prorrrinences of

cheeks
q v : (7-1 1 ) Cheek
q h q (6-8) Natural urge
qfa: (1-40) Movement
~;yfmv~:
(8-24)
Callicarpa
macrophylla Va hl
~ 6
(4-37)
: Gandharva
q q : (1-27; 4-12; 7-16) Smell
(4-37; 8-7) Scent
qs;rq (7-1 6) Locomotion
w.;?r-c~g~?~:
(8-51) Deep toned
qlfsi*;~m:
(4-27) Factors which
help growth of foetus
c$m$: (8-32) Genital tract
q$~lmq(8-32) Uterus
q$aqqi~fqh:(8-24) Procedure
for rnai;tenance of foetus
q$~zrm;rq (8-20)
Measures
which help in the maintenance of pregnancy
q$umq (8-3 1 ) Dead foetus
&ur;rq (5-5) Impregnation
s v b n k 9rr777q (3-1) Chapter
on the formation of embryo as corlducive to the
B
understanding of the body
w ~ q (8-62)
:
Rh'inoceros
qKim $hv~q:
(4-14) Parts of
dn:(8-33, 47) Acacia catechu
the sperm & ovum responWilld.
sible for the production of
uterus and ovary
q~eqq(1-29) Roughness
qTyg?r: (8-34, 41) Untamed m:(3-3; 4-7, 30; 8-3, 6,
17) Uterus
bull

Ax:

r~fvqf8-26,29, 38) Pregnant
woman
v i 7 q m ~ v m :(4- 17) Things
which arc harmful for
foetus
~~~?raa;~i:
(8-2 1) Impairment
of pregnancy
sb: (2-2) Conception
(3-3; 4-3; 8-15) Embryo
(1-6; 3-5, 13; 6-10; 8-23,
29, 39) Foetus
(8-2 1) Newborn child
@: (5-12) Criticism
w g h (7-1 I ) Uvula
m: (8-28, 62) Gayal cow
qrfnTs'q (3-13) Seriousness
Jitaq(4-37; 8-47) Song
3qq: (8-61) Commiphora rnukul
Engl.
3&7 (8-56) Tinosporn cordifolia
Miers
@m: (4-14) Material
3Uif (4-8) Receptacle of
rnahnbhntas
p:(1-27, 31) Attribute
~q (1-25) Anus
g=.a(8-57) Saccharum Sara
p:(4-18; 6-10; 7-16) Heavy
g v ~ ~ ~ (4-1
t a q6, 20) Heaviness
of the body
FT,: (8-51) Ankle
(8-5 1) Anus
m:(1-43) Massion
s q (1-43) House
M?T~
(3-4) Cow milk
qbi:(1-132) Object of sense
organ
rirfsrF5~~
(7-1 1) Tongue
*:
(1-3) Clan
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(8-21) Inguana
(8-56) Wheat
*s"rlq (8-10) Cow dung
M
q
?
i (8-61) A type of vacii
etgq (8-19) Cowpan
3iqq (2-23; 4-1 2) Heaviness
rif7Mq: (8-50) White mustard
rif: (3-15, 8-9, 35) COW
q:(5-14) Planet Rghu
w:(8-57) Don~esticated
~ F $ qq
f (8-37) Comfortirjg
word
i%i~
(7-6; 8-51) Neck
4 % (2-45)
~
Summer
:vrf;r: (8-36) Feeling of depression
r l i

rifyq:

B

w :(1-43) Pitcher
mress: (2-45) Mdrgas'irfa
m q (2-30) Rain water
m: (4-10) Compact form
stwq (8-50) Voiced asperated
stops
, atqrnq (8-63) Sound producing
y a ~ (8-55)
q
Having the smell
of ghee
mq ( 3 4 6- 1 1; 8-4, 6 1) Ghee
mqq (4-12) Sense of smell
(7-7, 16) Olfactory faculty
52

sng (1-43) Wheel
m: (8-51 ) Eye
~ $ vnFr:
3
(4-16) Feeling of
heaviness of eyes
w , m q (8-38) Circurnambulation
w: (4-38) Cruel
(8-2 1) Fierceful
qda: (1-1 13) Quartan fever

INDEX

INDEX

1

~ m (8-32)
q
Santalum album
Linn.
as: (1-1 10) Accumulation
7 : ( I - C o 2-Col.; 3-col.;
4-Col.; 5-Col . ; 6-Col . ;
7401.; 8-Col.) Caraka
atwkqm: ( 1-154) Final renunciation
aFf (7-16; 8-32) Skin
wti~q
(1-29) Mobility
aaq (8-34, 38, 41, 48) Piper
chaba Hunter
f % f ~ ~ (1-38)
qr
Treatment
f$~f?q+
(6-27) Treatment
fqw: (8-34, 38, 41) Plumb~go
ztylanica Linn.
fq;?ri (1-20) Thought
f q ~ (7-1
q 1) Chin
fqifqh: (8-2 1) Delayed closure of eyes
fa~fqw: (8-34, 38) Pongamin
pinnuta Merr.
ydq (8-44) Powder
3mr (1-16, 72; 3-10) Consciousness
3m~ulrg:(2-32; 4-8) Conscious
element
3a;r~fuerr;r~na:
(6-4) Site of manifestation of consciousness
3mrnrq (4-8) One having power of sensation
3 3 ~q: ~ q3irr;rq
t ( 1-140) Thought reading
33:(5-1 2) Mind
M q (8-24.) Cotton swab
~ E (2-24)
T
Activities
'Eitit~;: (8-61) Angelia glauca
Edgw.

w:(7-6) Knee cap

E?

f

*w: f ~ s r(1-140) Doing things at will
qk: (1-87; 4-16) Vomiting
fqzsr~fy (4-38) Violcnce a t
weak point
fqzq (6-28) Void
T

=rqr (7-6) Leg

(8-51) Calf
aqrfqffmm (7-1 1) Calf muscle
qi?m~
(8-6 1) Xardostachys jatarnansi DC.
qs: (3-15) Dull
sg (7-6) Wind pipe (?)
(8-51) Clavicle
mm: (6-2 1) Janaka
n;rq (1-6) T o take birth
mq: (8-14) Country
sGg: (8-60) Germ
~q (1-40) Birth
qqtrsaT.r;S-qq:(4-15) Experience
of past life
q f o ~ (5-12)
m
Water pot
mq (1-29; 8-39) Jala
=r~qq:
(3-6, 7, IF) Viviparous
creature
jnrqgqmq (8-31) Expulsion of
placenta
m: (3-4) Speed
qraqis" (8-46) Birth rite
wfa: (5-10) Descent
;jrrFawy: (3-13) Orie capable
of rememberir~g events of
past life
r4r~t~7sq
(8-1, Col. ) Method
of procreation
q q (7-6) Knee

-t
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I

F

~
(4-37) Self
i
co~ltrolled
~

(8-47) Broken rice
f + h : (2-43) Abstinence from
(8-47) A type of
intellectual blasphemy
)w$a in which rice is offefiv (1-26;7-7;8-43,51) Tongur red to the sacred fire
-3:
(8-41) Lu$a echinata Roxb mfqq (1-51) Learned person
h:
(8-19, 62) Jivaka (?)
33: (8-51) Thin
jrh: (3-3, 8, 13916; 4-5) soul
aiijrq (8-55) Thready
(4-8) Animated one
aTT (2-23; 3-1 3) Drowsiness
$kmq (1-70) Life
n:(2-47) Spiritual prescripd-qifiq (8-20, 27, 31) Proniotion
ter of vitality
as: (1-36; 4-34.; 5-5) Tamas
(8-49) prolnoter of
(1-39) ~ ~ n a r a n c e
corpulellce
mf?~
(6-10) Cartilage
ci?i$qq (1-37) Life
mayc: (8-28) Cock
@ ~ [ W Y : (4-39)
Having m m m : (8-55)
Coppery
hateful conduct and food
colour
habit
argq (3-16) Copper
qrmq (8-38) Pendicul a t'lon
(8-51) Coppery colour
ST: (1-4) Sentient
amkq (8-41) Abies webbiana
(1-83) Who knows things
Lindl,
(3-25) Omniscient
(7-1 1; 8-41,43,51) Palate
(4-8) Conscious one
a ~ p (7-6)
y
Palate bone
(5-1 0) Conscious element fifaf~:(8-28) Partridge
qrfk: (8-32) Clan
f w q (8-33, 34,47) Dios&rus
mv:(5-20) Based on knowperegrina Gurke
ledge
f a i m : (1-8) Uninterrupted
~nrltq:
(1-149) Attainment of fiyqy? (8-47) parallel
metaphysical knowledge
fm: (8-29) Sesamum indicum
STY (1-37; 2-47; 5-5,
19)
Linr~.
Knowledge
~ ? ? T(0-63)
T T ~ With a sharp
( 1-42) Consciousness
edge
(1-1 54) Indeterminate a?~qq(4-18, 38; 6-10; 8-34,
knowledge
44) Sharp
(4-37) Spiritual know- m: (8-51) Proper1y elevated
ledge
p ~ g h a ~(4-31)
;:
Child who is
Gsq (1-9) Kriowable object
not a male but having
3%: (5-5) Light
masculine characteristics
m: (1-87) Fever
I
in abundance

,

I

'

INDEX

gqq (1-43) Straw

v f :(1-1 13)

' zns: (1-43) Rod

Tertian fever $: (7-4) Ring-worm
$8: (2-23,3-12)
Satisfactior~ 6.1(9-4; 8-9, 19) Curd
F&@;F:(7-1 1) Gum
3
6 (1-134)
~
Lust
~ a (3-7;
:
7-6, 16) Tooth
M
f
q
q
q
i :(8-5 1 ) Lustrous
3mt;m: (4-37) Having splen- G:(8-57) A type of kuia
dour
363q ( !-I 2) S e ~ ~of
s evision
$aFa (8-12) Having brilliance
(7-7, 16) Visual faculty
a$q: (8-15) Agni mahabhnta
(2-43) O-Ae who is given
%: (1-29; 5-5) Tejas
to charity
(3-4) Lustre
c~5-r (4-18) Violent action
(8-39) Agni
mqvm: (8-38) Violent Exer3 ~ 3 ,.~(8-55)
f.,q
Having smell
cise
or 011
(8-2 1) Difficult Exercise
g w k q (5-13) Oil cloth
fi;qq (2-3 1 ) Divine
$ ~ r x q :(8-28) Oil massage
q7m7-q: (8-31) Promoter of diGaq (3-4; 8-34, 44) Oil
gestive power
(8-4) Ti1 Oil
~ 7 m(5: 15) Lamp case
Gcqq (3-13) Sharpness
&qirq: (4-39) Desire for water 3s: (5- 15) Lamp
*4$: (4-37) Farsighted
aisq (4-6) Jola
5:v4( 1-37, 72, 152; 5-1 2) Mim:(3-13) Detachment
sexy
q (3-6; 7-7, 14; 8-51) Skin
(3-10) Sorrow
~vik:
(8-32) Injury to ski11
$47:(5-12) Wicked
sg: (3-16) Tin
5Gv: (1-129) Difficult to attain
mq (8-24, 30) Terror
h g m p q (8-50) In conformity 54%:(8-2 1) I'll ysically ill formed
with the pattern followed
in the preceding three ysriTwxa3f: (8-38) Too difficult
to cure
generations
(3-4) Daughter
f ~ ~(8-32)
a r Terminalin chebula
Retz,, Terminalia belerica ca: (8-5 1) Strong
Rrjxh. and Emblica oficinalis
(8-59) Sturdy
Gaertn.
~fp:(1-1 40) Superilatural vifqqw: (5-10)
Three soma
sion
libetions
%r (4-18) God
Sar (5-5) Tretit age
(8-501 Deity
T
Wfqs6Ff;rf;ra: %TIT: (6-27) Diseases caused by the dis;=otm ~ (5-12)
q
Holding a
pleasure of the gods
Sacred stick

,,

mr

INDEX
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&&:

(8-51) Born in the
same locality
h 7 i r f a : (1-71) Journey to
acother country
h:(6-8; 8-65) Locality
(8-1 9, 47) Thresllold
2qia~qk(1-52)
:
Transmigration
& g ~ ~ m n(2-35)
q
Transmigration
$: (1-136) Body
i;?q (5-12) Misery
k q (2-44) Prerletermined
(8-69) Godly
~ h(2-37)
: Morbid factor
(4-34) Vitiating elrmcllts
(8-31) Dosa
zq: (1-136) Excretory fluid
(6-1 0) Liquidity
( 1-29; 7-1 6; 8-55) Liquid
Z ~ (3-25;
T
4-8) Seer
~h:
(8-2 1) Ma lice
ig (8-59) Fanged creatures
tan: (5-5) Dvabara age
niq (8-47) Gate
Finfa: (8-50) Brahmapa
fsPar (1-1 7 ) Hermophroditism
(1-18) Hcrmophradite
fgp&q (1-1 23) Undesirable
sight
d ~ (1-53)
:
Dislike
(lW7234-37; 5-10) Hatred
(3-1 0) Disliking
(1-13) Enemity
(4-15) State of combination of two hearts
(4-16) Bi-cardiac state
7(I-! 13) Reverse quotidian fever
J

~;q;af~:(6-21) Dhanvantari
rrm7 (3-7; 7-14) Artery
.I$: (4-37) Virtuous act
(8-66) To perform religious rites
&his: (4-37) Constant liking
for virtuous acts
Yss~lwq( 1-144) Scripture
Y~"TIVTTTTR~ (5-12) To follow
the prescriptions of religious scriptures
.~rsffmr(2-41) Righteous act
wra~?(8-32) l4'oodfordia fruticosn Kurz
TKTT (4-8) Supporter
(8-8) Dhsttr
3
: (6-10) Attributes of
dhatu~
q%W4
(4-1 2) Formation and
transportation of dhatus
~ ~ ~ T T(5-1
J T 2)
: Saffron colour
yrg: (1-3,16) Element
(1-93; 8-31, 38) Dhatu
YTT?(8-52, 58) Wet-nurse
YTGWTT:
(8-1 9) Phaseo lus radiatus Linn.
w s q (8-137) Corn
Y T F ~ T T(6-1
~
1) Sour fermented
lir;uor from rice gruel
~ r s r i s (8-41
:
) L u f a cylindrica
M . Roem
rmqq (1-70) Stability
(3-10) Substance of sense organ
(7-1 6) Retention
Y? ka'w: (1-98) Impairment of
intellect
ijtT: (4-37) Having patience
(8-51) Steady

INDEX
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;rrq@wq (8-35) Indicator of
(5-12) Intelligence
good fortune
t~qq:(8-41, 61) Fumigation
q~f?~a;wiq
(8-44) Att chment
&r: (5-14) Smoke
(8-38) Fumigation
with navei
qf$';mos:
(1-98) Impairment irfu: (3-6; 6-21; 8-51) UmbillCUS
of patience
q~qEf;3T.
(8-47) Name giving
qfa: (1-72) Stability
ceremony
(3-1G) Courage
7(8-64) Calling the
(5-12) Patience
rlanles
E&:
(1-20) Attention
q~i?qw:(1-17) Female sterility
q
I ~ T ~ T Y(8-19)
Z:
Nostril
(7-6, 7 ; 8-51) Nose
ii$wFc.it (8-21) A lady who if&
fqq: (1-21) Restraint
moves at night
q m q (1-136) Tip of the nail kiqn (2-32) Having
associatioll
iw: (1-34; 3-7; 7-6, 16; 8-32)
f
i
~
q~m:
q ~ (4-1 4) Permanent
KT, :1
features
a j w q (2-22) Euriuch
f i ~ q :(1-4, 59; 4-8; 5-19) Eterq7vo3: (1-17) Male sterility
n a1
;rmfqFf am (8-50) Name based fip:(8-51) Submissive
up011 the constellation in
kfs-9
(1-148) Knowledge
which the child is born
of cause
a m ~ (8-34)
q
41) <ingiber ofici- fifsay (2-39) Cause
nale Rosc
14-8)
F:fficient cause
\ - -1 -w k ~ (8-26)
q
Elephantine ge- I
(8-65) Etiology
station
I
fq$q: (1-50, 70) Twinkling of
~3
(6-23; 8-21, 4.4, 45) Umbilical corcl.
(7-16) Closing of ryes
* f ~(8+51)
:
Not very thin
fqq: (8-32) Azadirochta indica
n f m q (8-51) Not very large
A. Juss
in size
f;rqs;i. (5-12) T o restrain
-T
-7 (8-53) Breasts not f.~~~iFfm:
(4-39) Having forhanging very loose
bidaing disposition
q ~ f a ~(8-5
v : 1) Not very thick f;ryk: (1-46) Devoid of any
controlling agent
;ITW~:
(8-51) Not excessively
fiq:(8-29) Corrective enema
elevated
q ~ y ~ q-1
' ? (8-53) Breasts not fq3q: (7-20) Free from fault
situated at a very high f.T4qq (5-23) State of extineI tion of all miseries
level in the chest
q?.:

1 .

2\

C

1 T U l L

I

1,

k

fqfimi: (4-33) Without undergding modification
f~fq9a:(4-33) Without distinction
k m :(8-59) Sheltered from
draught
fqqfa: (1-13) To submerge
(1-1 54) Eradication
(5-9, 10,l l),Detachment
f;r?qssf+w~3fz: ( 1-2 3) Determinative intellect
fi6nsq (1-5, 6) Devoid of
action
fig^ (5-2) Salvation
hgWqw (2-23) Salivation
ffwfaf~s: (1-1 15) Ir remediable
~ . T F ~ T(8-36)
:
Pain
f i ~(7-20)
~ : Unattached
q%i~'fs:(8-51) Having elongations downwards
;ftq: (8-34) Anthocephalus indiC U P A. Rich
~%TFNR:
(8-55) Bluish colour
q q q (4-37) Dance
Bwwq (1-145) Desire to get
away from worldly trap
(5-26) Conducive to
salvation
%%~2f * ~
(1-94) Measures
for absolute eradication
of misery
7 4 t h ~ :(8-19) Banyan tree
353:(8-6) Prone posture
cr
sf%: (4-1 2) Digestion
T+WPTF~
f 6-21) Rectum located near the colon
W m :(3-6) Colon
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sswaflq (1-71) Death
seaqrw;af%v~~~g;;~rl:
(6-4) Congiomeration of factors
derived from five MahabhQtas
qaq: (8-59) Moth
si;4q (8-24) Nelunzbo ?zucifera
Gaertn
w: (8-9) Milk
q ~ a q f a (6-23)
:
Dependant
on others
qx4l-q: (7-1 7) Minutest unit,
Eel1
q~vm
(1-53) Supreme soul
(1-72; 4-33) Absolute
soul
97~h;f;:
(3-4) Another world
cr-cr fa: (1-144) Absolute mental control
~ T ~ T P(5-20)
T
One in possession of transcendental
and worldly vision
qk-7:
(8-1 4) Appa re1
qf~qmm~;~~:
(2-40) Seasonal
vagaries
sf~qm:(6-14) Transformation
qf~zyvrf(8-3 1) Experienced
sf~wm..Smq(8-3 1 ) Matured
dead foetus
sf7g: (8-51) Full
crf~e:
(8-1 2) Apparel
6 ~ r - c(4-37;
:
8-37) Attendant
9f-m: (8-29) A type of vetasa
~ f x h (8-32)
:
Affusion
(8-42; 49) Sprinkling
TW?NT (8-21) Having roughness of hair
:
( 119) Sound with
roughness

INDEX

crFaaq (8-29, 47) Grewia asia- )
I
j
tica Linn.
qifwq (6-21) Not observably \
directly
wharfq (8-21) Antisocial
q ~ (5-1
q 1, 23) Absolute
s$s: (8-34, 39, 47) Bed stead
d m :w-?: (4-16) Onset ol
pregnancy
qqffq: (6-15) Maturity
q$ ( 7 4 ) Joint
(7-6) Rib
q
~ (8-61)
I
~A type
~
of guggulri
qi;rrm: (8-10) Butea mono-{perma
Kun tzc
h q (8-21) Graying of hair
qq;tf?zq:(1-17, 18) Aspermia
*a: (8-50) Clean
q:(4-39 ; 8-59) Animal
(8-56) Cissamfielos pareira
Linn.
qrfq: (8-51) Hand
s r f o r q m (7-6) Metaphala- 1
ngial bone of hands and 1
feet
q f i q m q ~ f + (7-6)
q
Phalangeal bone of hands and
feet
q f i ~ m q(7-1 1) Sole of hand
cm: (5-12) Begging bowl
1
qvpqi: (7-6) Ankle
crrirgz~(7-11) Sole of foot
1
m: ( 1-25; 7-7) Foot
(8-51) Leg
q:(1-26; 7-7) Anus
1
wi#q (1-38) Continuity
mpiqn (8-6) T o be in sides
&q (8-28, 32, 36, 38, 51) 1
Sides of chest

sfq: ( 8 4 1 ) Heel
fs3: (8-19, 24, 32, 41) Cotton
swab

fsF-jq~q(6-10; 7-16; 8-55) Slimill ess
fs%f~m;r(8-15) Formation of
a circular ring around the
umbilicus
f q ~(4-10)
:
Knot
f ~ a (3-3)
r
Father
fqaisq-q (8-55) Vitiated by
pitta
fqaq (4-34; 7- 15, 16) pitto
fs~rar(8-24) Thirst
fscsaaq (8-53) Nipples
fscwi (8-34, 41, 48) Piper
longum Linn.
f q c q ~ l p q(8-34, 48) Root of
pipjali
fsmq: (4-38; 8-64) PiSgca
q'fsirq (8-4! ) Should be stron- *
gly pressed
Yellowish
dtarmrq: (8-55)
colour
q
h
:(8-53) Plump
s i : (8-47) Saluadora persic a
Linr~.
g u 4 ~ v q(8-35) Reciting puqyaha ( auspicious day )
mantra
(8-35) In an auspicious
day
gsrfq: (8-67) Desire for a son
(3-4) Son
gqm: (4-8) Ego
37% q ~ s(5-3;
: 8-32) ~ u n a r - .
vasu Atreya
g;rbq: (1-15) Punarvasu
g ~ m(4-37)
i
Epic

1 g*m
v:

gitmq: (6-1 1) Diminution of

feces
33a8sr: (8-2 1) Urge for deft.cat ion
(8-40) Defecation
gi'rvrrvrnq (3-6) Rectum
gBaq (7-1 5) Feces
(8-41, 60) St901
F:
(8-19) Stature ofa man
~ $ f w q q(5-1, Col) Individual
a s an epitome of the universe
m z i f (2-24) Desire for the
society of males
gm: (1-3, 4) Empirical soul
(1-16) Puru~a
(1-59) Absolute soul
(4-8) Supreme soul
(4-13; 5-3) Individual
(5-10) Soul
gh;r;i$tqq(8-24) Seed of Nelumbo nucifera Gaertn
mtq (8-54) Nourislrling
@: (3-1 2) Plumpness
gapdaq (8-26) Appearance
,.-- -.
of bleeding
gscrq (8-5) Menstruation
@: (8-19) Pugva star
g ~ (2-22)
q
Boy
j m ~ q(8-19) Therapy to
beget a male child
~ ; r (8-64)
r
Pfitan5
$iw:
(1-126) Putrid smell
$ m r (4-30) Woman who delivers dead foetus
FSifwq (8-65)
Premonitory
svmptom
$emf (5-5) P~thvi

(5-1 5) Prthvi mahabiliita
yaa: (8-32) Spotted deer
~grnf~
(7-6)
q
Bone of back
~ 3 w ; r a(8-51)
:
Bent towards
backside
(8-51) Vertibral colun~n
~q (8-28,32,36, 38) Back
$ 7 ( - 0 ) Elongated like
muscle
(7-14) Muscle
C p q : (8-32) Tawny discolouration
s$zf%ar (8-47) Packet
slmq (2-44) Things done dur..
ing present life
44-q
(3-4) Past life
srm: (4-12) Brightness
s ~ f i s r ; ~(8-54)
:
Natural smell
s r 3 f 3 ~ (8-54)
~:
Natural taste
@
sr %:vgjit
(8-51) Having natural colour
s r s f d : (8-54) Natural colour
rrgam6: (8-54) Natural touch
ngk: ( 1-4) Primordial source
of creation
(1-1 7) Prakrti
(3-25) Primary cause
(4-14) Normal
(5-10) Nature
(6-4) Entirety
(6-24) Normal situation
(8-65) Specific nature
miq: (1-110) Aggravation
a g a f m t f T ~ e :(8-51) Having
vessels, bones and joints
well covered
mfkm%?:ta:(8-38) State of unstability of clo~as
$4q7~?yr3:

mw:

.

m & q (8-43) Emesis
mqm:(8-36) Time of approaching delivery
m (8-40) Foetus
h a : (5-5; 8-1 1, 39) Prajapati
snvhq (8-21) Excellent offspring
srm (5-19) Intellect
SM~TTFT:
(1-102,108,109; 2-40)
intellectual blasphemv
M(1-90) Preventive measure
&s: (2-20) Irregular posture
Mwd:(8-34) Resourceful
a b r (4-37) Intellectual cxcellence
r r f m q (4-37) Reply
mqq (6-28) Perception
srts3q (7-1 1) sub-i~art of the
body
&HT~TT: (8-34) Well mannered
adkqrnG: (8-51)Whirled clockwise
mqq (8-47) Gift
mm+w: (4-14) Spiritual
maq (4-8) Nature
(7-18) Soul
&s;rq (8-21) Pressure
m:(8-21) Water fall
ma: (1-3) Origin
(4-8) Source of origin
mrq: (5-10) Influence
&;~q (8-43) Cleaning
m q (1-45) Source of knowledge
(7-3) Measure

srharmq (8-21) Eating in less
quantity
5~45:(8-21) Obstinate urinary
disorder including diabetes
s r q ~ (1-72;
:
3-10) Effort
srm: (1-38, 69) Death
(1-67) Time of destruction
(4-8) Deluge
mrCif;&r:(5-59)
Admitting air
only from one side
mg'.n;rr (8-49) Labour pain
gqmq (8-39) Effect necessary
strain
(8-40) Straining
rrgfv: (5-9, 10) Attachment
a m : (1-1 10) Alleviation
(5-24) Absolute tranqui.

*

litv
---

srma m ~ q
(8-39) Favourable
constellat ion
S
I xwfa
~
~ f q f(8-35) In
propitious moon
a m : (8-59) Commendable
m;a: (1-14) Tranquil
I
1
(5-1 1) Serene
a m : (7-16) Exhalation
g e m : (4-25) Time of parturition
(8-35) Time of delivery
srqr~:(5-5) Pleasure
(6-17) Pure substance
srwmq (7-1 2) Extension
S ~ $ T T ~ F(6-24)
~ T T : Vayu which
1 regulates delivery
srmqq (8-36) Show
sr$q: (8-3 1) Exhileration

i
1

a$: (2-23) Horripilation
~ E E(8-47)
:
Happy
m+aim: (8-10) Towards east
mfqitu: (5-8) Cessation of
elan vital
srm~i:(8-63) Fraught with
danger to life
srrqrFq: (3-12) Continuity of
strength
srrq: (1-70) Inspiration
(3-10) T o take things
inside
(5-5) Elan vital
amr: (7-77) Life
(3-13) Breath
(8-40) Vitality
srr6a;~rf~:
(4-37) Initiation of'
'action in time
srril';rr (4-19) Longing
(5-1 2) Request
srsfmaq (8-59) Recitation of'
expiatory verses
rrra~qq(8-60, 61) Apparel
fsrsg : (8-44) Callicarpa macro- I
$ y l l a Vahl
frrm: (8-29) Buchanania lansan
Spreng
i
da: (4-38) Pr etas
I
$?sum: (5-10) Life after death ii
d q q (1-70) Mobility
I
(3-10) Stimulation
(4-12) Impulsion
(7-16) Impelling force
shaqq (5-10) Consecration
T*
(3-6) Spleen
(8-40) Enlargement
spleen

I

I

i

9i

giFTq (1-52) Fruit of action (841) Randia dumetorum Lam

%Fmq(8-55) Frothy
a

zw: (1-41) Bondage
m q (3-3, 4) Strength
(3-13;5-12;8-32) Strength
m?if;$Ge~q:(1-142) Anihilation of effects of potent
past actions
mqq 365 if;& m:(6-13) Birth
at a time when people
naturally gai11strength
m q g $ $ S $ n a : (6-13) Birth
in a country where people
:Ire naturally strong
~mq
(8-51) Strong
~qf$if;i:
(6-13) Promoter of
strength
wqrqq (8-65) Excellel~ce of
strength
m m : (4-22) Loss of strength
mr (8-24) Sicla cordifolia Linn.
rnr3~c-f~
(8-31) Strength promotion
&: (5-59) Sacrifice
~ i f q a s(4-22)
:
Irlcrease iri strength
mq:(8-34, 41) Balvaja (?)
m: (8-10) Goat
zifkr: (3-6; 8-36) Bladder
(8-28) Lower abdomen
(8-31) Enema
& ~ f $ r c : (8-39) Brim of pelvis
zrf+aMq (7-1 1) Pelvis
w:(8-51) Thick
qia3$ (8-41) Braid of hair
m q (5-5) Childhood
V ~ T : (7-6) Hollow bone of
arms

.-
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qmrq (7-1 1) M u s c ~ l apol
r -

3) Wise
~ W(8-48)
T
Hungry
gFrfa: (8-8) B~liaspati
y ' p f i : (8-27, 31) Promoter of
corpulence
~b(1-39) Agcnt of krlowledge
(4-8) Irltelligent
(5-4, 5) Brahman
(4-37) Celibacy
wT?.
(8-5) Wit11 celibacy
w:(1-155) Identifying himself with Brahman
(5-21) One with Brahman
&i; (1-155) One wellversed
with the knowledge of
Brahman
qp (4-8) Greater
1
(4-37;8-8;5-19,ll) Brahnlii
(5-23) Brahman god
m:(8-10, 34, 35, 47, 62)
Briihma?za, Brahmin
~ 3 (8-:0,
7
58) b'acopa monnieri Pennell
I q@jfiq@: (5-5) Potentiality of
I Brahman

Y ~ r f(3-13;

3q: (1-1

tion of a r m
mg: (8-51) Arm
irrprrqy (7-15) External skin
q N : (6-21) B ~ h l i k a
fqs: (8-33, 34) Aegle marmelos
Corr.
7
( 6 ) Excellence
of the qualities of seed
(sperm and ovum) as well
as uterus
& q g j g ~(2-23) Non-elimination of seed
$mqd(2-35) Like a seed
&jp-nrlm$:
(4-30, 31) Part of
gene
q h m : (3-1 7) Pdrt of seed,
Part of sperm and ovum
(4-30, 31) Gene
8 4 (1-13,
~
18; 2-29; 3-17)
Sperm & ovum
(3-9; 8-6) Seed
(4-30) Division of the
sperm & ovum. chromosome
(4-31) Chromosome
~ 7 ~ i h & q(1-123) Despicable
3.~
sight
3.~Fa;:(3-13) Inclination
g$&c: (2-36) Dissimilarity ill
(3-13) Liking
intellectual faculty
q r i i q :(1-2; 2-2; 3-2, 3, 5;
&:(1-32, 35) Perceptual fa- ~ q q -4-2;
5-2; 6-2; 7-2; 8-2)
cr~lty
Lord Atreya
(3-10; 1-132, 72, 63, 56)
3.~4:(8-8) Bhaga
Intellect
yq&q (7-6) Pubic bone
(5-10) Intelligence
qmq: (6-21; 8-32) Bhadra(1-56) Understanding
kiipya
p t m y (1-56) Cognitive organ
v&g: (6-2 1) Bhadrasaunaka
(1-64; 7-7) Sense faculty

I

1

1

I
/

:

$1,

5-12;

8-24, 30)

(8-49) Alleviator of the
Fear
effects of evil spirits and
YTZ~T:(3-4, 14) Bhardvsja
-germs
~ ~ r a s (8-33)
; :
Semeca~pusana(7-1 1; 8-51 ) E~~ Brow
cardium Linn. f.
VT~T:(1-7) Idea
SF
(1-67) Manifestation
I T ~ M ?(8-47)
:
Propitious bi(6-28) Existence
essings
-+rwq
(1-122) Dazzling
s
:
~ (8-59)
q
Au~pieiousrites
sight
q~~srf;.a
(8-55) Having smell
sr: (1-39) Knowledge
of bone marrow
(7-16) Lustre
3.~76:(4-14) Timid
scn (6-1 0;7-15;8-48)
Bone(4-38,39) Cowardice
marrow
~ b f w (4-38)
r
Having terrif) - q f (8-32)
~
~Rubia cordfolia
ing dispositiorl
Linn.
v M a : (1-63) Source of crea- sfor%:(7-6) Wrist
t ion
q f ~(8-62)
:
Jewels
qaca: (2-9)
Taken
away
by
W: (6-11) Thin gruel
.
cv11spirit
su5,&7
(8-34, 41) Centella
~5i?%:(8-29) TrachJsper??t~l?~ a,iatica Urban
.ammz Sprague
sfa: (1-47) Thoughts
23:(1-121, 126) Ger n
(5-19) Wisdom
vrm (1-14, 57, 155; 4-8)
(2-37) Intellect
Empirical Soul
WIT: (8-19) A type of small
(1-84) Absolute Soul
@: (1-4; 4-6) Yrthvi
@~?rq
(8-41) Bark of Betula qm: (4-39) Fish
m:(4-18 Intoxicating
utilis D. Don,
sn:
-(8-41) Randia dumetorum
@: (8-34,. 38), Betula utilis D.
Lam.
"
borl.
*TT
(8-31) Nadir2 type of
g m q (8-9, 50) Ornament
wine
3: ( 1-29) Pythvi
W:
(5-12)
Vanity
ytlq: (8-55) Excessively hot
aB~ii.4(1-89) Therapeutic de- saq (8-57) Wine
vices
9%(8-46,34,32;8-9,24) Honey
f i i i ~ i ~ (1-123)
~ ~ k q Terrific sight
(8-31) Madhu type of
xktir (1-47) E ~ ~ j o y e r
wirre
xtfm: (8-27) Drugs which are s ~ q(8-29,
:
32,44) Glycyrrhiza
antagonistic to evil spirits
gla6ra Linn.

1
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q%y)qqq (8-32) Drugs having 1
sweet taste
q3~:
(8-65) Sweet
1
w,:n (8-10) Madhuka indica
J. F. Gmel.
wfiqqq (3-16) Bec-wax
sqq) 6:
(1-70) Mental perception
s;rqjshm: (1-7) Mental affliction
q;ifm: (2-31) Soul
9;ifz:(8-7) Relishing
4 ~ ? 3 ~(8-7)
5 ~ : Pleasant
(8-24) Pleasing to the mind
q i i t ~ k q q ~ ~(1-146)
mq
Concentration of mind and intellcct
s;r: (1-132, 136, 138, 64, 56;
2-36; 1-35, 18, 17; 2-37;
3-10) Mind
wm (4-8) Thinker
: ,
( 8-8, 31, 46 ) Miultra,
incantation
q;q: (8-9) Thin gruel
qq: (6-10) Dullness
(3-4) Peacock
q q q (1-40, 37; 5-5) Death
mq (5-5) Mxrut
q# (7-14) Vital part of the
body
q:
(6-1 7) Impurities
m: (8-60; 1-136) Excreta
qf+wy (7-15) Brain matter,
fd' t like substance inside
tlle skull
q q (8-51) Big in size
qqi? v & r & m ~ i ? ~ q(4- 1, Col )
Major chapter 011 formaI

qqz:
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tion of the Embryo as conducive to the utiderstanding of the body
~ki
ihoi:
- (8-51)
:
Having a
big carhole
qqq (1-1 7) intellect
(8-51) Large in size 1 profound
qqq b q (7-12) Major orifice
q p s q (8-33; 59) Kitchen
Y6:(8-12) Long arm
qyq8q (1-27) Mahabhiita
m:(4-38 Glutton
q@qqiq: (8-51) Capable of
tiking deep breath
e s u q (8-56) <ingiber oficinnle
Rosc.
mr (3-3) Mother
s r r ~ $ (3-1
q 3) Strong desire not
to art with
q~;~
PI^:q (1-133) Mental contact
q ~ + q : (4-37) Possessior~ of
honour
qr;r: (4-37) Ego
(5-12) Respect
m ~(8-69)
: Human aspect
q&q (3-13;4-12,14) Softness
q
: q : (6-21) Mgrici
k2Syapa
qlv~f(8-32)
Aganosrnu dicfiotoma
K Schum.
q s q (4-37) Garland
m:(6-1 1;8-4) Phaseolus radi*
atus Linn.
:
( 4 2 1 ) Increase in
flesh
qifi: (3-6; 4-18; 6-10; 7-16)
FieshjMeat
I

(

mpq (8-28) SOUPof Phaseolu

29

@ (8-56) Clematis triloba He-

radiatus Linn.
yne ex Roth
fm~z~~ft(8-8)Mitra
and Varupa ~q (8-28) Radish
kcqrix: (1-104) Initiation in qW( ( 3 4 ) Root

t,

improper time
fqesrkqq (1-1 11) Wrong manifestation
Wsrgs'r~:(1-1 19) Wrong utilisa tion
f~fr4;r:(3-15) Lisping
g a : (5-22) Liberated
gmi: (1-151) Liberatian
gqq: ( 3-4; 8-56) Plzaseolz~smun f o Linn.
g f ~ (5-24)
:
Sage
328: (5-12) One desirous of
salvation
g m ~ s r q :( 8-38 ) Exercise
with the help of a club
g m : (8-38, 47) pestle
gpm (8-32,56) Cyperus rotundus
Linn.
y@: (8-35) An astrological
term for a span of time
equivalent to 314th of a n
hour approximately.
F:(8-21) Dumb
(3-15) Mute
ys.r":~sr;rq(8-59) Lavatory
p%r
(8-21)
:
Urge for micturi tion
(8-40) Urination
~q (7-16, 15; 8-60, 41) Urine
$&;a-+rm: (4-13; 5-3) Material and spiritual phenomena

(7-16)
~
Having form
qfa: (4-12) Hardness
(5-5) Form

$

3

m:(8-59)

Rat
(8-5) Cleaning
p m q (8-32) Lotus stalk
qq (1-43) Earth
rgrq-.i: (8-30) Dead foetus
~%q
(8-51)
:
soft hair
z: (6-10; 7-16; 8-65, 60 )
Soft
q i ; k ( 8-29 ) Vitis vingera
Linn.
3%: (8-56) Medaka type of
wine
k:(3-6; 6-10; 7-15) Fat
iiq (5-19) Power of retention
Gsq (8-35) Propitious
jigqqi: (4-39) Excessive sexual
indulgence
G v q (3-4) Cohabitation
4 b q ( 8-34,41, 56 ) Maireya
type of wine
q h : (1-41, 137, 142; 5-10,ll)
Mokfa (Salvation)
q
i
: (1-144) striving for
salvation
*?: (1-37, 53) Ignorance
( 1 108) Tamas
(3-13) Attachment
(4-14, 37; 5-5, 10, 24;
7-19) Ignorance
wvrq (4-24) Sorrow

-

tl

qiq (3-6) Liver

m q (5-10) Performance of
rituals
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(4-37) One observirlg religious rites
qq: (4-37) Yama
m3: (8-31, 32, 48) Gruel
s;r: (6-1 1; 8-18, 56,61) Barley
s@-q:
(8-24) Glyyrrhisa glabra
Li~in.
srqqq (5-10) Begging
(5-1( ) Priest hood
q
( 8 - Conveyance
for travelling
sr;rq (8-2 1) Vehicle
$5: (1-44) Rational out look
g$qqq: (8-51) Plump
3q-m:(5-5) Deluge
qh2qq (4-15) Efforts to maiiltain
q?r[qiq (1-35) GO-ordinator
q)@ (1-151) Liberated person
st?. a?qm (2-47) Love for medi tation
$q: (1-131) Combination
(1-137, 39; 5-17) Yoga
qihm'tq: (1-7) Defect in uterus
stfqam: (8-26) Uterine secret ion
(8-30) Secretion from
the genital tract
zitfq: (1-6) Species
(2-23; 8-6) Uterus
(3-3; 4-7; 8-36) Genital
tract
(&16; 8-32, 41) Vagina
(4-35) Mode of propagation
& ; ~ q(5-5; 6-13) Youth
ri?z[;rw:(8-51) Youthful
s;im
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7Tfiq~;a:(1-53) Enlpirical soul

imf$gq (8-21) A disease characterised by bleeding
from different parts of the
body
73q (1-12; 8-6) Ovum
(8-51) Red in colour
7ymnf~~:
(8-24) Red variety of
Oryza sativa Linn.
i d m q (8-22) Blood-letting
iq: (4-18) Devil
~ C T T(8-47) Protective measures
(8-59) Protection
7 ~ 7 s ;(8-47)
~:
Which protects
from attacks of evil spirit
?.my (3-16; 8-9, 19,34) Silver
73: (1-36, 108; 4-34) Rajas
(4-7) Menstruation
(5-14) n u s t
(5-24) Attachment
TY: (3-1 4) Cart
y q : (8-59) Beautiful
i m q (4-12) Sense of gaustation
(7-7, 16) Gaustatory faculty
i ~ f ~ (4-24)
q ? Ctlanrlels carrying ~lourishinent
7.q: (1-27; 4-12) Taste
(3-3) Rasa, Digestive product of mother's food
(7-15) Product of the ingested food after digestion
and assilnilation
(7-16) Plasma
ymq: (4-38; 8-64) RakSaso
q q : (4-37; 5-1 2) Attachment
vmq (8-44) Made of silver

KSatriya

.mqti?(W)(8-34, 38) Gloriosa
superba Linn.
m: (6-10) Roughness
ws: (8-10) Fried paddy
(8-55) Ununctuous
~ m (8-24)
:
Common quail
~ k a q(8-5 1) Crying
b
q (1-4) Proof of exister~ce
a: (5-5) Rudra
(1-14) Sign
h f q w f i ~(8-55) Having smell
(6-27; 8-65) Signs and
of blood
symptoms
&~7q(7-15, 16) Blood
3 m ~ v(4-37)
:
Observance of
the propriety of actiorls
FF: (8-10) Antelope
vhi: (4-1 3) Universe
(8-62) Deer
m q (1-198) Knowledge of M 4 a : (4-13; 5-3) Epitome
form
of the universe
w q (1-27) Vision
aV@m: (8-12) Red eye
(2-36) Physique and mind vtu: (8-44, 50) Symplocor race(2-37) BAiltn
moca Roxb.
(2-42) Body
~ h(4-37;
: 5-12) Greed
(4-12) Sight
~h(1-136; 3-7; 7-11, 16)
(5-10) Beauty
Small hair
1 F T ~ T : (7-15)
(7-16) Colour
~:
Hair follicle
?a: (3-3) Sperm
*&%w: (4-1 6) Appearance
7fq: (2-39) D'isease
of small hairs
73~:(4-37; 5-5) Anger
B?~,cI:(4-38) Greedy
y?f@$"r(8-6 1 (Picrorhisa kurroa
*f@? (3-6) Blood
Royle ex Benth.
€r
7hsq (8-44) Golden
q%? (2-17,20) Hypospadia
~ k(4-38)
: Terrifying appea- aw: (8-36) Chest
rance
q w q : (7-1 1; 8-28, 36) Groin
T W ~ :(8-10)

7
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~q

(4-37) Exposition,
Eloquence
Light
m: (2-47) Speech
mwq (8-50) Light apparel wr (8-34, 38, 47, 61) Acorus
&q (7-6) Forehead
calamus Linn.
m q w q (8-55) Having saline srf~:(6-21) VadiSa
after taste
rnmpiqq (8-56) Fruit of Hollq;~
(8-34,
: 47, 56) All'zum saarrhena antidysentrica Wall.
tivam Linn.
W: (8-51) Having affection
vfga (7-15) Lymph
for children
mmqq (4-12) Lightness
w (8-9) Calf

ag:(6-10;

8-50, 55, 60, 65)
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w f ~ f ~ (1-25)
sq
Tongue
qmpviq (3- 15) Ridiculous
as a story
(6-28) Confined to words
only and not to facts
amgw? (8-20, 58) Sida rhomhifolia Linn,
q q s l g ~ h h m
(8-30) Suppression of the urges for
flatus, urine and stool
srafmr~:(8-55) Disease caused
by vatu
&q:
(8-21) Urge for flatus
arix57: (8-3 1, 49) Alleviator of

m*:

(4-39) Vegetable
~ o (4-30)
q ~ Sterile
q q (3-6) Mesentery
amsmq (3-6) Omentum
m q (8-4, 12) Emesis
(8-56) Emetic therapy
q q q (8-61) Bacofla rnonnieri
Fennel
m: (5-10) Age
qw: (3-4) Varaka type of corn
m p f a q (8-2 1) Pork
m:(4-37) Varuqa
d:~41;r4(8-33) Lavatory
(7-16) Feces
+qqq (8-65) Excellence of
complexion
qfqfq: (4-22) Loss of comple-

+:

nata
-"

n m 3 h : (8-32)
Downward
rnovemeilt of vatu
XlOIl
m%m: (4-22) Increase in co- nf8VWB: (2-17,21) Evilation
miiqgp: (8-55) Vitiated by
mplexion
zata
(3-3, 4, 10; 8-32) Compqra: (4-34) vatu
lexion
(5-12) Wind
qqf (2-45) Rainy season (Au(8-40, 41) Flatus
gust-October)
arfmq (4-37; 8-47) Music
(5-12) Rain
1
q m : (3-1 5 ) Dwarf
~7 (8-2 1) Wrinkle in sltin
qfmqq ( 1-139 ) Supernatural mprg: (8-15) Vdyu mahilbhzi~
q3: (1-4, 27; 4-5; 5-5; 8-39)
tnower
qqf~ljl-5,7,78)Abso1utelyfreeI VQU
(3-4) Lordship
(6-14) V i t a
m
q
:
(8-33) Varapa (?)
m;lq (4-37) Apparel
qq? (6-1 1) Wru@ type of
(8-33) Cloth
wine
a q ~ (2-45)
:
Spring, Caitra
wr (6-10; 7-15, 16; 8-48) qrqf (4-30) Child who is not
female but having femiMuscle fat
nine characteristics in
mr$q (8-55) Having smell
abundance
of muscle fat
q e e r (8-33) Science of houaa: (5-5), Vasu
wy (1-40) Speech
1 se-building

,a:

/
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*m:
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(8-59) Expert ar- kt$@:
(7-4) Abscess
chitect
f m m (8-8) Vidhd tr
qg: (7-5) Upper limb
Wmr (8-64) Submission to
h 7 : (1-63) Transformatiorl
discipline
( 1-4) Modification of f+$d q q q (2-47) Independent
primordial matter stuff
thinking
f q 5 m ~ ~ ~ y
(4-38)
q f :
One f q m r n l s : (1-104) Loss ofmoresorting to abnormal diet
desty and good conduct
and regimen
hrfirm (8-45) Elevation of the
*f:
(4-14) Abnormal
umbilicus in the perifery
(4-1 5) Deformation
and depression in the ce(4-34) D'lsease
rltre
(5-1 O) Modification
fwrm: (4-1 5; 6-4, 31) Destruc(6-24) Abnormality
tion
~ , Z T Y(2-19) Obstructioll
' fmy-ukg:
(6-9) Dominated
h r x : (1-2 1 ) Consideration
by opposite quality
M q ( 1-20) Consideration
kiM~f%%r:
(5-10) Opposite
(8-50, 63) Variegated
fecling
@*'fa: (1-144) Liking for '
fasrqq
(5-23) Free from
lonely living
acts
h ' b r (8-45) Constant inf;rgavssis: (8-5 1) Even and
crease in the size of the
large lohe
umblicus
: 1) Having wide
fqxr;rq (1-40)Krlowledge (5-24) h s r ~ a x (8-5
(1-144)
Scriptural I,
space in between
i
fqn~ss:
(5-10) Thinking in opknowledge
posite way
(1-154)
Determinate (
knowledgc/scripturaI kno- fwq: (8-29) Constipation
fqw?m: (8-29) T e m i n n l i a belcrwledge
(4-37) Spiritual ltnowica ~ o x b .
'
hy:
ledgelpower of understan. (1-8) Ubiquitous
(1-61) Universal
ding
firsq: (8-34, 41) Emblica @- '
( 1-75) All pervasive
( 1-80) Omnipresent
icinalis Gaertn
f m ; r q (4-15) To ignore
k w q (8-34) V i i a salt
h ~ (5-10)
q
wealth
f q 3 ~ w (8-36)
q
Untying the
f w ~ (8-63,64)
~ q
Frightening 1
knot
f-:
(6-21) Videha
f k q (5-5; 8-39) AkaJa
f k r (5-10, 19) Learning
f%qh: (5-8) Dissolution

1

)
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f$m:(5-23) Free from attach-

f $ s ~ k (1-144)
:
Detach~nent

ments
!%?RT: (8-4$ 22) Purgation
(8-56) Purgation therapy
f%Mq(7-16) Void
WT:(4-12) Distinction
fqawmq (8-21) Sleeping in
open air
f m 5 f z : (2-47) Clear understanding
h:
(6-10) Non-sliminess
(8-47) Pious
(8-55) Clear
W q (8-39) Facilitate delivery
F$~TCT~$:(5-1 0) Excellent state
fmf
(2-32) T o perfornl any
action
(3-8) Omnipotent ; (4-8)
Builder of the universe.
h w b : (5-5) ViSvadeva
f-:
(2-32) Ability to take
any shape; (3-8) Omriiprcsent
(4-8) Prototype of the uni
verse
f s a m ; r q (8-30) Irregular POsture ill standing
i3wmzr;rq (8-30) Irregular posture in sleeping
% w d : (2-40) Unwholesome
contact with senses
h w a ; r q (8-24) Inlproper food
fkwm;rq (8-2 1) Irregular seat
(8-30) Irregular posture
in sitting
f%mff;lalq(1-100) Indulging in
worldly en joytnents

from the objects of senses
h q : (1-1 2 1) Poisonous wind
fmqq (8-62) Horn
fsa: (1-1 26) Poison
f w : (8-8, 11, 39) Vi~nid
fqq6T;rrn;ar (5-58; 8-20) Callzcarpa macrophylla Vahl
f%,elqv;r:(8-5 I) Having adequate width
fqgi: (2-29) Regimen
q7qr (1-34) Guitar
ijtyqq (8-29, 57) Vetiveria ~ i f a nioides Nash
$$q (5-10) Potency
~ ~ q q(?-6)
il
Kiijneys
qaavy (2-24) Round sh::pc: of
the gravid uterus
qacsqmq (4-27) Proper regirnrn
------

q.aq (8-5 1; 5-10) Character,
round in shape
y*:
(8-59) Experierlced physician
a:(4-18) Wiseman
$3: (5-8) Growth
(6-4) Aggravation
(8-50) Diphthong
E J ~ (2-2
:
1 ; 7-1 1) Testicle
pav: (8-9, 62) Bull
h:
(8-29) Salix caprea Linn.
%WT(1-7) Misery
(1-56) Sensation
%fqq (4-8) Knower
$ f ~ :(8-10) Alter
h:(1-39; 8-19) T h e Vedas
% ( 8 4 7 ) House
f h c q q (4-19; 8-32) Deformity

bw : (8-1 0) F7aiba
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amt~af?:(8-24) Ghee washed
fur hundred times
cordailt
T ~ ~ (8-41)
T T
Foeniculum vul$artis;;r: (8-51) Well ridged
pare Mill
qm'qa'w:
(4-37) Manifestam
(8-20, 58) Cyn&
darttion of anger and pleasure
,
ylon Pers
W F ~ Y T J T ~ ~ (8-5
T J T : 1)
Having
w%$: (8-21) Dibbling of urine
clear-cut divisio~ls
WT: ( 1-27;
4-12;
7-16 )
qa;: (1-6 I ) Empirical soul
bound
(I-68) ~ a n i f e s t e dstage
TWY: (8-24) Indian Sambar
ass: (3-15) Freckles
(8-24) Sleep
ws~ra~rn:
(4-37) Freedom from
(8-37, 59, 60, 61) Bed
attachment
wrs: (8-21) Sexual inter- mlikaqm7mlrq (6-1, Col.) The
course
knowledge of the details
(8-24) Cohabitation
of the body as conducive
a s m q a m i ~ (1-1
:
19) Sound into its underst~nding
dicating misery
m71ibs: (6-3) Knowledge of
asra: (8-10) Tiger
the human body
amf~:(8-49) D'isease
rn~?i<%s~mT7~q(7-1
, C d ) Enurnaqrqq-: (8-55) Vitiated
eration of organs as con&
a r r v i t ~ k a (8-45)
:
Elevation
w i v e to the understanding
of the urribilicus in breaof humail body
dth
B~T?T+T~(7-1) T h e enurneraqmm: (8-24) Exercise
tion of the organs as cond~ & T F T (8-12)
:
Elevated chest
ucive to the understanding
a ~ (8-51)
:
Broad
of the body
(7-1 5) Ulcer
I
(6- 13; 6-65)
ExcellI
aqmf 1-143) Observing sacr- I
ellce of physique
I
e:l vows
' VI?ITT~T~;T~@~T:
(3-12) Manifeswaq (4-37) Sacred vow
tation of body
(8-26)
rites
qi?.~rfM?: (3-12) Growth of
51%:
(8-18) Paddy
the body
'

$wsq (6-4) T o become dis-

FY

c7

~
I

I
1

I

,

1

&:

w
Bird
my: (8-65) Propitious
w s w d i i : (8-5 1) Union
tenlpor a1 bone

(8-2 1) Diabetes
(8-24) Sugar
srJT (8-65) Good effect
~ r ~ g (8-3
a f 1) Surgeon
VET:(8-24, 32) Rabbit
&TT

5 7 : (4-38)

with

I

I
I

1
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xmq (8-34) Surgical instru- *a: (5-1 2; 6-1 0; 5-12) Cold

sifaq(3-1 3) Normal behaviour
ment
(5-10) Conduct
m: (6-1 1) Leafy vegetables
gmi?fora &$: (3-3) Zygote formzi: (5-23) Serene
mation
(5-19) Tranquil
tgxi~~smm
(2-19)
:
Seminal pass(7-20) Peaceful
age
&a: (7-20; 8-35) Peaceful
gwrgs:
(2-1 8) Testicles
(5-20) Serenity of mind
p q (1-4, 6, 12; 3-3, 7; 4-5;
(5-23) Liberation
8-6, 17) Sperm
rnyjzk %T(4-1 2) Action of thr
(6-10; 7-15; 8-3) Semen
body
3 3 : (8-19,24) Bud
(3-4) r$ali rice
(8-29,56,57) 0 , y z a ~ a t i s a $+k: (4-38) Having disliking for cleanliness
Linn.
q:
(8-24) Rhizom of lotus gfr;~wq
(8-50) Clean apparel
mq (1-4) Scripture
@: (4-37; 8-9,5 1,60) Purityclean
m a : (1-61; 3-8) Eternal
(8-5 1) Observing cleanlifip8) (8-50) Fire
ness
(8-28) Peacock
(8-43) Anterior foilta- s:(3-13) Sattva
(4-36) Snttvika
nel in head
4
Good action
wpq: (8-32) AZbizzia lebbeck ~ $ (1-39)
p
~
(5-1
:
0)
Auspicious
Benth.
f d h q (7-5) Head includi~lg p:(8-60) Dry
$: (8-1 3) Siidra
neck
h i w a q (8-22) Therapy for cnm ? . y : (8-49) Emptiness of
body
the elimination of d o ~ a s
(4-37) Brave
from the head
@: (4-37, 38) Fan
k:(5-51; 6-21) Head
fm: r n q (7-6) Panshaped v: (8-3) Pain
q $ ~ -q(8-48) Zingib cr oficinabone of the forehead
l e Kosc.
fsrc:
(1-87) Headache
(8-20) Terminalia chebula aaqrm;: (8-24) Trapa bispinosa
Rox b.
Retz.
$5:
(7-1 1) Phallus
(8-38) Dalbergia sissoo
t&qq (4-1 2) Coldness
Roxb.
B i f g ~ (1-58)
q
Quick in succe- $-f&q (4-1 4 ) Slackness
I
(8-36) Looseness
ssion

&: ( 1-8) Hill

d

a:

v:

vq

Si

/ ~;rorq(8-2 1) Abyss

v f ~ (2-39;
~:
5-12; 8-21; 8-24,
30) Grief/Sorrow
$fiqafqqq: (4-21) Increase in
blood
sitforaq (3-3; 4-5, 7, 30; 8-3,
17) Ovum
(6-10; 7-15) Blood
$a: (8-40) Consun~ption
aitaq (3-13) Purity
srWq (3- 13) Valour
&: (7-6) Temporal bone
rn (7-1 4) Hair of the beard
and moustaches
(7-16; 3-7) Hair of the
face
mwr: (3-4) 6$yamaka type of
corn
wm:(8-12, 15) Bluish complexion
a s m r m : (8-55) Blackish and
reddish in colour
&r:(8-28) Falcon
srs: (5-12) Labour
@ 6 m q (7-6) Hip blade
Ghq (1-14) Supernatural audltion
(4-12) Sense of audition
(7-7, 16) Auditory faculty
mwqq;/q( 4-16) Liking
m:(6-10) Smoothness
(8-51) Smooth
(7-1 1) Tonsil
a;;fasr (4-34; 7-15) Kapha
6 V w t q ~ q(8-55) Vitiated by
kapha
V%T: ah: (7-1 5) ,$lailmika
type of ojas
d v : (4-37) Poetry

m:

'

/

1 w q : (4-16) Oedema
1 w w : (8-59) Animals having
!fgs like those of dogs viz.,
tiger and leopard
~ T (8-4)
T : Ereathlessness
(7-1 1) Inhalation
Y

~h
(8-29,56,
: 57) A type of
s'ali
~f

a f ~ a(7-5) Lower limb
(8-38, 51) Thigh
~ W T (8-39)
?
Pregnant
~ f q(5-10;
:
7-18) Attachment
~q (4-9) Manifested
r m r g ~ * q( 1-143; 5-12) Devotion to the noble
GVT: (5-12) Honour
m q : (4-8) Mental equipment
?ET~V: (4-34) Mental d o ~ a
v~&q (6-13) Excellence of
mind
w~TF;~:
(1-149) Concentration of mirid
&?my: (5-12) To be optimistic about spiritual attainments
mhm;r:(4-8) Equipped with
mind
eqq (1-36,100; 2-42; 3-3,16;
5-5) Mind
(8-9) Strong mind
(1-36) Sattvn
(1-46) Living being
(3-3, 4) Mental faculty
~ C I T(2-46)
:
One who is given
to truthfulness

I
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ecsqk: (5-7) True knowledge w$: (4-38) Snake
(5-26) Virtuous irltellect qfi: (8-9, 32, 34, 43, 46, 48)
Ghee
(5-16) True wisdom
ecmF+Tw: (4-37) Love for truth vim: (1-7) Oinnipresent
(1-80) All pervading
ntqq ( 1-39) Truth
~ $ h : All fragrant
n q a q (1-106) Htallhy activity e $ ~ ~ 4 ~(8-50)
tirugs
+Y: (7-14) Joint
qhmd: (1-18, 33, 138) Contact H&: (1-5) All ~ervasive
(2-32) 0ninipresent
d q z r @ (6-4) Maintained in 1
.d
pqm:(4-39) Deficient
n state of equilibrium
in ai t the intellectual activmh: (1-129) Equitable utilivi
tics
za tion
(6-14) Appropriate ad- q z f s ~ ~ ~ ~ s m
(5-1
s r :7) One haviministration
I:$
knowlcdge about the
nrre3~9:(8-15) All mahdbhatar
,,at,re 01all things
iri equal proportion
e3fii.q (1-14) Omnipresent
n m ~ % f s 8 (6-9)
:
Dominated ~$@cqyq?.
(1-14) All renouncing
by similar attribute
qt$$qf~:~a:(1- 14) Devoid of
mnM: (8-51) Having same
all contacts
caste
ad9ri?.i?a (2-32) Entering into
-qirq(8-51)Havingfixed
anyplrysiqlle
look
q$s: (8-19) Mustard
m?q;~;~i?.(2-46) Wllo enters
(8-32, 34, 47, 61) Brainto action after proper
s.rica nigra Koch.
observation
q f m a h : (5-10) Entering in
nyemq (6-27) Etiology
I water
qnzrrruq: (3-16) Conglomerz- II q h ~ q ; r q(8-59) Place for wation
ter storage
eqqq: (1-47) Combination
(4-9) Intimate mixture F W ~ W T (2-24) Excclle~lce of
1; ctation from left breast
mq (8-5 1) Even
m: (2-46) One who is given P ~ T + ~ T (2-24) Activities by
to irn~artialitv
left limbs
I
/
qz~~~mwf
(2-24) Conception in
(8-51j Equal in size
nyurqh: (4-39) Fondness for /
left side of'the womb
1 q p y : (8-19) Barleria cristata
constant movement
e ~(6-10)
:
Mobility
Linn.
I1 m$t3nFr: (8-24) Ghee washed
(7-16) Mobile
for one thousand times
ed: (5-5) Beginning of creation 1
adf;rab: (8-41, 61) Slough of ' ~
7 (8-20,
d 58) A type of
snake
darod
1

wqg:

1

1

t~~gt'
(1-5, 83) Wit~ess

y ~ f ;(8-60)
~ : Fragrant
ga: (8-8) Cllild
mtrstmq (6-13) Excellerlce of
(1-1 1) Male child
wholesomeness
q f m q (8-60) Well exposed
v~cfqq(3-3) Wholesomeness
to sun
(8-65) Wholesome
gfqf$w~r:(8-51) Compact teeth
V E $ ~ % T T(8-48)
~:
Suitable
flifmfmq (8-43) Properly
~ T Z R (1-148)
~
Similarity
clipped
BT;F~?W
(8-37) Consoling
gsrqrf~a:(8-43) Well cleaned
word
m:
(8-51) Firmly rooted
~ T G(6-10)
Z:
Density
mf~n
(8-56) Hemidesmur indi- &m' (8-27) Having good
ap~~etite
cus R. Br.
VTI: (8-38) Pith
q ; r : (8-35) Flower
m t ~ (8-30)
q
Rash act
y ~ m(8-44,
:
56) Cedrus deodaakqq (1-15 1) S2:'nlthya
ra I..oud
sks: (5-17) Wise
q ~ f v (8-65)
:
Fragrant
fm: (8-14) Boiled
&iqwq (8-41) Scorn of surd
fqfz: (5-19) Ac~oinplislimer~t
type
. of wine
fgusq (7-4) Dermatosis
~ T B (8-32)
T
Ocimunt sanctum
fen (3-7; 7-14) Vein
T,inn.
f q m q 7 " v : a f m m m t 5m- TJTT (8-3 1, 34, 56) Surd type
qq (7-14) Terminal of the
of wine
fine ramifications of the
(8-34) ~ ~ l d
veir~s and arteries (Capi- TSfimaq
(2-31) Subtle j/inta
llary)
~~f&r&rs:
(8-5 1) Having
3%:
(8-3 1,57) S i d h ~type of
tragus
wine
gfmp: (8-5 1) Compact
e7mq (3-16) Lead
3 f n q (5-5) Porous
qgm: (8-22) Tender
gm (8-47) Friend
(8-38) Dclicate
(8-4 1) Elettaria cardag m w h : (6-1 3) Favourable
momum Moton
disposition of time
Y-TT: (4-37) Liking for plea- qmq (6-10) Subtility
sure of recreation
v f t f s q ~ ; ~(5-1
; q 2; 8-34) Needle
case
g
y
m
'~4 (2-47) Actions which are ultimately blissful $TTT (8-47) Mother after delivery
wq (1-37, 40, 72; 3-10; 5-5,
12) Happiness
$%WTTTTI:
(8-33, 35, 47) Mate(8-22) Pleasant
rnity home
W ? ~ T V (3-3)
:
Wholeso~nerasa

wq
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pq (8-44) Thread
qrT: (8-8) Stirya
~ q i q ?(7-1 1) Angle of the rnouth
8%:(1-90) Darn
+ ~ a q(3-4; 8-34, 43) Rock
salt
&wg:(8-5 1 ) Well depressed
$4: (8-8) Soma
(5-5) Soma, moon
&q~q(4-12) Subtility
q h : (8-24) Gentle
~ W a (8-34)
q
Sonchal salt
q%$m:(8-56) Sauuiraka type
of wine
Ti-q
(5-12) Tilinking
+pqq (1-20) Dctermination
Gfqas;s: (1-55) Covered with
dirt
&ii-+~olq
(8-24) Jerk
Tiaa~q(7-3) Number
&wC:
(8-7) HLtvitig excitement
&r (1-154) Consciousness
+ ? ~ w r i (4-38)
f ~ : Walking with
fearful dispositiori
T i ? r ~ a f q(4-38)
~ ~ : Resorting to
regimens with a fearful
disposition
6s-w: (4-38) Taking food
with fearful disposition
Gqrio~q(8-24) Suppression of
manifested urges
Fi;m: (5-12) Renullciation
Tisfi@i$: (2-6) Well developed
fbrm
~Cff~
(8-30)
~ q Compression
Ti$q?-q (8-3 1) Palatable
Tirifq: (4-5) Union

#mf@?.(4-24) Channel
ekmfi (4-37) Power of discrimination
&<: (3-3) Cohabitation
T ~ ~ T w $ ? (1-17, 19; 2-19) Anaphrodisia
T
e
j :(5-12) Sensory contact
*;rq (2-39) Curatives
W: (5-10) Doubt
Tip: (8-51) Compact
(3-3, 4; 8-32) Compactr~ess
Ti@: (6-1 3) Cheerful disposit ion
ea;rmq (8-5 1) Suckling of
milk
Famomq (4-16) Areola of breast
~a;r<sq(8-53) E ~ c ~ l l e n c cof
breasts
n;rm;mb@a: (8-52) Having
excellence of breasts and
1r1i1k
Fa;r: (4-1 6; 7-1 1 ; 8-46, 5 1)
Breast
~awi;sq(8-54) ExcelIence of
milk
FaFqq (4- 16) Mi I k
F=WCT: (8-2 1 ) Non-closure of
eyes
Fazq: (8-30) Rigid
f~afsra:(8-30) Still
~$8: (5-12; 8-47) Praise
*:
(8-21) Stealing
F?F? (2-22) Girl
(4-37) Woman
~~"rcm: (4-38) Having liking for staying with wornen in lonely place
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F?T: (4-38) Having for~dness

i

2

,

(4-12) Sense of touch
for women
(7-7, 16) Tactual facu(8-21) Subjugated to wolty
men
~ 4(1-27;
:
4-12) Touch
~crfomq
(8-10) Place of wor(7-16)
Factors in the
ship
body which are known by
F Y T ~ (5-5)
~ G ~ Middlc age
touch
?yr;r* srm~:(4-37) Exhibition
~ y y f t - c q(3-13, 16) Physical
of anger and pleasure in
--proper place
FEr (5-24) Desire
FYTTWf-4: (4-37) Possession of
6 %(7-1
~ 1; 8-41, 51) Buttock
station
~
s
~
o
(5-1
r q 2) Remembering
F Y T T (8-24)
~
Posture
~ : 2) Initiating
e?~m%r$~q
(7-6) Tubercle in ~ y f f l ~ @(5-1
action
with
a sense of rethe socket
collection
F'TWB~(7-5) Socket
F
~
~
T
V T(4-37)
;T
Having mem6 q i n q (8-51) S k i n \ \ h i & is
no loose
ory
~$kfqv'rn:
(1-98) Irnpa irment
kqr: (6-10) Tmmohilit~l
of rnemory
(7-16) Stable
Ma: (1-52,72; 5-12; 3-13, 10)
(8-5 1) Firm
Memory
ymzqq (3-6) Large intestine
( 1-140) Miraculous meF T F T ~(6-10; 7- 16) Gross
mory
~bs'q(4-1 2) Steadinesq
a? (8-9) Garland
F T T T Y I ~ :(8-33) Bath room
F F F ~s ~ f ~ (8-30)
q i
Drol)irlg of
(8-59) Katli
eyes
F.TT;T~ (8-42) Ba ti1
a ~ z r(5-10) Crrator
?;iq:
(3-7) Ligament
&a? (7-16) Channel
(7-14) Sinieu
~
q 1) Beautiful and
f h ~(6-10;
:
7-16; 8-31) UIIC- q q q ~ q(8-5
havi113beautiful npiiiiga
tuous
wa;qqfa:
(6-24) Independent
?%nQ: (8-43)
Impregnated
WT~T:
(1-5, 6) Independent
with unctuous substance
m
r
(1-37)
Ownership
~ 3 ~ $(8-26)
8:
Aversion for takwc~g~fa:
(4-39) Resorting to
ing fat
F : (4-12 6-14) Unctuousexcessive sleep
ness
WCTTWFQ
(4-38)
T : Having ex(8-4) Oleation
cessive sleep and indolence
rc&f;zqri&: (1-1 33) Tactual Fswni-riorq (8-5 1) Sleep and
contact
vigil
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mTq$fm:( 6 2 7 )

Instinctive

tendency

(5-10) Accomplished by nature
m~f&
(6-12,
:
13) Favourable disposition of the
nature
m
r
a
:
(1-1 15) Natural manifestation
~ m(8-51,
: 32; 3-10) Voice
& w ~ ~ ~ ;(8-35)
r q Reciting a uspicious mantras
FaFess;rq (8-47) T o bestow auspiciousness
F n q a q (6-7, 8; 8-48) Measures for the rr~ainterlance
of positive health
W Y T ~itrl:
~ : (1-1 15) Natural
diseases
~ 3 i o T q(8-7) Well spread
&q: (7-15, 16; 8-60) Sweat
(8-4) Fomentation
T
6flqqq;r4 (7-6) Bone which
keeps the loc~erjaw locked up
(8-51) Jaw
cqf~q
(7-6) Jaw bone
& ~ : a ; ~(8-9)
q Sandal wood
$w: (8-24) Black buck
(8-32) Detar

a:

(8-32, 44) Curcuma longa
Linn.
(8-56) Lathyrus ~phacaa
Linn.
@a: (8-9) (Having the strength of a) lion
@: (2-19) Passion
(2-39) Happiness
5-q (8-35) Oblation to sacred fire
wqcw? (8-34, 41) Scindapsu~
o$cinalis Schott
Fa: (1-25; 7-7) Hand
f@~: (8-34, 41, 47, 61) Ferula
narttiex B liss
fiaq (4-19) Wholesome ttlillg
(5-10) Beneficial
8;rfqg:(1-1 11) Under Manifestation
~ 5 m ; r s b (5-10)
:
Entering into
fire
~ q zqqr
$
(2-23) Cardiac distress
p q (3-6; 6-21; 8-39) Heart
$33: (1-59) Empirical soul
$3: (4-8) Concomitarit cause
(5-8) Cause
$s;a: (2-45) Hetnanta, (Dccenlber-February)
as: (4-37) O b l a ~ i o n
(8-59) O f f e r i ~ i oblaiions
g
g q : (6-4) Dimiriut~on

e:

